




Executive Summary 
This thesis explores the interaction between stakeholders in an online sphere and aims to contribute to a 

relatively new stream of branding research, which perceives brands as processes in constant flux involving 

multi-stakeholders and brand meanings as temporary products of this process. 

The spark of interest was amplified when reading through known brand community literature, which almost 

always takes point of departure in the perspective of consumer’s and their practices within online brand 

communities. The co-creation-, stakeholder-, and discourse theory though guide us to understand that people 

engaging in social discourse, adopt different roles and co-creates brand meaning in a variety of ways, and 

they do so in complex stakeholder networks across online platforms. Thereby, the online sphere provides 

stakeholders with unprecedented opportunities to interact, and researchers with new insights into formerly 

inaccessible phenomena. Thereby, a netnographic method was applied and resulted in almost 1,500 

interactions between stakeholders of LEGO.  

The analysis shows that multi-stakeholders do exist on online platforms, and often on more than one 

platform or in more communities. And stakeholders adopt different roles governed by the context and topic 

of interest arising. And when stakeholders interact they obtain different interaction styles. Through the use of 

different speech varieties, speech acts and tone of voices, stakeholder’s comments, states an opinion, 

responds and helps others when interacting in brand-related discourse. These identifications reveal diverse 

interaction practices adopted by different stakeholders. 

Eight different practices were identified and presented. Through the interactions underlying these practices, 

stakeholders foster both shared and conflicting interpretive strategies and discursive struggles appear. These 

interpretive strategies shape the co-creation of brand meaning in complex and sometimes contradictory ways. 

The findings also reveal how members of the brand interest group might adopt new roles and change 

interpretive strategies over time. 

The findings give rise to a discussion of the existence of an online cloud consisting of a multiple of 

interpretive communities of interest. This applies that stakeholders have different interests in a brand and act 

hereafter in community-like environments where interpretive strategies serve to develop cultural blueprints 

and shape the co-creation of brand meaning. Nonetheless, findings support that the identified interpretive 

communities of interest rarely, at this point, have developed a community-bond, and often consist of 

different interpretive strategies.  

Companies alike must understand the new insights into these phenomena to guide tactical and strategic 

decisions when approaching specific stakeholders in an online sphere. Through the understanding and 

insights into the interactions and complex co-creation of brand meaning between external stakeholders, 

companies can seize opportunities to better reach out and affect sentiment and behavior in a positive way. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Problem discussion 
In the start 2000s, scholars realized that consumers are no longer isolated individuals but connected with one 

another, and thereby no longer unaware but informed when making decisions. The value creation of a brand 

has shifted from being product and company centered to personalized consumer experiences, where 

consumers actively engage in the co-creation process because they are now empowered, informed, connected 

and active (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a). In the S-D logic proposed by Vargo and Lush (2004), the 

customer is always a co-creator of value. Value is not added to products in the production process and 

described in terms of value-in-exchange. On the contrary, value can only be created with and determined by 

the user in the ‘consumption’ process and is thereby described as value-in-use. Consumers are now 

empowered and able to influence a company’s brand value as they are co-creators of brand meaning.   

 

However, more recent scholars broaden the concept of co-creation and states that brand meaning is not only 

being co-created by consumers but by multiple stakeholders. Merz et al. (2009) argue that we are in a 

“stakeholder-focus brand era”, where brands are viewed as dynamic and social processes. Brand value and 

meaning is not only co-created through isolated, dyadic relationships between companies and individual 

customers, but also through network relationships and social interactions among the ecosystem of all the 

stakeholders. 

 

Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2008, p. 9) define a brand as being ‘’1) a system of interrelated brand 

meanings, brand manifestations, and individuals as well as organizations interested in a brand, and 2) the 

processes underlying the dynamic development of those meanings, manifestations, interested individuals and 

organizations.’’ The interested individuals and organizations, constituting the brand interest group, consist 

of all stakeholders of a specific brand who are likely to contribute to the constitution of a brand. When they 

get together and ‘’share their experiences or express their beliefs and convictions regarding a certain 

company, product, service, place, or person’’(Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, p. 10), they enter a 

brand-related discourse, where they continuously disseminate, negotiate, and co-create manifestations and 

brand meanings through their social discourse. And as it happens continuously, they contribute to the 

constant emergence and change of brand meaning. The manifestations that are “tangible and intangible 

objectifications of the meaning of a brand” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, p. 13.) are therefore also 

being continuously co-created.   

 

In Vargo and Lush’s (2008b) later work, they point out that brand meaning develops through social systems 

of interrelated actors engaging in complex processes of discursive co-creation, that is, within “social spaces” 
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(Handelman 2006). Stakeholders have a broad array of tools and media at their disposal, which allow them 

to express their own perspective and to actively participate in brand-related discourse (Wallpach 2009). 

Especially, online platforms such as online brand community websites, forums, weblogs, or social media 

platforms give the opportunity to develop brand stories and interact with each other. In a digitalized world, 

and with the extension of online platforms, there is a constant development in the stakeholders’ involvement 

and engagement with brands. A development that highly affects the way companies build and maintain their 

brands. 

 

In order to understand the brand-related discourse, it is inevitably to look at social discourse theory with a 

special attention to interaction and action in society. One characterization of discourse is ’communicative 

event’, where the participants are doing something else beyond just using language or communicating ideas 

or beliefs: they interact. According to Anderson et al. (1999), an interaction can be described along three 

main components: the content, which refers to what the individual wants to exchange, the process, which 

refers to how the individual wants to interact, and the people, which refers to with whom the individual 

wants to interact. Further, Van Dijk’s (1997) discourse as action in society refers to how a discourse is a 

practical, social and cultural phenomenon. When people engage in discourse they accomplish social acts and 

participate in social interaction, and these interactions are embedded in various social and cultural contexts 

(ibid). 

 

Studies of online communities so far (Kozinets, 1997, 2001; Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001; Jensen Schau, 2002; 

McAlexander et al. 2002; Broderick et al. 2003; Muniz and Jensen Schau, 2005) strictly focus on the 

assumption that only consumers interact in such related communities. But the discourse theory guide us to 

understand that consumers might also represent other roles and identities (as other stakeholders) or as being 

part of other social groups (or stakeholder groups). At this point studies have focused on how consumers not 

only appropriate the community as a source of identity, but also actively draw in on specific parts of their 

own history and experiences’ (Jensen Schau and Muniz 2002). Further, studies of how the social context of 

brand community influences interpretations of the brand (Kozinets 1997, Schouten and McAlexander 1995, 

Fiske 1992) have identified that members often disregard personal viewpoints and interpretations to better fit 

with the ‘official’ interpretations and ‘good tastes’ of the community (Kozinets 1997), which is defined by 

the culture code between members. And they do so to contribute to the long-term sense of community 

(Antorini 2007). These studies though disregard the fact that different stakeholders might participate and 

how these interactions affect certain member types in terms of the co-creation of brand meaning and what 

different roles they adopt when interacting.  

 

Hence, when multiple stakeholders participate in brand-related discourse on online platforms, they interact 
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through written communication (Van Dijk 1997) as part of a communicative event. Stakeholders participate 

for different reasons or goals, but most interestingly, discursive struggles continuously affect the knowledge 

and the ways different stakeholders interact and the identity or role they adopt. The participants can act as 

individuals and at the same time represent different social categories or groups depending on the context. 

Their identity, role and the communication of beliefs thereby determine the discursive struggle. Further, 

participants do not only generate their own texts or react to, but also drawn in, and transform other texts 

(Alvesson and Karreman 2000, Fairclough and Wodak 1997, Hatch and Rubin 2006) that can be based from 

other online discussions or news-forums, thereby linking conversations across platforms (Schumar and 

Renninger 2002).  

 

The kind of interaction and practices going on online facilitates the sharing and negotiation of brand meaning 

among members and has received particular attention among consumer brand community scholars (Kozinets 

1997, 2001; Muniz and O’Guinn 2001; Jensen Schau 2002; McAlexander et al. 2002; Broderick et al. 2003; 

Muniz and Jensen Schau 2005; Antorini 2007). All sorts of brand-related meanings have been found to be 

created and negotiated among members in brand communities (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001), giving rise to 

what has been conceptualized as the interpretive community. The term is used to describe consumers who 

negotiate brand meaning, and has in particular been addressed by Broderick et al. (2003) and depicted by 

Antorini (2007), who describes it as ’a repertoire of commonly shared interpretive strategies’ (Antorini 

1997).  

 

However, interpretive communities might not only be relevant for consumers and might not exist in 

isolation. Multiple online communities are likely to exist where different stakeholders interact to interpret 

and co-create brand meaning. They might not just participate on one, but on several platforms either 

individually or collectively at the same time. Thereby, they constitute not only one interpretive community, 

but also multiple interpretive communities with multiple stakeholders participating with shared or conflicting 

interpretive strategies. And they do so in different roles either on a single platform or on different platforms. 

And the conversations might not only be consumption-related, but other topics (e.g. CSR, corporate identity) 

might be relevant for other stakeholders too. Hence, stakeholders as part of the brand interest group enter a 

brand related discourse when sharing experiences or communicating beliefs regarding a certain company, 

brand or service in social situations on physical or virtual platforms (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger, 2008).  

 

The main issue to clarify thereby surrounds the focus of how multi-stakeholders interact on diverse online 

platforms such as communities and new social platforms, which momentarily are insufficient in literature. 

Understanding the ongoing brand-related social discourse is important for companies, as they need to 

acquiesce with the expectations of various social groups and realize the effects of co-creation of brand 
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meaning in today’s arbitrary online sphere. Thereby, our interest is awoken and the drive to strive for new 

insights regarding this phenomenon leads us to the following research question and aim of this thesis.  

1.2 Research question and aim of thesis 
The thesis aims to contribute to a relatively new stream of branding research, which perceives brands as 

processes in constant flux involving multi-stakeholders and brand meanings as temporary products of this 

process. The focus of interest will be on online brand-related discourse since the online sphere provides 

stakeholders with unprecedented opportunities to interact, and researchers with new insights into formerly 

inaccessible phenomena. To identify and analyze social online brand-related discourses by multiple 

stakeholders a netnographic approach and discourse analysis will be applied. Contemporary branding 

literature lacks an in-depth empirical study that allows us to better understand how various stakeholders’ 

interact on different online platforms in different situations, in different roles, and in which way brand-

related discourses eventually impact brand meaning. Furthermore, a discussion of how each online 

platform’s characteristics of stakeholder interaction affects a brand’s collective brand meaning development 

or the constitution of multiple interpretive communities is currently missing.  

1.3 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis can be categorized into four overall categories, the introduction, the theoretical development and 

positioning, empirical study and discussion of findings and conclusion. The introduction was designed to 

provide a comprehensive understanding of the issue at hand as well as the overall research question and aim 

of the thesis. The goal of the theoretical development and positioning is to shed light on theoretical 

preconditions and phenomena that will guide the gathering of material and the analysis. The theoretical 

positioning positions the theoretical development and study in existing literature and derives the sub-

questions to the overall research questions. The section seeks to provide a smooth transition from the 

theoretic foundation to the empirical study. The empirical study first presents the case, the research design 

and methodological groundings to securely kick off the presentation of the empirical findings and results. 

Finally, the findings will end with a discussion of these and lead to the overall conclusion of the research 

question and sub-questions, hereby also address the implications. Limitations and future research 

propositions will be suggested in the end.   

How do multi-stakeholders interact in brand-related social discourse on online social platforms, and what 

meanings do they disseminate through their interaction and discursive activities? 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1.4 Delimitation 
This section will describe some delimitations of the study in order to reach a clear conclusion, thereby we 

address how the analysis is limited and defines the context in which the overall research question is 

answered.  

 

When dealing with multi-stakeholders in an online sphere it is important to define the context in which the 

study takes place. The study is done in an international (global) context, as the online platforms are open to 

everyone who has an interest in brand-related social discourse. Thereby, stakeholders across nationalities all 

have their ways of interacting and interpreting their context, which is much dependent on individual and 

cultural blueprints. The study demarcates itself from the consideration of these factors of cultural capital. As 

the language of all collected data is in English we perceive the stakeholder interactions neutral towards the 

considerations of national cultural boundaries. Although, interesting data within national boundaries (such as 

discussions in Danish or other languages) have been identified, it has not been suitable to integrate these due 

to the lack of reliability and validity through an analysis of these findings. The above should though not be 

confused with the possible observations of culture development or individual cultural capital within online 

communities. Further, the study focuses on generic identifications of specific stakeholders and do not 

consider the nationalities, which may lead to certain preconditions of actors.  

Introduction 

Theoretical development 

Results 

Conclusion 

Problem discussion & research question 

Empirical study 

Theoretical positioning 

Discussion of findings 

Implications 

Research design 

Method and Philosophy of science 

Future research 
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Further, the online sphere provides us with infinite sources of material, but through the methodological 

approach and criteria we have been able to narrow down the focus of the study. Although, recognizing that 

all discursive activities concerning the topic are impossible to discharge and comprehend we acknowledge 

that we explore only a small fraction of the exhaustive access to stakeholder interactions concerning the 

specific case. Hence, when discussing stakeholder interactions and the effects on brand meaning co-creation, 

elements of symbolic and textual communication are diverse and affected by many variables such as the 

interpretations of the individual and the context wherein the communication happens. Therefore, the 

conclusions are to some extent not always the full picture of the relationships. Further, from the stance in the 

social constructivism we as subjective interpreters of understanding can’t be separated from the study’s 

findings and conclusions. 

 

2. Theoretical development 
2.1 The active role of consumers in brand co-creation 
As the thesis seeks to identify how different stakeholders participate and interact with each other in the co-

creation process of brand meaning online, it is important to give an overview of consumers’ active role in 

brand co-creation in order to understand the basis of co-creation. Thus, the following chapter will contribute 

to the thesis by reviewing contemporary and dominant theory regarding co-creation. 

 

2.1.1 Co-creation – an introduction 
Scholars C. K. Prahalad and Venkat Ramaswamy introduced the concept co-creation in 2000 in their article 

“Co-Opting Customer Competence”, where they states that consumers have become a new source of 

competence for the corporation; they have become co-creators of brand value (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 

2000). They argue that meaning of value and the process of value creation, within the last decade have 

shifted from being a product- and company-centered view to focus on personalized consumer experiences 

(Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a). Consumers engage actively in the co-creation process as they are now 

empowered, informed, connected and active, which are due to new communication technologies (ibid). The 

market is a forum for conversation and interaction between consumers, communities and companies (ibid.). 

Hence, the consumers are no longer isolated individuals but connected with one another, and thereby no 

longer unaware but informed when making decisions (ibid.). 

 

Accordingly, Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a) argue that the market is undergoing change and that the 

relationship between the consumer and company is being transformed. In the traditional view, the market is 
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separated from the value creation process and is a place where value is exchanged. The consumer had been 

persuaded so the company could extract the most value from the transactions with consumers (ibid.). 

However, today it is not about persuasion and consumers are no longer dependent on communication from 

companies because consumer-to-consumer communication and dialogue provides consumers an alternative 

source of information and perspective. Basically, there has been a shift in the role of the consumer – from 

isolated to connected, from unaware to informed, from passive to active (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004b).  

 

Subsequently, consumers have become knowledgeable and increasingly aware of their negotiation power 

(Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a). Brand meaning is being negotiated (i.e. co-created) by consumers, rather 

than being given by the companies (ibid.). Informed, connected, empowered, and active consumers have 

learned that they too can extract value at the traditional point of exchange (ibid.). Consequently, it is a 

movement away from consumers buying products and services, as transactions to those purchases being 

made as part of an experience (ibid.).  

 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a) point out that brand value is being co-created by personalized consumer 

experiences. The scholars argue that the concept of co-creation is allowing the customer to co-create the 

service experiences that suit the context (ibid.); it is “creating an experience environment in which 

consumers can have active dialogue and co-construct personalized experiences; product may be the same 

(e.g., Lego Mindstorms) but customers can construct different experiences” (ibid., p. 8). Thus, the value 

creation is embedded in personalized experiences, and the experiences are staged in value creating 

interaction between the consumer and a network of companies and consumer communities (Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy 2004b).   

 

This changing nature of the consumer-company interaction as the locus of co-creation of value redefines the 

meaning of value and the process of value creation (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a). Today, the co-

creation experience is the very basis of value, and as Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b, p. 6) state: “it [co-

creation] involves the co-creation of value through personalized interactions that are meaningful and 

sensitive to a specific consumer. The co-creation experience, not the offering, is the basis of unique value for 

each individual”. Thus, we create our own unique value to a brand through personalized experiences, which 

was not the case before, where companies created its brand value. This also means that managers can no 

longer only attend to the quality of the company’s product and processes, but also have to attend to the 

quality of the co-creation experiences. Thereby they embrace the concepts of personalized co-creation 

experience as the source of unique value (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b).  
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2.1.2 The Service-Dominant Logic 
Also Vargo and Lush (2004) point out a movement but of the logic of marketing, which is important as the 

evolving logic has broadened the discussion of co-creation and helps to understand the co-creation concept. 

The marketing logic is evolving from an output orientation to a process orientation - moving from good-

dominant logic to service-dominant logic. The G-D logic views value as something that is added to products 

in the production process and see value in terms of value-in-exchange (i.e. price) (Vargo and Lush 2006). In 

the S-D logic, however, value is viewed as something that can only be created with and determined by the 

user in the ‘consumption’ process and through use or what is referred to as value-in-use (ibid.). This means 

that the customers actively engage in dialogue and interaction with their suppliers during product design, 

production, delivery and consumption (Payne et al. 2009). Thus, the customer as always being a co-creator 

of value, where the brand becomes the experience (Payne et al. 2009) is a key foundational proposition of 

this logic (Vargo and Lusch 2004).  

 

In the S-D logic, the term service is defined as “the application of specialized competences (knowledge and 

skills), through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself”, 

where especially competences play a vital role (Vargo and Lusch 2004, p. 2). The S-D logic focuses on the 

action of operant resources (those that act upon other resources), such as knowledge and skills, whereas G-D 

logic focuses on the exchange of operand resources (those that an act or operation is performed on, such as 

goods) (ibid.). Thus, it is a shift from the exchange of tangible goods to the exchange of intangibles such as 

skills, knowledge and processes, which is the fundamental unit of exchange today (ibid.). And an important 

implication of this view of resources and competences is that the customer plays a central role in creating 

value through personalized experiences, which lay the foundation for co-creation.   

 

Vargo and Lusch outline ten fundamental premises (FPs) that present the service-dominant logic – updated 

in 2008 (Vargo and Lusch 2008): 

 FP1: Service is the fundamental basis of exchange 
 FP2: Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of exchange. 
 FP3: Goods are a distribution mechanism for a service provision 
 FP4: Operant resources are the fundamental source of competitive advantage  
 FP5: All economies are services economies 
 FP6: The customer is always a co-creator of value 
 FP7: The enterprise cannot deliver value, but only offer value propositions 
 FP8: A service-centered view is inherently customer oriented and relational 
 FP9: All social and economic actors are resource integrators 
 FP10: Value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary 

 

Researchers such as Grönroos (2000), Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) and Vargo and Lusch (2004) argue 

that value is embedded in the co-creation process between the customer and the supplier, and where the 

customer shifts from being a passive audience to an active player. It should be noted that while Vargo and 
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Lusch view co-creation as an inevitable implication of the evolution into the S-D logic that companies could 

choose to deal with or not, Prahalad and Ramaswamy regard co-creation as a strategic tool that companies 

should employ in order to overcome the market challenges (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a; Vargo and 

Lusch 2004). As pointed out later, the evolving marketing logic is reflected in the branding literature.  

 

2.1.3 Perspectives on co-creation 
The above-mentioned shift in the market and logic of marketing laid the foundation for the co-creation 

approach. Different perspectives of co-creation can be identified, and looking deeper into specific 

conceptualizations of how value is co-created, two overall approaches with inspiration from dominant 

authors will be outlined: co-creation of innovation and co-creation of brand meaning. Before the outline, we 

will give an overview of co-creation and the processes underlying co-creation.  

 
Value co-creation 
Payne et al. (2008a) look at how customers engage in the co-creation of value and focus on how a company 

can seek to manage the co-creation of value. Based on the shift towards the S-D logic, they develop a 

framework that conceptualizes the processes in co-creation, which provides a structure for customer 

involvement that takes account of key foundational propositions of S-D logic (Payne et al. 2008a).  

 

They present three processes that are relevant to the co-creation of value and brand: customer value-creating 

processes, supplier value-creating processes and encounter processes, which form the framework for co-

creation (Payne et al. 2008a). The model below illustrates an interconnected set of processes and the 

recursive nature of co-creation, and in the processes, the customer and company play an equally important 

role in the formation of the brand (ibid.).  

 

Figure 1: A conceptual framework for value co-creation 
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The arrows in the middle indicate the different encounters (also referred to as touchpoints) between the 

customer and the supplier, which occur as a result of their respective value-creating processes. And they 

point in both directions emphasizing the interactive nature of encounters (ibid.).   

 

The arrows between customer processes and customer learning, on the other hand, indicate that the customer 

engages in a learning process based on the experience that the customer has during the relationship (ibid.). 

The relationship experience leads to customer learning, and the customer learning has an impact on how the 

customer will engage in future value co-creation activities with the supplier. Similarly, the arrows between 

supplier processes and organizational learning indicate “as the supplier learns more about the customer, 

more opportunities become available for the supplier to further improve the design of the relationship 

experience and enhance co-creation with customers” (ibid., p. 86). This is consistent with the S-D logic 

(FP4) that emphasizes knowledge as a key operant resource (ibid.). 

 

The above explain what co-creation is and the underlying processes of value co-creation, i.e. the 

collaboration between the customer and the company. However, while value co-creation explains the 

processes of what co-creation is and the outcome of value, we also have to look more specifically on how 

value can be co-created through different approaches. 

 

Co-creation of innovation 

Thomke and von Hippel (2002) describe the co-creation through user-innovation as a customers-as-

innovators approach, where the supplier provides customers with tools so that they can design and develop 

the application-specific part of a product on their own (Thomke and von Hippel 2002). In this approach, the 

focus is on utilizing the customers as operant resources in the collaboration of modifying and enhancing or 

developing and designing new products. Concurrently, with the networked world and the power of the 

Internet, Sawhney et al. (2005) use the term collaborative innovation. In the traditional perspective, 

companies were trying to improve the fit between offerings and customer needs by surveying customers and 

importing knowledge from leading-edge customers into the firm (von Hippel 1988). However, today 

customers are not viewed as passive recipients of innovation, but on the contrary they engage in dialogue and 

are viewed as a partners in the innovation process (Sawhney et al. 2005). Hence, customers have the 

opportunity to participate actively in the co-creation process through their innovation and product design 

(e.g., Füller et al., 2007). However, they rarely innovate in isolation, but rather in cooperation with like-

minded people in communities (Füller et al. 2007; von Hippel 2005). This widely takes place in online 

communities, where consumers' motivation is to use the Internet to exchange use experiences with latest 

equipment and to share their ideas for product modifications or entirely new developments, which Füller et 

al. (2007) describe as online product innovation by user groups. 
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Co-creation of brand meaning 

Several researchers deal with the active involvement of consumers in brand meaning co-creation. Brand 

meaning can be defined as ‘the larger sense’ consumers derive from their experiences with the brand 

(Arnould et al. 2004). This view of co-creation is mainly driven by the brand community literature, why 

brand community studies are relevant to brand meaning co-creation. Interpretive consumer behavior 

researchers, such as Arnould and Price (1993) and Belk and Costa (1998), demonstrate the importance of 

consumption activities for brand meaning co-creation. With an analysis of the nature of extraordinary 

experience, Arnould and Price (1993) demonstrate that an important trigger for the extraordinary experience 

is interpersonal interaction, the feeling of communion with other people (or communitas bond). Similar to 

this, Belk and Costa (1998) examine the engagement in consumption communities by an ethnographic study, 

where they describe the re-enactments of the modern mountain men engagement (rendezvous) as a transient 

consumption community characterized by a fantastical time and space.  

 

Furthermore, researchers dealing with collective consumption phenomena, such as Cova and Cova 2002, 

Muniz and O’Guinn 2001, Schouten and McAlexander 1995, illuminate the social dynamics underlying 

brand meaning, negotiation and co-creation in consumer groups (e.g., tribes, communities or subcultures of 

consumption). Whereas, Brown, Kozinets and Sherry (2003) argue that brands belong to and are created in 

concert with communities. Consumers actively create lively brandscapes (e.g., Thompson and Arsel 2004) 

and brand cultures (e.g., Muniz and O’Guinn 2001) in which they interact and negotiate brand meaning.  

 

Brand community is defined as “a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured 

set of social relations among admirers of a brand” (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001, p. 412). The members of a 

community are a part of a collective social unit, centered on the brand and a shared consciousness, rituals 

and traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility mark the community (ibid.). The communities are 

participants in a brand's larger social construction (ibid.), and within this social construction, members 

directly or indirectly share consumption experiences and enhanced mutual appreciation for the product and 

the brand tribes (McAlexander et al. 2002). The members can be both brand owners and non-owners but they 

admire a brand and thereby interact with each other in the form of brand communities. Thus, it is the 

dynamic interaction within the boundaries of the brand community that co-create brand value in these brand 

communities (Merz et al. 2007). The communities have an interpretive function with brand meaning being 

socially negotiated (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Brand meaning is being co-created by community based 

negotiations and symbolic interpretations of brand-related information, as well as personal narratives based 

on personal or impersonal experiences with the brands (ibid.). So the brand communities become active 

carriers of brand meaning, rather than followers of a company's idea of the constitution of its brand (e.g., 

Csaba and Bengtsson 2006, McAlexander et al. 2002, Muniz and O'Guinn 2001). Accordingly, brand 
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community studies are equally relevant to brand co-creation and will be further elaborated later in chapter 

2.3.2.    

 

The above-mentioned literature strictly focuses on consumers as brand meaning co-creators neglecting other 

stakeholders that might have an interest in and an impact on a brand’s meaning. The next chapter will dig 

deeper into the brand meaning co-creation concept, thus from a multi-stakeholder perspective.  

 

2.2 Brands as multi-stakeholder social processes 
In order to understand how brand meaning is being co-created by a company’s multiple stakeholders, it is 

important to introduce the contemporary and dominant literature within the field. As mentioned, previous 

literature on co-creation typically strictly focuses on consumers as brand meaning co-creators. However, 

more recent literature applies a broader stakeholder perspective on co-creation, perceiving brands as 

processes resulting from constant stakeholder interactions. Thus, the following chapter will contribute to the 

thesis by reviewing theoretical literature within branding and multi-stakeholder theory, and in the end 

describe how brands are being viewed as processes resulting from multiple-stakeholders’ interaction.  

 

2.2.1 The brand logic  
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Vargo and Lush (2004a) posit that marketing has evolved toward a 

service-dominant (S-D) logic. This evolution in the logic of marketing is in general paralleled by and 

reflected in the branding literature, and Merz et al. (2009) point out, that therefore the logic of a brand and 

branding is also evolving. The logic of a brand has shifted from the conceptualization of a brand as a 

company-provided property of goods to a brand as a collaborative value co-creation activity of companies 

and all of their stakeholders (Merz et al., 2009). Merz et al. (2009) state that we are in a “stakeholder-focus 

brand era”, where brands are viewed as dynamic and social processes and not only individual customers but 

also all stakeholders constitute operant resources (ibid.). The evolving brand logic will be elaborated further, 

as it will give an understanding of why and how brand meaning is being co-created by all of a company’s 

stakeholders.  

 

Merz et al. demonstrate how the branding literature has evolved over the last decade, and they identify four 

eras, which differ from each other in terms of how brands are viewed and the primary focus of a brand’s 

value (Merz et al., 2009). The four eras are identified as: 1) individual goods-focus brand era (1900s–1930s), 

2) value-focus brand era (1930s–1990s), 3) relationship-focus brand era (1990s–2000), and 4) stakeholder-

focus brand era (2000 and forward). We wish to thoroughly outline the last two eras due to the relevance in 

relation to our aim of the thesis. These two areas provide us with interesting insights into the development of 
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co-creation between the companies and its customers and further expand the horizon of stakeholders as 

active engaging in co-creation of brand value.    

2.2.1.1 Relationship-focus brand era 
In the relationship-focus brand era (1990s-2000), scholars began to more specifically examine the role of the 

consumer in the co-creation. While brand value was determined through value-in-exchange in the previous 

era, it was now determined through the customers’ perceived value-in-use (ibid.). The customers were 

moved into the center of the brand value creation process, and the era broke away from the mindset of 

previous eras that highlighted that brand value was created by companies and embedded in the physical 

goods (ibid.). Areas of the customer-company, customer-brand, and company-brand relationships were 

investigated by academics, which collectively shaped the relationship-focus brand era (ibid.).   

 

In the customer-company relationship focus, brands were seen as representing knowledge. The focus of 

interest was on examining how customers internalize brand information (Kapferer 1992, Keller 1993), which 

further contributed to an understanding that brand value co-creation takes place in customers’ mind. The 

literature moved away from viewing customers as exogenous to viewing them as endogenous to the brand 

value creation process (Merz et al. 2008). The many brand equity models that emerged in the 1990s 

highlighted the importance that brand, as an operant resource, plays in marketing strategy. However, one 

notable basic premise that the models share is the fact that brand value creation takes place in the minds of 

customers (ibid.). For example, Aaker (1996) defined brand equity as “a set of brand assets and liabilities 

(i.e., brand loyalty, brand awareness, perceived quality, brand associations, and other proprietary assets) 

linked - in customers’ minds - to a brand, its name and symbol that add to or subtract from the value 

provided by a market offering to a firm and/or to that firm’s customers”. Similarly, Kapferer (1992) 

highlights that the value of a brand to customers is based upon the extent to which a brand represents the 

customers’ desired social image and self-identity. The brand identity is an important concept for creating 

brand value and defined brand identity as the unique set of brand associations that represent what the brand 

stands for and promises to customers (Kapferer 1992, 2004). So in the customer-company relationship focus 

there is a relationship between the company and the customer and marketing activities are supposed to lead 

to some knowledge in consumers’ minds, why the management still is the dominant player shaping the 

relationship in this focus. As Keller (1993) state: “Customer- based brand equity is defined as the differential 

effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand”. Brand knowledge consists 

of brand awareness (brand recall and recognition) and brand image (set of associations linked to the brand 

that customers hold in memory), why the customer-based brand equity involves the joint efforts of customers 

and companies in co-creating brand equity, and hence brand value (Keller 1993). 
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However, in the customer-brand relationship focus, brands were seen as representing a relationship partner 

(Aaker 1997; Fournier 1998; Gobe 2001). Aaker (1997) proposed that brands have personality characteristics 

and that people often imbue brands with human personality traits. Fournier (1998) extended Aaker’s brand 

personality notion with her brand relationship framework, and stated that brands serve as viable relationship 

partners and that “consumer-brand relationships are valid at the level of lived experience”. She points out 

that “comfort in thinking about the brand not as a passive object of marketing transactions but as an active, 

contributing member of the relationship dyad is a matter more deserving of note” (ibid., p. 344). 

Consequently, the customer-brand relationship focus highlighted that brands have personality that makes 

customers form dyadic relationships with them, and thus, that the brand value co-creation process is 

relational and thus, requires a process orientation (Aaker 1997; Fournier 1998; Gobe 2001, Merz et al. 2009).  

 

Finally, in the company-brand relationships focus, brands were seen as representing promise, and both 

employees and customers were identified as important brand value co-creators and operant resources (Merz 

et al. 2009.). King (1991) argues that employees are an important component in the brand value co-creation 

process and that they may help companies achieve a competitive advantage. Equally, Gilly and Wolfinbarger 

(1998) also argue that the internal customers (i.e. employees) are involved in the brand value co-creation 

process, and they find that companies may underestimate the importance of the employee audience in their 

branding efforts. In Berry’s (2000, p. 130) service branding framework, he argues, “in labor-intensive 

service businesses, human performance, rather than machine performance plays the most critical role in 

building the brand”. Similarly, Chernatony (1999) points out that brands represent the vision and culture of 

the company, why it is important to involve the employees to shape and represent a company’s value. As 

mentioned, brands were seen as a promise, and employees are shaping and representing the promises to 

external customers. With this view, internal customers (employees) were now viewed as operant resources 

and active brand value-co-creators; the FP6 of the S-D logic (the customer is always a co-creator of value) 

was extended. In addition, it is consistent with the FP4 of the S-D logic, which states that operant resources 

are the fundamental source of competitive advantage, whereby operant resources constitute not only brands 

and external customers but also internal customers (Merz et al. 2008.).  

 

Consequently, in the relationship-focus brand era, the customer and internal customer (i.e. employee) are 

now viewed as significant actors in the brand value creation. Brand value is no longer seen as created by 

companies and embedded in the physical goods, as observed in the brand modeling literature, where scholars 

realized that brand value should not only be measured from a goods-based perspective but also from a 

customer-based perspective (Keller and Lehmann 2006, Leone et al. 2006). Furthermore, brands have 

personality, which makes customers form dyadic relationships with them (Aaker 1997), why brands can be 

identified as a relationship partner (Fournier 1998). Scholars (King 1991, Gilly and Wolfinbarger 1998, 
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Chernatony 1999, Berry 2000) acknowledged a more interactive and relational co-creation process between 

the company, its customers and the brand, and highlighted the importance of both internal and external 

customers as being brand value co-creators and thus, operant resources.  

2.2.1.2 Stakeholder-focus brand era 
In the 2000s, scholars began to adopt a stakeholder perspective to branding, which highlights that not only 

individual customers but also brand communities and other stakeholders are active co-creators of brand 

value, i.e. all stakeholders are operant resources (Merz et al. 2009). During this era, the shift in thinking 

about the nature of the brand value co-creation process was actually driven by the brand community 

literature, which was discussed in the former section (ibid.).  

 

Vargo and Lush (2008b) extended their initial paper “Evolving to a new dominant logic for marketing” 

(2004) with a multi-stakeholder network perspective. They pointed out how the business-marketing scholars 

have been the forefront of the shift from understanding exchange in terms of products to concepts of value 

and extending the sources of value-creation to relationships and networks. Furthermore, B2B marketing 

scholars were the first to recognize the need to develop collaborations and partnerships with customers. 

These scholars embrace the idea that suppliers are networks, however, as Vargo and Lush point out, they 

have not fully embraced the idea that so are “consumers”. As stated above in FP9, all actors are resource 

integrators, which happens at both a macro and micro level and include not just private resources but also 

public resources (Lusch, Vargo, and O'Brien 2007). Vargo and Lush (2008b) argue that value is co-created 

with the customer and other value-creation partners and is co-created through interactions in networks rather 

than in dyads, why the companies should focus on assisting customers in their own value-creation processes 

(ibid.). 

 

Usually community literature mainly talks about value creation in communities (i.e., between community 

members). However, in the mid-2000s, brand academics begin to argue that there are other, non-customer 

and non-brand-community forces that dynamically interact with each other and create brand value (Merz et 

al. 2009). With Jones’s (2005) stakeholder framework of brand equity, the importance of relationships 

between the company and its various stakeholders was emphasized. The fact that brand value is not just 

created through a dyadic relationship between the company and its customers but “that it is a multifarious 

construct that is affected by, or the sum of, a gamut of relationships” (ibid., p. 10). Thus, process rather than 

output orientation is important, and that all stakeholders contribute to a brand’s value, whether or not these 

stakeholders are part of a social unit and adhere to the markers of community (Merz et al. 2009).  

 

Similarly, Ind and Bjerke’s (2007) concept of participatory market orientation aims “to build brand 

capability and brand equity by involving employees, customers and other stakeholders in the development of 
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the brand”. The participatory market orientation framework is similar to the Bazaar approach to branding 

(Raymond 1999), which allows all stakeholders to “take a peek behind the scenes and have a say when 

decisions are made... Smart brands will welcome the [stakeholder’s] role as a natural partner in a collective 

process of product and brand development” (ibid.).  

 

Additionally, Gregory (2007) has also equated co-creation with the era of stakeholder-focused branding. She 

proposes a process describing the contribution that stakeholders can make based on the concept of a 

'negotiated brand' (ibid.). Companies operate within a dynamic environment, in which stakeholders are both 

diverse and dynamic (ibid.). A negotiated brand is based on a company working with its various 

stakeholders, both internal and external, and the company is responsive to their input (ibid.). And through a 

process of dialogue and negotiation, brand value and meaning develops over time (ibid.). 

 

In a brand governance perspective, Hatch and Schultz (2010) also argue that a brand represents both the 

organization and all stakeholders (ibid.). Brand management is ultimately becoming a combination of all 

these interests, what Hatch and Schultz referred to as the enterprise brand (Hatch and Schultz 2008). This 

means that stakeholders both are given and take control of brand meaning and ultimately the value(s) it 

brings to the organization (Hatch and Schultz 2010). They state that brand co-creation is driven “by the 

identity they [company and stakeholders] create together and define for themselves, supported by the 

interdependent activity that ranges from buying and selling products and services, to dialoguing about 

dreams, plans, hopes and fears” (ibid., p. 38).  

 

Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2008), argue for the integration of a larger set of stakeholders into a brand 

interest group, which co-creates brand manifestations and co-constructs brand meaning in an ongoing public 

discourse (ibid.) The concept brand interest group will be elaborated in the next chapter.  

 

In sum, this era has contributed to an understanding that brand value and meaning is not only co-created 

through isolated, dyadic relationships between companies and individual customers, but also through 

network relationships and social interactions among the ecosystem of all the stakeholders (ibid.). All 

stakeholders, through their negotiations, dialogue and collaboration can be viewed as resource integrators 

that collectively function as an inter-dependent ecosystem to mutually create value, as perceived 

phenomenologically (i.e., in context) (Merz et al. 2009). These notions reflect and parallel FP9 and FP10 of 

the S-D logic, which state that value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the 

beneficiary and that all economic and social actors are resource integrators, respectively (ibid.). 
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Scholars now acknowledge brand value as the brand’s perceived use-value and determined, collectively, by 

all stakeholders (ibid.). The new brand logic views brands as dynamic and social processes, and brand 

meaning as a dynamic collective system of knowledge and evaluations continually emerging from social 

discourse among the members of a brand interest group” [i.e. among all stakeholders] (Mühlbacher and 

Hemetsberger 2008, p. 5). Hence, to sum up, the stakeholder perspective to branding denotes that (Merz et 

al., 2009): 1) Brand value is co-created within stakeholder-based ecosystems, 2) Stakeholders form 

networks, rather than only dyadic, relationships with brands, 3) Brand meaning is dynamically co-created 

through social interactions among different stakeholders. 

 
 

Figure 2: Relationship-focus brand era versus stakeholder-focus brand era 

 

2.2.2 A multi-stakeholder branding framework 
The purpose of this chapter is to explain what brand meaning is and how it is (co-) created. To do this, we 

take point of departure in Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger’s (2008) integrative perspective, which introduces a 

complex branding framework integrating the various dimensions relevant for understanding a brand’s 

meaning. Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2008) state that an integrative conceptualization may define a 

brand as being 1) a system of interrelated brand meanings, brand manifestations, and individuals as well as 

organizations interested in a brand (see figure x), and 2) the processes underlying the dynamic development 

of those meanings, manifestations, interested individuals and organizations (ibid.). The following paragraphs 

explain the branding framework’s three core concepts in more detail. 
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 Figure 3: An integrative concept of brands 

 

2.2.2.1 Brand interest group 
As mentioned, contemporary literature primarily focuses on individual consumers and/or on brand tribes 

(Cova and Cova 2002), brand communities (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001) or (sub-) culture of consumption 

(Schouten and McAlexander 1995). However, Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2008) argue that these 

individuals/groups are expanded into a larger set of persons, what is termed the brand interest group. The 

brand interest group consists of all stakeholders of a specific brand who are likely to contribute to the 

constitution of a brand (ibid.).  

 

A brand interest group can be described as “a social entity of individuals and organizations more or less 

intensively communicating in a brand-related direct and indirect, verbal and nonverbal manner, meeting on 

physical and/or virtual platforms” (Mühlbacher et al. 2006, p. 4). They get together purposefully or 

coincidentally and “share their experiences or express their beliefs and convictions regarding a certain 

company, product, service, place, or person” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, p. 10). Wallpach (2009) 

further outlines that the brand interest group is likely to consist of four basic subgroups - devotees, offenders, 

followers and criticals - that are characterized via their activity level (extent of participation in brand-related 

social discourse activities and in the co-creation of brand manifestations) and their general attitude towards 

the brand (positive vs. negative). 

 

Brand devotees believe in a brand’s benefits and have a very positive attitude towards the brand as well as 

intense emotions towards the brand. Further, they strongly engage in brand-related social discourse and 

actively promote or even defend the meaning they ascribe to the brand when encountering brand criticism 

(Wallpach 2009). Like brand devotees, the brand offenders also actively engage in social discourse, 
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however, they have a very strong negative attitude towards the brand, and actively spread their negative 

opinion and are trying to convince others of their beliefs (ibid.). 

Brand followers also have a positive attitude towards the brand but they are not as fascinated or emotionally 

captivated as brand devotees, and do not engage as much in the social discourse on the brand as brand 

devotees and brand offenders. They rarely seek information actively and are more receptive and less 

defensive when confronted with negative brand information. Furthermore, the brand followers do not 

interact as much with other members of the BIG and they may more easily be converted into brand criticals 

or even offenders (ibid.). Like brand followers, the brand criticals are more receptive and less defensive 

when, on the other hand, confronted with positive brand information. Hence, the criticals are the opposite 

individuals of followers, and therefore have an inclination towards negatively biased brand perception and 

accordingly pass on mainly negative information on the brand (ibid.). They see themselves more likely in the 

role of distanced, uninfluenced observers and do not try to harm the brand by spreading the word actively, 

why they also not are aware of their role as members of the BIG. Thus, brand criticals are characterized as 

individuals with a rather skeptical stance towards the brand combined with passive behavior. 

 

Adding to this, it should be mentioned that Vallaster et al. (2009) point out that individuals engaging in 

social discourse not necessary are members of the BIG, but some are neutrals. The neutrals, also termed 

brand protagonists, have no evaluation or emotional commitment to the brand, and thereby take a neutral 

stance. However, the neutrals actively participate in brand-related social discourse, but are less likely to 

dominate the discourse (ibid.). Accordingly, when people or organizations are interested in a brand, in the 

meaning of a brand, they enter a brand-related discourse, where they continuously disseminate, negotiate, 

and co-create manifestations and brand meanings through their social discourse (ibid.). The members are in 

constant flux (Cova and Cova 2000) and even though they may not even meet in person, they contribute to 

the brand development. Hence, in a continuous process of social discourse, members of the brand interest 

group actively co-create brand manifestations, contributing to the constant emergence and change of brand 

meaning.  

2.2.2.2 Brand meaning  
McCracken’s model from 1986 implied that the brand in essence possessed two distinct meanings. Firstly, 

the shared meaning created through marketing systems and cultural traditions, and secondly, the more 

personalized meaning constructed by the individual (McCracken 1986; Allen et al. 2006). In his meaning 

transfer model, the meaning starts in the cultural world and is then passed on down through the product and 

finally to the consumer. Hence, meanings derive from the culturally constituted world1, and the meanings 

that reside in the culturally constituted world are transferred to products through advertisers and fashion-

                                                        
1 ’’This is the world of everyday experience in which the phenomenal world presents itself to the senses of the individual, fully shaped and constituted 
by the beliefs and assumptions of his or her culture’’ McCracken, 1986, p. 72 
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systems, which serve as intermediates for meaning (McCracken 1986). The cultural meanings transferred to 

the products are transferred on to the consumer through several different rituals. McCracken (1986) believes 

that it is possible for an individual to attribute entirely personal meanings to a product, however, as 

Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2008) and other scholars argue (e.g. Muniz and O’Guinn 2001 Wallpach 

2009 etc.), brand meaning is socially negotiated. 

 

Based on the social representations paradigm, first proposed by Moscovici (1984), brand meaning can be 

defined as “a dynamic collective system of knowledge and evaluations continually emerging from social 

discourse among the members of a brand interest group” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, p. 12). The 

meaning of a brand-related stimulus is first determined on an individual level, depending on individual 

perception, cognition and emotion (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, Wallpach 2009). And if the 

stimulus is socially relevant, interested individuals communicate about it (Holt and Thompson 2004, 

Thompson 2004, Arnould 2005), share their brand related experiences and thoughts (Carù and Cova 2007), 

and the socially relevant brand-related stimuli become part of a social brand-related discourse and thereby 

gain social meaning (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, Wallpach 2009). 

 

Each member of the brand interest group holds part of the collective brand meaning, as each member can be 

considered as co-creating context-independent elements of brand meaning (Abric 1993, Mühlbacher and 

Hemetsberger 2008). These context-independent elements are logically interrelated and contribute to a 

common ground for the interpretation and evaluation of brand manifestations, and other members of the 

brand interest group (ibid.). In addition to collective, context-independent meanings there are situation 

specific meanings, which vary with the context. The context-dependent elements serve the purpose of 

situation-specific interpretations without raising conflicts when contradictory elements appear. Actually, 

there are many sub-versions of the same meaning system that exist simultaneously, and not only across 

individuals but also for every single individual (ibid.). Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger give an example of a 

Gucci bag, which includes Italian chic and design, however varying additional meanings can become 

relevant in different social situations. For example, the bag can indicate a status character at a social event, 

signal being a trendy person when meeting friends, or if the bag serves as ‘container’ for carrying groceries, 

it can signal understatement or even brand resistance (ibid.). 

 

Consequently, brand meaning is in a constant flux as stakeholders continuously negotiate and re-define 

brand meanings through their discursive activities, where prevailing beliefs and evaluations are challenged 

and reinvigorated (Moscovici 1984) but also depend on the situational context (Barsalou 1999). Thus, the 

concept of brand meaning differs from the idea of brand image or brand knowledge, which is commonly 
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viewed as comprising rather stable, descriptive attributes or informational dimensions that characterize a 

brand (Keller 2003).  

2.2.2.3 Brand manifestations 
Brand manifestations are the “tangible and intangible objectifications of the meaning of a brand” 

(Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, p. 13). The manifestations are expressed meanings that individuals or 

groups ascribe to brands (Wallpach 2009). These brand meanings might manifest themselves in various 

ways, depending on different situations (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008). As Wallpach (2009) outlines, 

they typically appear in one of the following formats:  

a. as linguistic, verbal instances of communication (i.e., as brand-related text of any kind individuals having 

an interest in the brand produce);  

b. as paralinguistic, non-verbal instances of communication (i.e., as stakeholder behavior); and  

c. as objects (e.g., logos, products, advertisements, buildings, stakeholder dress, etc.) or persons (e.g., the 

CEO, sales representatives, brand users, brand antagonists) associated with a brand. 

 

As mentioned, there is a constant emergence and change of brand meaning, and therefore a manifestation of 

a brand also is to be considered as continuously co-created by those who are interested in the brand, 

(Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008). This co-creation depends on and determines the meaning of the brand 

(Dant 1999). “Brand manifestations continually stimulate social interaction and thereby the reproduction of 

brand meaning” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008, p. 7). Both the company and the brand interest group 

are actively engaging in this process by providing substantive as well as communicative staging (Arnould 

2007).  

2.2.2.4 A simplified brand-meaning framework 
Wallpach (2009) presents a simplified branding framework, which includes only those meaning properties 

that appear required in explaining a brand meaning conduit’s meaning. The term ‘brand meaning conduits’ 

should be understood as all “material and immaterial expressions of brand meaning ... allowing individuals 

and groups to sensually experience the meaning of a brand” (Mühlbacher et al. 2006, p. 6) and to express the 

meaning they ascribe to brands – also referred to as brand manifestations (Mühlbacher et al. 2006). As 

mentioned above, the manifestations typically appear as linguistic or paralinguistic instances of brand-related 

communication and as objects or persons associated with a brand. These manifestations (i.e. conduits) and 

their meanings derive from the culturally constituted world (McCracken 1986) and are first established on an 

individual level, depending on individual perception, cognition and emotion. If it is socially relevant, it 

becomes a part of social brand-related discourse and thereby gains social meaning (Wallpach 2009). 
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As Wallpach (2009) points out, Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger’s (2008) framework differentiates itself from 

the general meaning model by explicitly integrating the human element (i.e. the brand interest group) in the 

brand meaning triad. But the human beings are the necessary prerequisite for meaning to exist as 

manifestations only gain meaning if there is some mental representation regarding the manifestation in 

human beings’ minds. Furthermore, also brand manifestations can only become meaningful if various 

stakeholders who share some mental representation about the brand appropriate them. In this way, 

stakeholders themselves can become the manifestation representing the brand’s meaning for other 

stakeholders (ibid.). Consequently, the human element (i.e. brand interest group) seems to be redundant, why 

Wallpach (2009) presents a simplified brand meaning framework. 

 

In the simplified brand meaning framework (figure 4), only those meaning properties that appear 

indispensable in explaining a brand manifestation’s meaning are included (ibid.). Wallpach builds on this 

model to gain deeper insight into the complex nature of multi-stakeholder brand meaning, which we also will 

do, as we acknowledge this framework.  

Figure 4: Simplified brand meaning framework 

 
 

2.2.3 Stakeholder brand meaning co-creation 
In Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger’s (2008) framework, we see that a variety of stakeholders (referred to as 

brand interest group members) actively engage in brand-related interactions and contribute to the 

development of brand meaning. Brand meaning develops within “social spaces” (Handelman 2006) that is, 

through social systems of interrelated actors engaging in complex processes of discursive co-creation (Vargo 

and Lusch 2008b). Also as pointed out earlier, Vargo and Lush (2008b) argues that value is co-created with 

the customer and other value-creation partners through interactions in networks rather than in dyads.  

 

The stakeholders transfer meanings from the real world to brand manifestations and use these brand 

manifestations to represent what the brand means to them during social discourse with other stakeholders 

(Wallpach 2009). When they disseminate their knowledge, expectations, evaluations and ways of usage or 

non-usage via communicative media they create their own brand meaning (Wallpach 2009). As Vallaster et 

al. (2009, p. 39) point out: “Empowered by a variety of traditional and new means of communication various 
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stakeholder groups can shape brand meaning by engaging in social discourse with each other and by 

publicly disseminating brand-related stories (i.e., brand manifestations)”. 

 

Wallpach et al. (2009) further refers to the fact that stakeholders have a broad array of tools and media at 

their disposal allowing them to express their own perspective and to actively participate in brand-related 

discourse. Besides traditional communicative outlets such as print and audio-visual media, personal 

communication via public speeches, word-of-mouth, or news releases (Gilpin 2008), many new means of 

communication, including Internet-based online platforms like virtual brand community websites, forums, 

weblogs, or stakeholder initiated websites exist (Woodside, Sood, and Miller 2008). Especially the virtual 

spaces are ideal for brand stories to develop as they provide stakeholders with unprecedented opportunities 

that go far beyond established media. Virtual outlets often allow unrestricted access and the possibility to 

freely express opinions, thereby creating transparency and speeding up positive and negative brand related 

discourse (Bruns and Jacobs 2006, Kline and Burstein 2006, Kumar et al. 2004, Marlow 2004, Prahalad and 

Ramaswany 2000, 2002, 2003). Hence, stakeholders become co-owners of a brand in the sense that they by 

themselves decide what a brand represents and means to them. In many cases this results in parallel ‘brand-

worlds’, meaning dispersion, or what Thomsen et al. (2006) term as “doppelgänger brand images”, which is 

a family of disparaging images and stories about a brand that circulates in popular culture by a loosely 

organized network of social actors (Thompson et al. 2006). 

 

Brand meaning co-creation relates to stakeholders’ collectively perceived value-in-use and is being viewed 

as a continuous social process. Interactions between multiple stakeholders shape the brand meaning as they 

engage in social discourse with each other and publicly disseminating brand-related stories (i.e., brand 

manifestations). Thus, meaning is transferred into brand manifestations that are communicated to other 

stakeholders through social discourse, and large quantities of these brand manifestations are to be found on 

online platforms. Through online platforms, stakeholders have unprecedented opportunities to freely express 

opinions about a brand, which make them a part of the brand meaning co-creation. The next section will 

contribute to the thesis with an introduction of discourse theory and elaborate on the online stakeholder 

discourse that exists on different online platforms. 

 

2.3 Brand meaning co-creation via online stakeholder discourse  
In order to understand the kind of interactions and social brand discourse that affects the brand meaning co-

creation in an online sphere as well as its outcomes in terms of brand meaning it is important to introduce the 

contemporary and dominant literature within the field of discourse and brand community theory. As 

mentioned, most literature on brand or virtual communities typically strictly focuses on consumers as active 

participants. However, discourse theory can help to apply a broader perspective on social discourse between 
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different member types in an online sphere, which does not only include consumers, but adds the perspective 

that participants act in different roles and with different identities in social situations in specific contexts. 

Thus, the following chapter will contribute to the thesis by reviewing theoretical literature within discourse 

and brand community theory, and describe how co-creation takes place online through stakeholder brand 

discourse. First, we need an introduction of the social discourse theory with a special attention to interaction 

and action in society to understand and apply these dynamics to brand related discourse. Second, the insights 

of discourse theory will help us to relate to the online sphere of continuous stakeholder interactions and 

meaning-negotiation.   

2.3.1 Discourse theory 

2.3.1.1 Social discourse as interaction and action in society 
This section will seek to give an introduction to general considerations when using discourse theory and 

analysis to study social discourse. In the end we will relate it to brand-related social discourse.  

Many scholars (e.g. Van Dijk 1997, Laclau and Mouffe 1985, Fairclough 1995, Woodilla 1997, Parker 1992) 

have written about discourse making this field of study enormous. Discourse is the case for such related 

concepts as ’language’, ’communication’, ’interaction’, ’society’ and ’culture’ - the notion of discourse is 

essentially fuzzy. As is so often the case for concepts that stand for complex phenomena, it is in fact the 

whole discipline, in this case the new cross-discipline of discourse studies (discourse analysis) that provides 

the definition of such fundamental concepts (Van Dijk 1997). The common-sense notion of discourse as we 

know it from everyday language use and the dictionary, usually refers to a form of language use, public 

speeches or more generally to spoken language or ways of speaking.  

One characterization of discourse that embodies some of these functional aspects is that of ’communicative 

event’. People use language in order to communicate ideas or beliefs (or to express emotion), and they do so 

as part of more complex social events, for instance in such specific situations as an encounter with friends, a 

phone call, a lesson in the classroom, a job interview, during a visit to the doctor, or when writing or reading 

a news report (ibid).  

In these complex communicative events, the participants are doing something that is beyond just using 

language or communicating ideas or beliefs: they interact. In literature, several frameworks can be found that 

help to understand the interaction between people as individuals, or as members of groups and organizations. 

According to Anderson et al. (1999), an interaction can be described along three main components: the 

content, which refers to what the individual wants to exchange, the process, which refers to how the 

individual wants to interact, and the people, which refers to with whom the individual wants to interact with. 

To emphasize this interactional aspect of discourse, it is sometimes also described as a form of verbal 
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interaction. The concept of discourse constitutes three main dimensions: a) language use, b) the 

communication of beliefs (cognition), and c) interaction in social situations (Van Dijk 1997).  

 

Thereby, several disciplines are involved in the study of discourse, such as linguistics (for the specific study 

of language and language use), psychology (for the study of beliefs and how they are communicated), and 

the social sciences (for the analysis of interactions in social situations). Typically, it is the task of discourse 

studies to provide integrated descriptions of these three main dimensions of discourse: how does language 

use influence beliefs and interaction, or vice versa, how do aspects of interaction influence how people 

speak, or how do beliefs control language use and interaction? Moreover, besides giving systematic 

descriptions, we may expect discourse studies to formulate theories that explain such relationships between 

language use, beliefs and interaction (Van Dijk 1997).  

With a focus on discourse as action in society (vs. discourse as structure), Van Dijk (1997) explains how a 

discourse is a practical, social and cultural phenomenon. When people engage in discourse they accomplish 

social acts and participate in social interaction, and these interactions are embedded in various social and 

cultural contexts (ibid). The starting point of discourse theory is that no discourse can be fully established, it 

is always in conflict with other discourses that define reality differently and set other guidelines for social 

action (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002, p. 47). Laclau and Mouffe’s (1984) theoretical point is that discourses 

are never completely stable and uncontested. Laclau and Mouffe have focus on how meanings and 

understanding are constructed and challenged in social spaces – encompasses not only language but also all 

social phenomena (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002, p. 33). Theoretically, discourse studies should deal both 

with the properties of text and talk and with the context, that is, the other characteristics of the social 

situation or the communicative event that may systematically influence text or talk (ibid).  

Just like talk, texts also have ‘users’, namely authors and readers. We may thereby also speak of written 

texts, which is termed ’written communication’ (Van Dijk 1997) or even of ’written interaction’ although the 

participants here do not usually interact face-to-face, and the readers seem to be more passively involved in 

the interaction: except for an exchange of letters or in a media debate they seldom react to writers by writing 

back. This does not mean of course that when reading and understanding they are less active than listeners. 

Thus, despite a number of notable differences, there are enough similarities between spoken and written 

language use, communication and interaction to warrant inclusion of both these modes of discourse in one 

general notion of discourse (ibid).  

2.3.1.2 Conversations as interaction 
Interestingly, once engaging in the analysis of discourse as action and interaction, we find that text and talk 

are part of a complex hierarchy of different acts. Thus, besides the speech acts (and through writing), people 

engage in various types of interaction, such as taking turns in conversation, attacking others and defending 
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themselves, opening and closing dialogues, negotiation, agreeing and disagreeing with each other, 

responding to previous turns or preparing next turns, presenting themselves in positive ways, face keeping, 

being polite, persuading each other, teaching, and so on. Many of these acts may be accomplished at the 

same time. This means that besides the sequential analysis of such actions, we also need to do a ’vertical’ 

analysis of all the acts we may accomplish ’by’ accomplishing others, like buying a house by signing a 

contract (ibid).  

Conversation analysis, and in broader terms all studies of discourse as interaction, deal with various types of 

these social acts as they are accomplished in their social and cultural contexts. Conversations are not simply 

stopped, but participants go through complex collaborative ’work’ to close talk appropriately, and the same 

is true for initiating, closing or changing topics (Van Dijk 1997). Which also can be referred to the discursive 

activities that include production, distribution, and consumption of texts suggested by Fairclough (1995) and 

Woodilla (1998).  

The conduct of discourse is an activity that may involve the contextually relevant, strategic production of 

sound, making gestures, fabricating semantic representations or performing speech acts as well as engaging 

in interactional forms of turn-taking, impression formation, negotiation, persuasion, or the reproduction of 

racist prejudices. Language users speak or write in order to be understood and to communicate ideas, and 

they do that, both as individual persons and as social group members, in order to inform, persuade or impress 

others or in order to accomplish other social acts in social situations, institutions or social structures (Van 

Dijk 1997). Even in ongoing spontaneous speaking and writing, language users follow rules and effective 

strategies when making a sentence, a topic or a headline. These discursive strategies are not personal, but 

socially shared, implicitly known and used in a speech community. Even apparent mistakes, flaws, problems, 

inconsistencies, deviations, and other breaches of the rules may be managed in a meaningful and orderly 

way. This allows not only the participants themselves but also the discourse analysts to make sense of what 

is going on (Van Dijk 1997).  

2.3.1.3 Discourse as action 
Discourse is also a practical, social and cultural phenomenon. As mentioned above, language users engaging 

in discourse accomplish social acts and participate in social interaction, typically so in conversation and 

other forms of dialogue. Such interaction is in turn embedded in various social and cultural contexts, such as 

informal gatherings with friends or professional, institutional encounters such as parliamentary debates (Van 

Dijk 1997) or on virtual platforms online. This leads to a continuous dissemination, negotiation and co-

creation of a brand’s meaning (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008).  

The analysis of discourse as ongoing, social action also focuses on order and organization. Discursive 

language use consists not only of ordered series of words, clauses, sentences and propositions, but also of 
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sequences of mutually related acts. Stories and arguments not only have abstract structures and not only 

involve mental processes and representations (such as knowledge), but are at the same time a dimension of 

the communicative acts of storytelling and arguing by real language users in real situations (Van Dijk 1997). 

In the same way, also word order, style and coherence, among many other properties of discourse, may be 

described not only as abstract structures, as the case in linguistics, but also in terms of the strategic 

accomplishments of language users in action: for instance, speakers and writers are constantly engaged in 

making their discourses coherent. And what holds for structures of discourse is also true for their mental 

processing and the representations needed for production and understanding: cognition has a social 

dimension and is acquired, used and changed in verbal and other forms of interaction (ibid).  

2.3.1.4 Language users and context 
Language users actively engage in text and talk not only as speakers, writers, listeners or readers, but also as 

members of social categories, groups, professions, organizations, communities, societies or cultures. By 

accomplishing discourse in social situations, language users at the same time actively construct and display 

such roles and identities (Van Dijk 1997). The language users or participant categories are often part of the 

theoretical definition as well as of the common-sense understanding of context: people adapt what they say – 

to at least some of their roles or identities, and to roles of other participants, which is the point of context 

analysis (ibid). Discourse structures vary as a function of the structures of context, and may at the same time 

be explained in terms of these context structures. And conversely, contexts may themselves be shaped and 

changed as a function of discourse structures. Context analysis may be as complex and multi-layered as that 

of text and talk itself (ibid). Whereas the structures of an informal conversation between friends may be 

controlled by only a few contextual parameters (such as the setting, their knowledge and their social roles as 

friends), news reports, parliamentary debates or courtroom interaction may need to be analyzed in relation to 

elaborate social, political and cultural conditions and consequences (ibid).  

In order to identify language users, their roles and identities, discursive psychology2 helps to emphasize how 

identities come into existence, are negotiated and transformed in concrete social practices (Potter and 

Wetherell 1987). The different roles and identities of language users will emerge from conversations or 

dialogues as they unfold in a certain context. The metaphor of an unfolding narrative can be applied to 

identity, where an individual emerges through the process of social interaction, not as a relatively fixed end 

product bus as one who is constituted and reconstituted through the various discursive practices in which 

they participate (Davies and Harré 1990, Czarniawska 1997, Brown 2006). 

 

                                                        
2 Discursive psychology is an approach to social psychology that has developed a type of discourse analysis in order to explore the ways in which 
people’s selves, thoughts and emotions are formed and transformed through social interaction and to cast light on the role of these processes in social 
and cultural reproduction and change (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002) 
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In the unfolding narrative, individuals may be constituted in one position or another, stand in multiple 

positions or perhaps negotiate new positions by refusing the ones that have previously been articulated (ibid). 

Davies and Harré (1990) argue that positioning is approached as the discursive process whereby selves 

(identities) are located in conversations. It is possible to distinct between interactive positioning where a 

person’s utterance positions another and reflexive positioning where a person positions him or herself. These 

positions can be identified in part by extracting the autobiographical aspects of a conversation in which it 

becomes possible to find what position they take up and in what story, and how they are then positioned 

(ibid). As discourses can be multilayered, it is difficult to point out one approach that takes everything into 

account. It might be beneficial to complement different approaches depending on the study. This will be 

presented later in the empirical study. 

 

In order to understand the discursive activities in the context of brands, the next section will contribute to the 

understanding of social brand discourse in an online environment by addressing: 1) How social brand 

discourse takes place between different language users (stakeholders), 2) The characteristics of social brand 

discourse in brand communities, 3) The effect on brand meaning co-creation and multiple interpretive 

communities. 

2.3.2 Brand Meaning co-creation in online consumer communities 
Since most insights regarding online social discourse exist for consumers, this chapter provides an overview 

on social discourse and interaction in online consumer communities. This appears necessary to fully 

understand how social brand discourse is taking place online. We then account for the fact that the 

stakeholders that interact are likely to be others than just consumers, and elaborate on multi-stakeholder 

brand discourse in an online environment as compared to consumer discourse in an online community.  

In a digitalized world, and with the extension of online social platforms (e.g. communities, social networking 

sites), there is a constant development in the consumer’s involvement and engagement in brands. A 

development that highly affects the way companies build and maintain their brands. Consumers have 

received opportunities that go far beyond established media. The online platforms facilitate the flow of 

uncensored information: a multitude of online communities and social networking sites connect a multiple of 

consumers that interact online (Wallpach 2009). Thus, online social brand discourses are to be found 

ubiquitously on social platforms and communities like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr etc.  

More than three decades ago, Marshall McLuhan expounded that ’cool’ and inclusive ’electric media’ would 

’retribalize’ human society into clusters of affiliation (McLuhan 1970). With the advent of ’cyberspace’, 

networked computers and the proliferation of computer-mediated communications, McLuhan’s predictions 

have come true. Not only are people retribalizing, they are ’e-tribalizing’ (Kozinets 1999). Networked 

computers and the communications they enable are driving enormous social changes. The longer Internet 
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users spend online, the more likely it is that they will gravitate to an online group of one sort or another. 

Once a consumer connects and interacts with others online, it is likely that he or she will become a recurrent 

member of one or more of these gatherings, and increasingly turn to them as a source of information and 

social interaction (Kozinets 1999). These gatherings have been variously termed ’online’, ’virtual’, or 

’computer-mediated’ communities. The term ’virtual community’ was coined by Internet pioneer Howard 

Rheingold in 1993, who defined them as ’’social aggregations that emerge from the net when enough people 

carry on… public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal 

relationships in cyberspace’’ (Kozinets 1999, p. 253). Also termed ’communities of interest’ by McKinsey 

and Company consultants Arthur Armstrong and John Hagel (1996).  

The online social network or community as terms to describe these groups has created considerable debate 

regarding its appropriateness. Online groups often never physically meet. Many participants maintain their 

anonymity. Many interactions are fleeting and ostensibly functional (Kozinets 1999). Nevertheless, research 

into the diverse and full social interactions of online consumers has revealed that the online environment 

under many circumstances can be used as a medium of meaningful social exchange (Clerc 1996, Rheingold 

1993, Turkle 1995). Online interactions have become an important supplement to social and consumption 

behavior. Consumers are adding online information gathering and social activities into an extended 

repertoire that also includes their face-to-face interactions. The term virtual communities usefully refers to 

online groups of consumers who either share norms of behavior or certain defining practices, who actively 

enforce certain moral standards, who intentionally attempt to found a community, or who simply coexist in 

close proximity to one another (Komito 1998).   

2.3.2.1 Interactions and practices in online consumer brand communities 
Online, at this very moment, millions of consumers are forming into groups that ’communicate social 

information and create and codify group-specific meanings, socially negotiate group-specific identities, form 

relationships which span from the playfully antagonistic to the deeply romantic and which move between the 

network and face-to-face interaction, and create norms which serve to organize interaction and to maintain 

desirable social climates’ (Clerc 1996, p. 45-46). Many of these groupings are implicitly and explicitly 

structured around consumption and marketing interests (e.g. Kozinets 1997, 1998, Kozinets and Handelman 

1998). Meta-analyses of computer-mediated communication indicate that Internet users progress from 

initially asocial information gathering to increasingly affiliative social activities (Walther 1995). At first, an 

Internet user will merely ’browse’ information sources, ’lurking’ (reading, but not writing) to learn about a 

consumption interest. Reading about others’ experiences with the automobile, one may question individuals, 

or the entire group of virtual community members, and eventually become a frequent or occasional 

participant in in-group discussions (Kozinets 1999).  
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Kozinets (1999) depicts in figure 5 the pattern of relationship development in virtual communities of 

consumption in which consumption knowledge is developed in concert with social relations (Walther 1992, 

1995). Consumption knowledge is learned alongside knowledge of the online group’s cultural norms, 

specialized language and concepts, and the identities of experts and other group members (Kozinets 1999). 

Cultural cohesion ripens through shared stories and empathy. A group structure of power and status 

relationships is shared. What began primarily as a search for information transforms into a source of 

community and understanding. 

Figure 5: Developmental progression of individual member participation in online communities of consumption 

 

Further, Kozinets (1999) defines 4 distinct member types of virtual communities being Devotee, Insider, 

Tourist and Mingler. Identification as a member of a virtual community of consumption depends largely on 

two non-independent factors. First, it depends on the relationship that the person has with the consumption 

activity. The more central the consumption activity is to a person’s psychological self-concept, i.e. the more 

important the symbols of this particular form of consumption are to the person’s self-image, then the more 

likely the person will be to pursue and value membership in a community that is centered on this type of 

consumption (Kozinets 1999). The second factor is the intensity of the social relationships the person 

possesses with other members of the virtual community. The two factors – relations with the consumption 

activity, and relations with the virtual community – are separate enough to guide our understanding of four 

distinct member ’types’ (ibid). Kozinets (1999) also describes four primary interaction modes in virtual 

communities being informational, relational, recreational, and transformational.  

Kozinets (1999) gives great insights into the motivations, which drive consumers to interact, and how they 

thereby fulfill certain objectives. Kozinets though lacks the focus on the actual patterns of interaction and the 

relations with other members of the community. We are interested in the types of actions and interactions 

that underline these relations with the community and members and also how consumers actually use 

language in community interactions. Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) have studied the characteristics, processes, 

and particularities of three brand communities (Ford Bronco, Macintosh, and Saab). They found that brand 

communities exhibit three traditional markers of community: shared consciousness, rituals and traditions, 
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and a sense of moral responsibility. This will give preliminary insights into the social processes and relations 

within a brand community.  

Consciousness of kind was found to be the most important element of community. Members share a ‘’we-

ness’’ (Bender 1978) and feel an important connection to the brand, but more importantly, they feel a 

stronger connection toward one another. Members feel that they ‘’sort of know each other’’ at some level, 

even if they have never met. Members also frequently note a critical demarcation between users of their 

brand and users of other brands. There is some important quality, not always easily verbalized, that sets them 

apart from others and makes them similar to one another (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Such demarcation 

usually includes a reference to brand users being different or special in comparison to users of other brands. 

Brand communities are largely imagined communities (Anderson 1983). Members feel part of a large, 

unmet, but easily imagined community. Further, legitimacy is a process whereby members of the community 

differentiate between true members of the community and those who are not, or who occupy a more 

marginal space. In the context of brands this is demonstrated by ‘’really knowing’’ the brand as opposed to 

using the brand for the ‘’wrong reasons’’ – and the wrong reasons are typically revealed by failing to fully 

appreciate the culture, history, rituals, traditions, and symbols of the community. Status hierarchies are 

present meaning that the devotion to the brand must be sincere and for the right reasons. Differentiating 

between those who are true believers in the brand, and those who are merely opportunistic is a common 

concern voiced by brand community members (ibid). Oppositional brand loyalty is another social process 

involved in perpetuating consciousness of kind. Through opposition to competing brands, brand community 

members derive an important component of the meaning of the brand. This serves to delineate what the 

brand is not, and who the brand community members are not (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Consumers use 

brand choices to mark both their inclusion and exclusion from various lifestyles (Englis and Solomon 1997, 

Hogg and Savolainen 1997). E.g. many members of the Macintosh brand community derived an important 

aspect of their community experience from their opposition to Microsoft and their PCs, users and software. 

Oppositional tendencies undoubtedly explain some of the strength of these communities. They unite to 

oppose threats, either real or perceived (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001).  

Rituals and traditions are also evident in brand communities and represent vital social processes by which 

the meaning of the community is reproduced and transmitted within and beyond the community. As Kozinets 

(1999) suggests, knowledge is learned alongside knowledge of the online group’s cultural norms, specialized 

language and concepts, and the identities of experts and other group members (Kozinets 1999). As the rituals 

and traditions develop, they function to maintain the culture of the community. By constantly interacting 

with other brand users in scripted interactions, the community and the meaning of the brand are reproduced 

(Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Celebrating the history of the brand keeps communities vital and reproduces 

their culture. Appreciation of the history of the brand often differentiates the true believers from the more 
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opportunistic as a form of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984, Holt 1998; in Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). It 

demonstrates one’s expertise, secure membership status, and commitment to the larger community (Muniz 

and O’Guinn 2001). Sharing brand stories through storytelling is an important means of creating and 

maintaining community. Stories based on common experiences with the brand serve to invest the brand with 

meaning, and meaningfully link community member to community member (ibid). The sharing of brand 

stories is an important process as it reinforces consciousness of kind between brand members and contributes 

to imagined community.  

Also by sharing the comments of other community members, any one member feels more secure in his or her 

understanding that there exist like-minded others. Further, text and symbols are powerful means of 

representing the culture of the group (Gusfield 1978, Hunter and Suttles 1972). And the members of the 

brand community share interpretive strategies, and thus also represent interpretive communities (Fish 1980, 

Scott 1994), which will be elaborated upon later. Several sources of text and symbols exist, including the 

product and its logo, images, videos and text from advertisements that also affect members’ negotiation of 

communal interpretation. Further, corporate identity matters to members and it is important that 

manufactures and marketers are good and faithful stewards of the community’s brand. Some issues of 

contested ownership of the brand and the meaning of relationship are observed, and demonstrate a self-aware 

and reflexive consumption ethic (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). This highlights the active role brand 

community members have in the social construction of brand meaning, which involves accommodation, 

negotiation, text rejection, interpretation, evaluation, and use of communal symbol systems.  

Moral responsibility is also shared in communities and is a sense of duty to the community as a whole, and 

to individual members of the community. The moral responsibility is what produces collective action and 

contributes to group cohesion (ibid). The responsibility should not be limited to punitive strictures 

concerning life and death matters, but rather everyday and important social commitments. Integrating and 

retaining members is a prime concern for communal survival. Behavior consistent with this end is 

considered a basic responsibility of community membership. Communities formally and informally 

recognize the bounds of what is right and wrong. Reasons for staying in the community are also publicly 

reinforced as the commitment centers on personal experiences using the brand as opposed to the competition, 

such as Apple pages providing horror stories about using a PC. It demonstrates a community-based process 

of perpetuating loyalty to the community and the brand (ibid). Assisting in the use of the brand by helping 

others is also a moral responsibility and is done ‘’without thinking’’, simply acting out of a sense of 

responsibility. This assistance manifests itself through actions to help members repair the product or solve 

problems with it. The providence of assistance not only manifest itself in helping to fix problems, it is also 

apparent in the sharing of information on brand-related resources such as preventative materials, devices to 

enhance the performance of the product or brand promotional materials such as images or information (ibid).  
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Beyond the three traditional markers of a brand community, Schau, Muniz and Arnould (2009) present a 

more nuanced picture of brand community practices that create value for members. They study previously 

published research in conjunction with data collected in nine brand communities comprising a variety of 

product categories, and they identify a common set of value-creating practices. These practices give insights 

into actual interaction patterns across communities and how members use language to relate to each other. 

Some of them seem similar to the findings of Muniz and O’Guinn (2001), and will all be elaborated further.  

The practices have an anatomy consisting of 1) general procedural understandings and rules (explicit, 

discursive knowledge); 2) skills, abilities, and culturally appropriate consumption projects (tacit, embedded 

knowledge or how-to); and 3) emotional commitments expressed through actions and representations. The 

authors have identified 12 common practices across brand communities, organized by four thematic 

aggregates, through which consumers realize value beyond what the firm creates or anticipates. The practices 

have a physiology, interact with one another, function like apprenticeships, endow participants with cultural 

capital, produce a repertoire for insider sharing, generate consumption opportunities, evince brand 

community vitality, and create value.  

Figure 6: The process of collective value creation in brand communities 

 

Schau, Muniz and Arnould (2009) organize the practices into four thematic categories: 1) social networking, 

2) impression management, 3) community engagement, and 4) brand use. First, social networking practices 

are those that focus on creating, enhancing, and sustaining ties among brand community members. These 

include 1) welcoming, 2) empathizing, and 3) governing. These practices highlight the homogeneity of the 
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brand community, or similarities across members and their normative behavioral expectations of themselves 

and one another. The social networking practices operate primarily in the intangible domain of the emotions 

and reinforce the social or moral bonds within the community.  

Second, impression management practices are those that have an external, outward focus on creating 

favorable impressions of the brand, brand enthusiasts, and brand community in the social universe beyond 

the brand community. These include 1) evangelizing and 2) justifying. When evangelizing, members act as 

altruistic emissaries and ambassadors of good will.  

Third, community engagement practices are those that reinforce members’ escalating engagement with the 

brand community, including 1) staking, 2) milestoning, 3) badging, and 4) documenting. These practices 

emphasize and safeguard brand community heterogeneity, or the distinctions among brand community 

members and subsets of members. The community engagement practices are competitive and provide 

members with social capital. When staking, community members delineate their specific domain of 

participation or domain of engagement. Milestones are standout brand experiences, and badging occurs when 

a semiotic signifier of a milestone is created – such as fans buying concert t-shirts or when a Mini owner 

makes a designated ‘run’ and adds a circular image commemorating that to his or her signature file (ibid). 

Documenting occurs when brand community members construct a narrative of their brand experience, 

staking their social space, participating in milestones, badging the milestones for posterity, and finally 

evolving a cohesive personal brand narrative.  

Fourth, brand use practices are specifically related to improved or enhanced use of the focal brand. These 

include 1) grooming, 2) customizing, and 3) commoditizing. An example is Mini consumers who share 

homemade tools and advice to better clean their cars and demonstrate their collective pride (ibid). 

Customizing include fans that customizes a camera lens to achieve more artful distortion or when a fan 

modifies a product so that it can perform functions other than those anticipated by the manufacturer. 

Examples of commoditizing are when communities monitor and restrict the price of community-created 

resources to encourage diffusion of technologies and items deemed to be community building.  

The practices work together and drive one another (figure 6). The thematic categories work closely together 

as a process of collective value creation. For example, the impression management practice of evangelizing 

may yield to the social networking practice of welcoming as new members join the fold. The social 

networking practice of governing provides explicit directions for the community engagement practice of 

staking as status differences among members are marked, and the social networking practice of milestoning 

may inspire the brand use practice of commoditizing as members create badges (social networking) for 

members’ achievements. Practices can be combined in complex ways and the effects of interaction are at 

minimum additive and potentially exponential (ibid).  
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Interactions can be either intrathematic (practices acting together within a functional theme) or interthematic 

(practices working together across functional themes). Schau, Muniz and Arnould (2009) identify 

intrathematic interactions as the most common when the practices within a set focused on a thematic 

function work together toward their thematic goal (e.g. social networking, brand use). For example, 

community engagement is fostered when milestoning (seminal brand events) is combined with badging 

(symbolic representation of the milestone) and is part of the overall documenting of the use journey. The 

accumulation of experiential milestones becomes a chapter in the story. Similarly, brand use is magnified 

when a user grooms the brand, customizes the brand to his or her unique needs, and commoditize the 

grooming or customization technique for collective use. Interthematic interactions, or practices that work 

together across themes, abound. These interactions are evidenced when evangelizing (impression 

management practice) yields to welcoming (social networking practice) or when positive word of mouth 

inspires outsiders to join the brand community. It can also be when badging behavior inspires the creation of 

a brand community badge that can be commoditized, or sold to members and non-members alike (ibid).  

The practices operate like apprenticeships where members easily adopt the welcoming of new members. 

Further, with the addition of more and increasingly complex practices, members’ standing and legitimacy 

increase. New members may adopt the practice of milestoning to demonstrate membership in the brand 

community and participation in specific rites of passage. In this way, members are recruited to new practices 

(Warde 2005). Additional practices are acquired as members determine the fit between their skills and the 

community’s repertoire of practices. There are several effects of the practices in the brand community: 

• Practices endow participants with cultural capital: especially community engagement practices, present 

opportunities for individual differentiation through adroit performance (Bourdieu 1984, Holt 1995). Members 

compete on brand devotion, knowledge, and history to display their various competencies.   
• Practices produce a repertoire for insider sharing: practices provide participants with shared insider jargon 

and modes of representation, which enhance consumers’ brand experience. (Schau, Muniz and Arnould 2009). 
• Practices generate consumption opportunities: through practices, members generate, reify, and perpetuate 

consumption behaviors and patterns. The practice of documenting captures and formalizes a consumption 

practice and provides a template on which other members can build. Similarly, engagement in the milestones, 

memories of milestones, and the retelling of milestone memories inspires more consumption. By simplifying 

or encouraging complex behavior and actions, practices allow members to become more deeply engaged with 

the brand and community and, thus, to institutionalize consumption behaviors (ibid).  
• Practices evince brand community vitality: numbers of posts, replies, and hits provide evidence of participant 

interest in online sites (Schau, Muniz and Arnould 2009, p. 39). Stronger brand communities present a more 

diverse constellation of practices than weaker brand communities. The practices of stronger brand 

communities are more complex and require more insider knowledge than the practices of weaker, less cohesive 

brand communities (Schau, Muniz and Arnould 2009).  
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Practices structurally add value by making actions reproducible and repeatable, thus allowing more 

consumers to derive greater value from the brand. With the introduction of insights into how consumers co-

create value, interact and share practices on online brand communities we need to apply these into a multi-

stakeholder context and with attention to what is co-created.  

2.3.2.2 The interpretive consumer community 
The kind of interaction and practices going on online facilitates the sharing and negotiation of brand meaning 

among members and has received particular attention among consumer brand community scholars (Kozinets 

1997, 2001; Muniz and O’Guinn 2001; Jensen Schau 2002; McAlexander et al. 2002; Broderick et al. 2003; 

Muniz and Jensen Schau 2005; Antorini 2007). Brand meaning can be described as ’the larger sense’ 

consumers derive from their experiences with the brand (Fournier 2002; Arnould et al. 2004). All sorts of 

brand-related meanings have been found to be created and negotiated among members in brand communities 

(Muniz and O’Guinn 2001), giving rise to what has been conceptualized as the interpretive community 

(Kozinets 1997, Muniz and O’Guinn 2001, Broderick et al. 2003). The term is used to describe consumers 

who negotiate brand meaning according to ’a repertoire of commonly shared interpretive strategies’ (Scott 

1994 in Broderick et al. 2003, p. 96). Shared interpretive strategies serve to socialize and teach members the 

values of the brand community, and brand stories can be seen as part of the repertoire of interpretive 

strategies members share and which help them learn the values of the community, which in turn develops the 

community ethos and strengthens its sense of being (Jenkins 1992, Muniz and O’Guinn 2001 in Antorini 

2007, p. 48).  

Consumers’ personal and social experiences function as a backdrop for individual as well as collective 

interpretations of the brand (Antorini 2007). This is also described by Kozinets (1997, 2001), Muniz and 

O’Guinn (2001), Schouten and McAlexander (1995), Jensen Schau and Muniz (2002). An example is the 

Saab brand that is often confused with the Volvo brand. The North American Saab owners cultivated a 

shared interpretation strategy, which coupled the Volvo brand with dull and unattractive dimensions (Muniz 

and O’Guinn 2001). Their aim was to clearly distance themselves from the Volvo brand, thereby protecting 

Saab owners from being associated with these characteristics (Antorini 2007). Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) 

also sees brand communities having an active interpretive function, with brand meaning being socially 

negotiated, rather than delivered unaltered and in toto from context to context, consumer to consumer.  

The characteristics of the interpretive community have in particular been addressed by Broderick et al. 

(2003) and depicted by Antorini (2007). Especially Broderick et al.’s study of the Mini brand community 

offers insightful perspectives that illuminate the notion of interpretive community. They show how Mini 

advertisements from the 1960’s, and the appearance of the Mini brand in cultural industries (the car was used 

in movies, linked to pop bands such as the Beatles, actors such as Peter Sellers, and fashion designers) 

created a public image of the Mini brand as fun-loving, easy going, and happy (Antorini 2007). And with 
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reference to McCracken’s mentioned (1986) conceptualization of how meaning moves between different 

locations, Broderick et al. (2003) describe how the perceptions of the Mini brand as a British fashion icon 

were first transferred from the culturally constituted world of cultural categories and principles to the Mini 

brand. The transfer of meaning took place via advertisements and the fashion system – represented by e.g. 

The Beatles, Peter Sellers etc. Meaning was subsequently transferred to the consuming unit: The Mini owner 

and the Mini community (Antorini 2007). Figure 7 from Antorini (2007) based on Broderick et al. 2003 

illustrates the meaning transfer of the Mini brand:  

Figure 7: Meaning transfer illustrated via the Mini brand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the third layer (individual consumer and brand community), Mini owners saw the Mini brand as a symbol 

of the individual and collective self (Belk 1988)3. In their interpretations of the brand, Mini owners coupled 

and integrated various personal and social experiences in their understanding of the brand, hence the notion 

of interpretive community. The main point is that the widely shared association of the Mini brand as fun was 

by owners linked with personal and nostalgic experiences that reminded them of their youth, and the happy 

and joyful ’times of the firsts’ (Broderick et al. 2003). The brand became personal and meaningful because 

owners coupled the publicly held image of the Mini brand with personal experiences and cognitive and 

affective understandings of ’who and what we are’ (Schouten 1991). Antorini (2007) points out that these 

findings also were reported by Jensen, Schau and Muniz (2002), who through their studies of Apple, Harley-

Davidson, Saab, Tom Petty and Xena brand communities found that: ’Consumers do not merely appropriate 

the community as a source of identity. Instead they actively draw on specific parts and weave in their own 

history and experiences’ (Jensen Schau and Muniz 2002, p. 348).  

On an individual level, the brand stories are said to reflect consumers’ life projects by addressing basic 

concerns and topics, which consumers paid attention to in the construction and maintenance of key roles and 

                                                        
3 In his work of the extended self, Belk (1988) points to the collective conceptualizations of the self. As 
manifestations of the collective self, Belk refers to tattoos, formal as well as informal uniforms, and hairstyles as 
examples of how people use tastes and symbols to express group identification. Much in the same way, the Mini 
brand, i.e. what it stands for and symbolizes, expresses the collective self of the community of owners. 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identities (Fournier 1998, Arnould 2004). On a community level, much like rituals and traditions, brand 

stories represent artifacts of the particular brand community insofar as they convey myths and stories which 

have been told by members, which reveal what is considered central to members of the brand community 

(Schultz 1994, Antorini 2007).  

Many scholars have further studied how the social context of brand community influences interpretations of 

the brand (Kozinets 1997; Schouten and McAlexander 1995; Fiske 1992). Among other things, Kozinets 

observes that X-Filers (fans of X-Files TV series) often disregard personal viewpoints and interpretations of 

the TV series to better fit with the official interpretations and ’good tastes’ of the community (Kozinets 

1997) when engaging in discussions with other members of the community. This is due to the individual 

member’s effort to contribute to the long-term sense of community (Antorini 2007).  

As outlined interpretive communities and interpretive strategies are commonly associated with consumers as 

being the active part of creating ‘sense of being’ (Jenkins 1992, Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Here, consumers 

actively participate in value-creating practices through interaction and in brand-related discourse that 

negotiate brand meaning. But as the brand community theory neglect other stakeholders to be part of the 

community or as an influential participant of brand meaning co-creation, next section will clarify this aspect. 

2.3.3 The process and outcome of multi-stakeholder online brand meaning co-creation 
Participants might not only be consumers as the online platforms are open to different stakeholders that may 

have a different interest in the brand and thereby take part in the discursive activities or practices (Merz et al 

2009, Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008). Consumers may also themselves adopt different roles, identities 

or group affiliations, thereby representing different types of stakeholders at different points depending on the 

context - such as discussions arising, other members’ actions, the characteristics of the community etc.  

The content flow from different stakeholders may create certain brand related discourses and interaction 

between people with diverse affiliated relationships, either as individuals or as part of social categories, or 

even both (Van Dijk 1997). As the discourse theory pointed out, language users actively engage in text and 

talk not only as speakers, writers, listeners or readers, but also as members of social categories, groups, 

professions, organizations, communities, societies or cultures. In these social situations stakeholders 

accomplish discourse through the display of such roles and identities (Van Dijk 1997). Thereby, different 

stakeholders on online platforms have the capability of performing different roles regarding a brand and 

affect the discursive activities with different means or identities. And they do so mainly through written 

texts, written communication (Van Dijk 1997) or by ‘written interaction’.  

Social stakeholder brand discourses are discourses that have an effect on brand meaning. As mentioned, 

when stakeholders are interested in a brand, they enter a brand-related discourse, where they share their 

experiences or express their beliefs and convictions regarding a certain company, product, service, place, or 
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person on physical or on virtual platforms (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008). All these activities can be 

perceived as communicative events. Brand-related discourses can be direct and indirect; verbal and 

nonverbal, and brand interest group members may contribute to brand-related discourse at different times 

and in different roles. The virtual platforms are mostly open for all who wish to participate in the 

conversations, and hence freely express opinions to speed up positive and negative brand related discourse 

(Bruns and Jacobs 2006, Kline and Burstein 2006, Kumar et al. 2004, Marlow 2004, Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy 2000, 2002, 2003). Even though consumers, critics or the company itself might initiate the 

community, the free content flow is still a premise. There are multiple opportunities for different 

stakeholders to insert, defend, alter and reinforce brand meanings in all of these environments. Stakeholders 

will use the virtual platforms (brand communities, social networking sites, blogs etc.) provided to them both 

to promote, and to viciously criticize, products and corporations (Kozinets 1999). 

As Van Dijk (1997) points out, people involved in social situations may perform different roles regarding a 

brand an aim to build different identities, thereby fulfilling their own self-identity or life projects (Belk 1988, 

Fournier 1998, Arnould 2004). As the brand community literature guides us to understand, consumers today 

use and share some overall practices and interactions across brand communities (brand use, community 

engagement, impression management and social networking). And strong communities are characterized by 

a more diverse constellation of practices than weaker brand communities. These practices may thereby 

differentiate depending on both the characteristics of the community and the participants engaging. First, the 

degree of the community engagement makes the difference between weak and strong communities and may 

in fact affect interactions or the vitality of interactions. Second, the participants being multiple stakeholders 

will affect the interactions, as it is fair to assume that conflicting interpretive strategies and attitudes exist 

among different stakeholders. 

Discourse theory provides us with the ability to study specific discursive activities between different 

stakeholders by focusing on different acts (speech acts), types of interactions (welcoming, justifying, 

attacking, negotiating etc.) and the context wherein people communicate ideas, both as individual persons 

and as social group members. Further, studies associated with the concept of ethnography of speaking 

(language use) (S.B Heath 1983, Ochs 1988, Cicourel 1992, in Van Dijk 1997) have emphasized that part of 

a language user’s identity is the person’s membership of a speech community. They have shown that the 

distinctive cultural communication style associated with particular speech communities is one of the 

ethnographic factors to be taken into account when analyzing talk in particular speech settings – thereby 

introducing a much broader sense of what constitutes the ethnographic context of a speech event or 

communicative event (Van Dijk 1997).  

The term cultural communication can be used as an umbrella term to understand the role of discourse forms 

(such as talk and silence, native terms, speech events, stories, and speech rituals) in relationship to the larger 
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cultural conceptions of personal/social identity and community membership (ibid). Further, Hymes (1974) 

sees culture as a system of knowledge that gives meaning to behavior in society. Within a culture, many 

distinctive speech communities exist with distinctive rules to uphold and guide the interpretation of different 

linguistic varieties. The speech community can be compared to the interpretive community wherein certain 

interpretive strategies exist, and consist precisely of what is characterized as distinctive cultural 

communication between the members that socialize and teach members the values and cultural ethos of the 

community. Hence, discourse theory can help to study how multi-stakeholders interact and co-create brand 

meaning in such related interpretive communities.  

Brand community literature is relevant as it provides us with understandings of how consumers interact and 

what marks a community. Discourse theory though shed light on the different roles and identities that people 

uses in discursive activities in these communities or social contexts. Thereby, brand community literature 

helps us to identify similar practices in other community environments that can be characterized as either 

weak or strong through the discussion of community engagement as well as evaluating levels of 

consciousness of kind, rituals and traditions, and moral responsibility. Multiple stakeholders meet and 

interact either as consumers adopting different roles or as representing other stakeholders (e.g. employees, 

parents, retailers, bloggers, politicians etc.), thereby brand community literature helps us to guide a 

discussion of the cohesive brand meaning co-creation among multiple stakeholders. The co-creation of brand 

meaning resides in the interpretive strategies that different stakeholders withhold. Thereby, the interpretive 

strategies shape brand meaning. And as no discourse can be fully established, it is always in conflict with 

other discourses that define reality differently and set other guidelines for social action (Phillips and 

Jørgensen 2002), thereby creating diverse interpretive strategies as outcomes of stakeholders’ discursive 

activities. 

The key of the study is thereby to shed light on today’s online communities that functions as meeting places 

for discursive activities among multi-stakeholders. The outlined description of speech- and interpretive 

communities, brand community markers and practices (merging discourse theory with brand community 

theory) guides the study that should seek to identify such related communities and practices that shapes 

brand meaning through interpretive strategies by multiple stakeholders. Today, classic brand community and 

stakeholder literature does not provide further theoretical or empirical development of online stakeholder 

interactions in online community environments. The insights of discourse theory as well as multi-stakeholder 

interactions between different members of the brand interest group are neglected; thereby we do not know 

the characteristics and practices shaping community environments with participation of several stakeholders. 

Having argued how co-creation between multi-stakeholders within the brand interest group takes place 

through brand related social discourses in different online environments and where members of the brand 

community or interpretive community obtain different roles and identities when engaging in social 
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interactions; we also need to address the outcome of multi-stakeholder brand meaning co-creation. Next 

section will contribute to the theoretical development by focusing on the co-creation of brand meaning in 

multiple interpretive communities between multi-stakeholders. 

Literature commonly assumes the interpretive community to emerge primarily as the result of consumers’ 

negotiations of brand meaning, which they engage in to further give meaning to the brand related activities 

they are involved in. As the brand stories exemplify, members use various interpretive strategies to make 

sense of the brand, but also of who and what they are as individuals and as a social collective (Antorini 

2007). However, interpretive communities might not only be relevant for consumers and might not exist in 

isolation. Multiple online communities are likely to exist where different stakeholders interact to interpret 

and co-create brand meaning. They might not just participate on one, but on several platforms either 

individually or collectively at the same time. Thereby, they constitute not only one interpretive community, 

but also multiple interpretive communities with multiple stakeholders participating at the same time 

eventually in different roles either on a single platform or on different platforms. And the conversations 

might not only be consumption-related, but other topics (e.g. CSR, corporate identity) might be relevant for 

other stakeholders too.    

The notion of multiple interpretive communities has been suggested by different scholars such as Broderick 

et al. (2003), Schouten and McAlexander (1995) and Peitersen (2006). Broderick et al. (2003) identify three 

interpretive communities centered on different Mini car types: the Mini Clubman, then Mini Cooper, and the 

BMW Mini. Antorini (2007) notes that whereas Broderick et al. find that the interpretive communities share 

the same fundamental understanding of the Mini brand (as fun-loving, easy going, and happy), across the 

groups, different interpretations of the brand regarding authenticity are observed. This is especially true in 

the case of the BMW Mini, which is considered by some Mini owners the Mini of the future, but as: 

’sacrilege and blasphemy’ by others (Broderick et al. 2003, p. 92). Schouten and McAlexander (1995) also 

report the existence of multiple interpretive communities – and to some degree also conflicting. Exemplified 

with the study of how bikers’ personal backgrounds and experiences motivate them to seek out closer 

affiliation with other bikers whom they consider to be more like themselves and with whom they share 

interpretive strategies4 (Antorini 2007). This notion may also be related to the multi-stakeholder context 

wherein different subgroups in the brand interest group and member types on different communities may 

exist. Thereby, members or participants self-segments themselves into different social categories to suit their 

own personal interpretations. 

This is similar to the study of British soccer hooligans by Birger Peitersen (2006) that observes that 

’underneath’ what appears to be more or less identical interpretive strategies, there is a great deal of variation 

                                                        
4 In this perspective, multiple interpretive communities arise because members tend to: ’gravitate towards those that best fit their needs and their 
personal interpretations’ of the brand (Schouten and McAlexander, 1995, p. 49).  
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in a soccer fan’s self-concept. In other words, whereas soccer fans display homogenous behaviors during the 

games, and though they share identical ways of interpreting the game, their self-concept5 varies considerably. 

Seemingly, some brands foster multiple interpretation strategies, which again gives rise to multiple 

interpretive communities and at other times they don’t (Antorini 2007). One explanation in the case of soccer 

could be that fans strongly identify with their favorite team, and that the celebration and experience of the 

team is expressed and experienced as a collective act (ibid). Their sense of the ’we’ is centered on being 

known as a Manchester United, Real Madrid or Liverpool fan etc., and less on individual characteristics. In 

contrast, the biker identity (Schouten and McAlexander 1995) is found to be strongly associated with the 

individual’s sense of freedom etc. Thus, compared to the soccer identity, the expression of individuality is 

prioritized, which may explain the existence of multiple interpretive communities (Antorini 1997).  

Although consumers (or different stakeholders) share an interest in and commitment to the same brand, they 

may have a number of different motivations and reasons for doing so which depend on the personal goals, 

motives, and self-concept of the individual consumer, but also the cultural and social contexts of the 

consumer (ibid). Remembering discourses as being interaction and action in society (Van Dijk 1997), the 

dimension of the cultural and social context plays a vital role as to how different stakeholders in a brand 

interest group interpret different brand discourses and which interpretive strategies they use. It might lead to 

multiple interpretive strategies within stakeholder groups towards a brand online, which also depends on the 

platform wherein the interactions take place. The interaction patterns and practices may even have diverse 

characteristics depending on the community and the stakeholders present as elaborated earlier.  

Multiple interpretive communities may allow members to negotiate preferred social spaces (Muniz and 

O’Guinn 2001), centered on different interpretations of what it means to be a biker, a Mini owner etc. and 

offering the individual member a ’home’ within a larger community (Antorini 2007). We can relate this to 

the understanding of the online environment wherein different communities exist and where different 

stakeholders participate in brand related discourse with different interpretive strategies. Displaying different 

roles or identities belonging to certain social categories, professions, communities etc. Brand communities 

where individuality is prioritized may foster more discursive struggles in terms of brand meaning negotiation 

as there are more at stake to protect and support ones self-identity and interpretation strategy (Handelman 

2006). Contrary, brand communities where the consumption or experience is characterized as a collective act 

may foster aligned interpretive strategies as the case of football hooligans shows.  

The members of online brand communities is said to share ’consciousness of kind’ (Muniz and O’Guinn 

2001) or what Bender (1978) calls ‘we-ness’. As argued this consciousness of kind or meaning is negotiated 

continuously, thereby the term ‘communities of interest’ (Armstrong and Hagel 1996) seems more suitable as 

                                                        
5 Ourselves’ interpretations of who and what we are (Belk 1988, Possessions and the extended self) 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it includes all parties of the brand interest group (devotees, offenders, followers and criticals) and not 

necessarily depends on a specific consciousness of kind or ‘we-ness’-feeling. This is backed up by de Valck 

et al.’s (2005) notion of that only one out of three adheres to the participants sphere depicted by Antorini 

(2007) consisting of the insider and mingler whom are strongly socially involved. This means that the 

devotee and tourist member types that are not socially involved but sometimes have a broad use of 

community resources consist two out of three participants. And with many different online platforms and 

communities with different types of interaction patterns, member types and structure of context, it is not 

unlikely that multiple interpretive communities exist in an eco-system of social spaces. Hence, continuous 

stakeholder social discourse takes place with differentiating interpretive strategies, meaning that the values 

of the brand community can be diverse and not necessarily socially shared. It can also consist of many 

different brand stories that mean something different to certain member types or stakeholders. 

Further, other online communication channels such as the media, press releases, articles etc. can be of great 

influence to the topic that is highlighted on different brand communities, platforms and communities of 

interest. This can highly affect the type of interaction present and what roles stakeholders adopt. As Berthon 

et al. (2009) stresses, the meaning of brands is most often defined in plural among a multiplicity of 

stakeholders, who produce and reproduce an ever shifting and often ambiguous variety of brand 

interpretations that they gain from the discursive activities that include production, distribution, and 

consumption of texts (Fairclough 1995, Woodilla 1998) from media websites, blogs, press releases, weblogs 

etc. online. And they do so through interaction with peers or other stakeholders on one or several online 

platforms. They may meet on different online communities where critical masses of stakeholders are present, 

and where the opportunity to make viewpoints coherent is possible.  

Thereby, it seems relevant to introduce and define a brand community term, which includes both the interest 

of different stakeholders and the notion of interpretive communities in a fragmented online environment.  

The term interpretive communities of interest can act as an overall online platform or online brand 

community term based on the representation of the two concepts of interpretive communities and 

communities of interest. The word interpretive has a linguistic touch to it and connects to the insights of 

discourse theory based on the discursive strategies and adaptation of roles, identities etc. matching one’s life-

identity projects. The word interest connects to stakeholder literature replying that different stakeholders 

might have different interests in a brand, and those who have the same interest might gather in groups and 

share certain ways of interacting, either in one interpretive community of interest or on more simultaneously. 

The study should seek to find proof of interpretive communities of interest by analyzing discursive activities 

shaping interpretive strategies as well as identifying the stakeholders present in such communities.   

One question that Antorini (2007) addresses is how a brand maintains a recognizable and identifiable ’we’. 

Referring to Fiske (1990) and his studies of mass media, Antorini explains that the more a group of people 
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shares the same symbols, signs, and codes, the better they think they understand one another (Antorini 2007). 

McCracken (1986) suggests that the associations broadly coupled with the brand support members in their 

aim to balance who they think they are with what they actually do. An example of this is Kozinets (2001) 

that shows how Star Trek fans’ belief in images and ideas that are idealistic and utopian goes hand in hand 

with the texts and the other materials they produce and the way they organize and manage the community. 

Antorini (2007) suggests that a brand community that comprises many and even conflicting interpretive 

communities exists as a more or less coherent entity because members all share affection for one and the 

same (imprecise) symbol, the brand. Sharing affection for a brand may socially link people who share no 

other connection than an interest in a brand (McAlexander et al. 2002), but also, it may identify and 

discriminate the brand community from other brand communities (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Consequently 

Antorini (2007, p. 55) suggests that: ’…rather than associating brand communities with the uniform and 

clone-like interpretations of a brand, brand community can be seen as representing an aggregation of the 

various interpretations that often exist of a brand’. 

The aggregation of various interpretations can also come from a multiplicity of stakeholders with different 

attachment to the brand community and with different interpretive strategies. If some stakeholders are not 

active on a specific community they are still a part of the ecosystem of information that forms discursive 

activities on such platforms and communities now termed and articulated as being interpretive communities 

of interest. The theoretical review will now be supplemented with the theoretical positioning of the thesis 

and the aims of the empirical study. 

3. Theoretical positioning  
Based on the theoretical development and the different fields of research, this section synthesizes the 

theoretical findings, elaborates on the gap in the literature, and formulates the research questions and its 

contribution to existing literature.   

3.1 Multi-stakeholder interaction in online interpretive communities of interest 
As derived through the theoretical development, it is discussed how multiple stakeholders actively engage in 

brand-related discourse in a fragmented online environment. Thus, it is argued that not only consumers but 

also stakeholders, who may have an interest in a brand, participate in discursive activities. Multiple 

stakeholders meet and interact either as consumers adopting different roles or as representing other 

stakeholders (e.g. employees, parents, retailers, bloggers, politicians etc.), thereby representing different 

types of stakeholders at different points depending on the context. And when they do so they fulfill their self-

identity projects or commitments to their group affiliations (Belk 1988, Fournier 1998, Arnould 2004). When 

stakeholders engage in activities and social interactions, they enter a brand-related discourse, where they 
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share their experiences or express their beliefs and convictions regarding a certain company, product, 

service, place, or person, which are activities that also can be referred to as communicative events.  

 

The kind of interaction and practices going on in online platforms facilitates the sharing and negotiation of 

brand meaning among members, and can also be conceptualized as the interpretive community. The term is 

used to describe consumers, who negotiate brand meaning according to “a repertoire of commonly shared 

interpretive strategies” (Antorini 1997). Shared interpretation strategies serve to socialize and teach 

members the values of the brand community, and brand stories can be seen as part of the repertoire of 

interpretive strategies members share and which help them learn the values of the community, which in turn 

develops the community ethos and strengthens its sense of being (Jenkins 1992, Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). 

Consumers’ personal and social experiences function as a backdrop for individual as well as collective 

interpretations of the brand (Antorini 2007). 

 

As depicted by Antorini (2007), multiple interpretive communities might exist and even for the same brand 

or maybe within the same community. This supports the notion of continuous stakeholder interaction online 

that affects brand meaning, not only between consumers with a favorable attitude, but also between multi-

stakeholders with either a positive or negative attitude. Consequently, stakeholders might not be members of 

traditional brand communities gathering on one specific, often closed platform, but gather on various 

platforms, and thereby belong to a larger interpretive community (consisting of a multiplicity of 

stakeholders) sharing both interpretive strategies (Scott 1995 in Broderick et al. 2003) and types of 

interactions as well as outcomes of brand meaning (Kozinets 1997, Muniz and O’Guinn 2001, Broderick et 

al. 2003).  

 

Stakeholders have different motivations and reasons for engaging in discursive activities, and as pointed out, 

the dimension of the cultural and social context plays a vital role as to how different stakeholders in a brand 

interest group interpret different brand discourses and which interpretive strategies they use. It might lead to 

multiple interpretive strategies within stakeholder groups towards a brand online, which also depends on the 

platform wherein the interactions take place. The interaction patterns and practices may even have diverse 

characteristics depending on the community and the stakeholders present. Consequently, it is not unlikely 

that multiple interpretive communities exist in an eco-system of social spaces, where continuous stakeholder 

social discourse takes place with differentiating interpretive strategies, which means that the values of the 

brand community can be diverse and not necessarily socially shared. 

 

With this notion, we introduce the term interpretive communities of interest, which include both the interest 

of different stakeholders and the notion of interpretive communities in a fragmented online environment.  
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The term interpretive communities of interest thereby represent a more suitable definition as multi-

stakeholder belongs to a larger interpretive community online with certain interpretive strategies, interaction 

patterns and outcomes of brand meaning. This stands in contrast to the traditional view of online brand 

communities.  

3.2 Theoretical positioning and contribution 
Having outlined the theoretical development of the thesis and the understanding of multi-stakeholder 

interaction in online interpretive communities of interest, this section derives the sub-questions to the overall 

research question and how these will contribute to existing literature.  

 

Several areas have been identified to be of certain interest. First of all, it has been outlined how different 

stakeholders in the brand interest group participate and interact with each other in the co-creation process of 

brand meaning. Further, interest is on the online brand-related discourse since the online sphere provides 

stakeholders with unprecedented opportunities to interact and researchers with new insights into formerly 

inaccessible phenomena. To identify and analyze social online brand-related discourse by multiple 

stakeholders, interpretive communities of interest have to be identified where multiple stakeholders meet to 

engage in joint brand-related discourse. A lot of research has though been done within (online) consumer 

communities (as outlined in section 3.1), but never with a multi-stakeholder approach analyzing how they 

interact and what meanings stakeholders disseminate through their interaction and how their discourses 

shapes the interpretive strategies, hence the brand’s meaning. Neither, focusing on how stakeholders might 

act in different roles or with different identities depending on the context (i.e. the characteristics of the 

community or the topics that are being discursively constructed).  

 

Previous studies also focus on the social dynamics underlying brand meaning co-creation and shows that a 

variety of stakeholders contribute to brand meaning co-creation (Koll et al. 2007, Vallaster et al. 2006). 

These studies have though been focusing on the online sphere in general and in time of crisis over a short 

period, but not in a specific community context analyzing stakeholder interaction and the roles they adopt on 

single platforms of possible interpretive communities of interest. The empirical study should seek to 

categorize these actors to better understand how their roles and influence affects the social brand-related 

discourse and co-creation of brand meaning. And to fully understand the embedded meaning in interactions, 

the entire range of potentially diverse interpretive strategies of all relevant stakeholders of the brand interest 

group needs to be investigated. As previous literature is not concise on this kind of subject, it is up to 

empirical research to point out and identify multi-stakeholder interaction practices and eventually discursive 

activities that shapes shared or conflicting interpretive strategies. Therefore, the first sub-question to be 

answered is: 
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Sub-question 1 
Which stakeholders can be identified as members of online interpretive communities of interest and which 

roles do they adopt when engaging in social brand-related discourse? 

 

Secondly, as brands are perceived as processes in constant flux involving multiple stakeholders and brand 

meanings as temporary products of this process, the second research question should answer how different 

stakeholders interact in online interpretive communities of interest, thereby mapping the process and 

interaction patterns of the brand meaning development. 

Sub-question 2 
How do stakeholders interact in social brand-related discourse in online interpretive communities of 

interest, and what kind of interaction patterns do they adopt? 

 

Thirdly, to fully understand the embedded meanings of the interactions and interpretive strategies of relevant 

stakeholders, we need to identify what meanings stakeholders co-create.  

Sub-question 3 
What brand meanings do stakeholders actually co-create (and negotiate) through their interactions?  

 

The thesis is positioned within existing literature of co-creation- (i.e. brand meaning), multi-stakeholder-, 

brand community- and discourse theory. The thesis aims to contribute to a relatively new stream of branding 

research, which perceives brands as processes in constant flux involving multiple stakeholders and brand 

meanings as temporary products of this process. Next, we present the structure of how we wish to approach 

and capture stakeholder interaction online.  

3.3 How to approach and capture stakeholder interaction online 
To address and understand multi-stakeholders’ interactions in online interpretive communities of interest, a 

netnographic approach will be adopted as well as discourse analysis. This will help to categorize and 

understand social brand-related discourses and its embedded meanings as well as the roles and identities of 

multiple-stakeholders. Further, a guideline of how interactions will be captured throughout the empirical 

study is presented. As mentioned, Anderson et al. (1999), defines an interaction along three main 

components: the content, which refers to what the individual wants to exchange (e.g. brand manifestations); 

the process, which refers to how the individual wants to interact (e.g. social brand-related discourse); and the 

people, which refers to with whom the individual wants to interact (e.g. different stakeholders or a brand). 

The three main components of interactions will be applied to the context of online interpretive communities 

of interest, thereby suggesting how the empirical study will capture the interactions among stakeholders. The 

people, process and content can specifically be related to the three research questions derived. 
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The people  

Which stakeholders can be identified as members of online interpretive communities of interest,  and which 

roles do they adopt when engaging in social brand-related discourse? 

In order to identify stakeholders and their roles the applied analytical framework draws on the brand interest 

group categorization (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger 2008) to evaluate type of member, and discursive 

psychology (Potter and Wetherell 1987) where emphasis is given to how identities come into existence, are 

negotiated and transformed in concrete social practices. Thereby, the identities of different stakeholders will 

emerge from conversations or dialogues between a brand and stakeholders as they unfold through written 

communication online. In the unfolding narrative, individuals may be constituted in one position or another, 

stand in multiple positions or perhaps negotiate new positions by refusing the ones that have previously been 

articulated (ibid). These possible positions can be articulated in terms of the roles and identities that different 

stakeholders adopt with the aim of understanding the construction of stakeholder identities. Thereby, being 

able to categorize the participants. Davies and Harré (1990, p. 48) argue that positioning is approached as 

‘’the discursive process whereby selves (identities) are located in conversations’’. As derived in the 

theoretical development it is possible to distinct between interactive positioning where a person’s utterance 

positions another (e.g. a brand, person or object) and reflexive positioning where a person positions him or 

herself. These positions can be identified in part by extracting the autobiographical aspects of a conversation 

in which it becomes possible to find what position they (e.g. stakeholders) take up and in what story, and 

how they are then positioned (ibid). In the analysis, ‘subject positions’ are identified by focusing on textual 

elements that explicitly or implicitly centers on a person’s identity and/or the brands identity. Thereby, it 

might be suitable to look at pronouns. A shift in pronouns (e.g. from ‘I’ to ‘we’) can indicate a shift from a 

subject position within one discourse to a subject position within another, thereby identifying a shift in roles 

or identities by different stakeholders as individuals or as representing social groups.  

 

The process 

How do stakeholders interact in social brand-related discourse in online interpretive communities of 

interest, and what kind of interaction patterns do they adopt? 

To address how stakeholders interact in online interpretive communities of interest and engage in social 

brand-related discourse the analysis of linguistics through speech act- and socio-linguistic theory in certain 

speech communities will be addressed. As discussed the speech community have similarities to the notion of 

interpretive community. The distinctive cultural communication style associated with particular speech 

communities is one of the factors to be taken into account when analyzing talk in particular speech settings 

(Van Dijk 1997). As it is intended to understand the interactions and social actions of a language user’s and 

their social intent, we must know something about the norms defining the appropriateness of linguistically 

acceptable alternates for particular types of speakers. These norms vary among subgroups and among social 
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settings such as different interpretive communities of interest. When the relationships between language 

choice and the rules of social appropriateness (learned values and culture) can be formalized, they allow us 

to group relevant linguistic forms into dialects and styles (Duranti 2009), thereby indicating interpretive 

strategies through single observations.  

 

The socio-linguistic study of speech communities deals with the linguistic similarities and differences among 

speech varieties. The speech varieties employed within a speech community form a system because they are 

related to a shared set of social norms. Hence, they can be classified according to their usage, their origins, 

and the relationship between speech and social action that they reflect and become indices of social patterns 

of interaction in the speech community (ibid). Consequently, to study certain speech varieties we will focus 

on the language that participant’s use by focusing on texts generated (e.g. stories, experience, opinion, 

comments), the used speech acts (evangelizing, justifying, explaining, criticizing etc.), and the interpretive 

strategies that participants use (i.e. to make own statements of meaning coherent vs. socially shared that fit 

either the individual self-identity project or the affiliation to a social group). The indices of social patterns of 

interaction in the speech community will guide us to understand developed markers of community 

(consciousness of kind, rituals and practices, moral responsibility), thereby being able to evaluate the levels 

of weak or strong interpretive communities of interest. Further, crisis points as signs indicating a conflict in 

the interaction can reflect conflicts between different brand-related discourses. Fairclough (1992a) points out 

that a sign could be that one of someone who is trying to save a situation by e.g. repeating a statement, or it 

could be ‘disfluency’ where the participant hesitates or regenerates utterances, silence or sudden changes in 

style. This may indicate conflicting interpretive strategies. Lastly, the discourse analysis of speech acts and 

speech varieties helps to relate to discourse as action, thereby determining how stakeholders develop social 

acts and practices through their discursive activities. Lastly, non-verbal symbols or brand manifestations 

(e.g. pictures, videos) can be relevant and will be briefly described.  

 

The content 

What brand meanings do stakeholders actually co-create (and negotiate) through their interactions?   

This section builds on the findings of the process to deduce identified practices and the themes discursively 

constructed within these practices. To make sense of the data and content collected a descriptive and pattern-

coding operation will be adopted. To determine what brand meanings that can be extracted from the online 

interactions the coding starts with reading and re-reading the textual brand manifestations in order to identify 

themes. It is a form of coding where text fragments are placed in categories. The aim is not only to identify 

themes that derive from the theoretical frame but also to be open for new themes that can be found during the 

reading and re-reading. In the process some themes might be rejected and new ones can be created (Potter 
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and Wetherell 1987). See section 4.2.3. Hence, the identified themes from the coding shapes the interpretive 

strategies, which resides in the deduced practices, thereby we can determine how it shapes brand meaning. 

 

Next, the empirical study will introduce the applied case, the research design and methodology, as well as 

the research findings. 

4. Empirical Study 
This chapter describes and outlines the study and its findings. First, an introduction of the applied case is 

introduced including the research objective. Then, an overview of the selected online communities is 

presented including the criteria and the chosen communities’ characteristics. Next, the applied methodology 

is reviewed in order to lead over to the study’s findings. The chapter concludes by interpreting and 

discussing the results to allow for final conclusions. 

4.1 Research Design 
 First, the applied case, a general discussion of online related communities, and the research objective will be 

presented. Second, the choice of research instrument, sample criteria and chosen online communities are 

discussed and reviewed.  

4.1.1 The LEGO Group 
The LEGO Group corporate brand was created in 1932 when Ole Kirk Christiansen, a carpenter from rural 

Denmark, created a company for the manufacture of wooden toys. For decades the group acted as a strong 

umbrella brand, guiding LEGO through extensive international growth as well as product innovation. At its 

founding, the company took the name LEGO, a combination of the Danish words “leg” and “godt”, meaning 

“play well” (LEGO.com). Only later did the company discover that the Latin root of its name refers to 

construction, a coincidence for a company whose core product is an interlocking system of building blocks. 

In 1947, the company moved from wooden toys into plastics, launching its first version of the now famous 

Automatic Binding Bricks in 1949. Later, the bricks became the foundation for the LEGO System of Play, 

and in 1958 the familiar stud-and-tube interlocking system was patented. The LEGO Group started exporting 

in 1953 and quickly gained international awareness. To date, the LEGO Group has sold 320 billion LEGO® 

bricks, the equivalent of 52 bricks per capita worldwide. LEGO’s first value statement “only the best is good 

enough” dates from 1933 and reflects the company’s commitment to quality (Lipkowitz 2009). For decades, 

the LEGO Group has enjoyed continuous growth and, as measured in 2001 by Young and Rubicam’s Brand 

Asset Evaluator, the brand was ranked the seventh most respected among families with children, following 

Coca-Cola, Kellogg, Disney, Levi’s, Fisher-Price, and Pampers. The LEGO brand moved to third place in 
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2002/2003 with only Coca-Cola and Kellogg having greater respect among families with children (Hatch and 

Schultz 2003).  

 

However, in the late 1980s, and particularly in the mid-1990s, brand extensions into software, lifestyle 

products, and accessories fragmented the LEGO brand. Combined with fluctuating financial performance, 

brand fragmentation presented top management with the dual challenges of maintaining a focus on the 

substance and distinction of LEGO Group heritage, while allowing for continuous innovation and expansion 

into new businesses. In response, LEGO top managers decided to reintegrate the company via a corporate 

brand strategy that was tied into the deep roots of LEGO’s heritage (Hatch and Schultz 2003).  

With the appointment of Jørgen Vig Knudstorp as new CEO in 20046, a new five-year strategy (Shared 

Vision) for the LEGO Group was announced. This included among other things the introduction of the 

LEGO Ambassador program to create closer ties between the company and LEGO Fans7 (LEGO.com). By 

2011 LEGO was the world’s third largest toy manufacturer in terms of sales, and in 2012 LEGO Friends was 

announced. A new product line targeted at girls aged 5-8. The LEGO brand acts as a guarantee of quality and 

originality and is constituted around six core brand values (LEGO.com): Imagination, Creativity, Fun, 

Learning, Caring and Quality. 

4.1.2 LEGO and the importance of multiple stakeholders 
Corporations operate via social contracts that guarantee certain rights to those who have an interest (a stake) 

in their activities or outcomes (Hatch and Schultz 2008). Stakeholder mapping played a crucial part in the 

LEGO Group’s Shared Vision, that Jørgen Vig Knudstorp introduced guiding the company toward 

excellence. The mapping of how the LEGO Group balances all stakeholder interests is shown in figure 88: 

Figure 8: LEGO balances all stakeholders 

 

   

 

 

 

 
                                                        
6 In January, 2004, the LEGO Group announces the results of 2003 – a huge deficit. Owner and CEO Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen heads up the building of 
an action plan to turn around the company. In October he appoints Jørgen Vig Knudstorp as new CEO (LEGO.com). 
7 Adult Fans of LEGO called AFOL’s 
8 Source: Hatch & Schultz 2008 and adapted from the Shared Vision of the LEGO group 2007 
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The figure shows how the founder’s vision of being the best is interpreted differently by each of the six core 

stakeholder groups. The LEGO Group defined stakeholder touch-points based on the mapping and entered 

into stakeholder dialogues that provided input from selected individuals on everything from product ideas to 

image and reputation (Hatch and Schultz 2008). Further, LEGO realized that stakeholders were connected to 

the corporate brand in a very direct way – through brand communities, e.g. LUGNET, a community of Adult 

Fans of LEGO (AFOL’s), uses the Internet to connect users from all over the world with sub-communities 

organized by country, city or interests (e.g. trains, robotics, space). The groups continuously create 

interconnected Web sites and blogs and have joined forces to celebrate the LEGO brand with competitions 

and other events (Hatch and Schultz 2008). A feature of all communities is their members’ propensity to 

protect what they consider sacred heritage. An example was when LEGO tried to change the colors of LEGO 

bricks. The change leaked out, resulting in an outcry among furious LEGO fans, which organized a protest 

via the Internet and convinced the company to reverse its decision (ibid). As depicted in the theoretical 

development members of the online brand communities will also criticize (or mobilize against) the brand if it 

does not live up to preferred expectations - perceived as brand misbehavior on the part of LEGO (ibid).  

 

LEGO managers had for too long underestimated the importance of listening to vocal brand fans who tried to 

tell the company what they saw as missed opportunities and bad decisions. Even external initiated 

communities from brand lovers were considered as a ‘shadow market’ that was too small to be worth of 

attention. Today, LEGO managers interact with brand communities and fans are invited into the company to 

improve decision-making. LEGO had for long conducted market research, but discovered how direct 

listening and responding, which occurred through conversations added value to the LEGO brand (i.e. 

through product innovation). The boundary between the LEGO Group and its brand communities has been 

crossed. Fans have been participating in key product and branding decisions such as the LEGO Hobby Train9 

(ibid).  

 

The incorporation of brand community input reinvigorated both the brand and the company, and it triggered 

the management to introduce both the Ambassador Program10 (that involved chosen AFOL’s around the 

world in the production) and the LEGO Club for younger children. The involvement stimulates fans to act as 

guardians of the brand but also exposes the company to ongoing stakeholder surveillance in regard to brand 

credibility (Hatch and Schultz 2008). Today, LEGO has a business unit (Community, Education and Direct) 

that is responsible for all direct contact with the company’s many fans, as well as for sales via the LEGO 

Group brand stores and its online and mail order services. LEGO has learned that the more closely users 

interact with the company, the more important it becomes to stay on its own turf and not try to manage the 

                                                        
9 Brand fans designed this product using the LEGO Factory (software program) and it was marketed under their names. 
10 The mission of the LEGO Ambassadors is to work together with the LEGO Group in all areas, which concern the worldwide LEGO community, 
and to represent their part of the LEGO community towards the LEGO Group (Hatch and Schultz 2010). 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community the way it manages the company (ibid). The LEGO Group showcases how companies learn 

directly from dialogue and access to brand community stakeholders. As an example Antorini (2007) 

describes 205 user-driven innovations, some of which has lead to major product improvements. As another 

result of dialogue and access, LEGO fans have a wider range of desirable play materials available to them 

and they have the satisfaction of being fond of a company that respects and honors their engagement (Hatch 

and Schultz 2010). Next section will give an overview of LEGO-related online communities and how they 

address different stakeholders. 

4.1.3 LEGO-related online communities and platforms 
’’There is an explosion in communities with Flickr and YouTube and what have you. And it turns out that our 

fans are frontrunners at LUGNET. This makes us more exposed than ever before.…. And to the old inside-

out thinking you can just say – totally forget it.’’ Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, CEO LEGO Group (Hatch and 

Schultz 2008, p. 162) 

For decades, LEGO’s bricks were developed for and used by children who played alone or with playmates. 

As the children grew up, they generally outgrew their interest in LEGO products. However, two things 

happened in the 90s: 1) LEGO introduced a series of new products that appealed to older users, such as 

LEGO Star Wars and LEGO Mindstorms, and 2) the Internet enabled people to connect in completely new 

ways, prompting many adults to return to LEGO play and transforming their play experiences in a serious 

and demanding adult hobby (Antorini, Muniz, Askildsen 2012). By February 2012, there were more than 

150 known user groups, with over 100,000 active adult fans worldwide (ibid).  

 
Over the years, adult fans have uploaded more than 300.000 of their own LEGO creations on 

MOCpages.com11 and posted more than 4.5 million photos, drawings and instructions online. In addition, 

fans have shared thousands of LEGO-inspired movies on YouTube, with the top five movies attracting more 

than 64 million views (Antorini, Muniz, Askildsen 2012). The LEGO brand is used by tens of thousands of 

people to express aspects of themselves and to relate to other like-minded individuals. Further, the identity of 

the organization emerges out of the conversation between external communities and employees (Kornberger 

2010). LEGO represents a socially constructed meaning system that through online communities and 

platforms is affected by numerous stakeholder interactions. Figure 9 gives an overview of the most 

pronounced LEGO-related online communities and platforms and categorizes these into three pools, 1) 

online resource-platforms, 2) online communities and 3) Social online platforms. Further, the colors display 

who has initiated the communities and platforms. 

 

                                                        
11 MOCpages.com is one of the many sites fans use for sharing their work 
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Figure 9: LEGO-related online communities and platforms 

 

Online resources provide access to different kinds of information and resources, which support the LEGO 

hobby, e.g. Brickfanatics is a newly established (2012) LEGO-fan site, that integrates news, reviews, events, 

podcasts, ‘My own creations’ etc. BrickShelf12 is a ‘virtual photo album’ where AFOLs can store and retrieve 

visual material of LEGO building instructions, catalogs etc. BrickLink13 is a ‘grey’14 LEGO market offering 

an online venue on which AFOLs and other stakeholders can set up small shops where new and used LEGO 

products and elements are bought and sold. From Bricks to Bothans is a go to place for LEGO Star Wars 

fans. 

 
Many online LEGO communities are also available and are either fan-initiated or LEGO initiated. These 

make up levels of communities wherein interested stakeholders can meet, talk and share content. One of the 

most famous and a traditional brand community is LUGNET. It is the biggest of the user-driven online 

communities, and was created in 1998 (Hatch and Schultz 2003). The American AFOLs and promoters of 

LUGNET, Todd Lehman and Suzanne Rich Gree wished to add structure and more communication-related 

dimensions to AFOLs interactions (Antorini 2007). LUGNET has international membership and is dedicated 

to the development and exchange of LEGO brick building concepts. MOCs, LUGs, and LTC’s15 are all 

examples of online communities of specific interests and function as online forums. Further, LEGO has also 

initiated several online platforms or communities to address different types of stakeholders, e.g. LEGO.com 

                                                        
12 BrickShelf had 390.000 unique visitors by 2008 (Antorini 2008) 
13 BrickLink has more than 5.800 online shops and 200.000 registered members with more than 134 million LEGO elements for sales (Antorini, 
Muniz, Askildsen 2012) 
14 A grey market or gray market, also known as parallel market, is the trade of a commodity through distribution channels which, while legal, are 

unofficial, unauthorized, or unintended by the original manufacturer 
15 MOC (My Own Creation), LUG (LEGO User Group), LTC (LEGO Train Club) 
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facilitates different forums such as Messageboards16, My LEGO Network and LEGO Club, mostly towards 

KFOLs and parents. LEGO also launched LEGO Cuusoo in October 2011 inviting anyone to upload an own 

creation as a new theme for LEGO. If the user can get 10,000 supporters for the project, LEGO will initiate a 

review phase in which to decide if the product idea is suited for mass production. The crowdsourcing project 

from LEGO seems to be a huge success as several projects already have obtained more than 10,000 

supporters.17 Further, LEGO initiated in 2011 a Facebook fan page which today has more than 2 mio. ‘likes’. 

And recently in the end of 2011, LEGO launched Rebrick which is a new community platform where users 

13 and older can share and discuss user-created LEGO content from all around the World Wide Web by 

book-marking LEGO-related content from other sites. LEGO also has accounts on social media platforms 

such as Twitter18 and YouTube19.  

 
Lastly, LEGO is present on other social online platforms such as LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr and 

Facebook20. These social online platforms provide stakeholders with vast opportunities to post comments 

and related content as well as making own interest groups or small communities within each of these 

platforms. The possibilities of free content flow on these platforms are infinite. Using LEGO as a key search 

word on all of these platforms gives millions of results distributed between groups, comments, videos, 

pictures, other texts etc.  

 

Having outlined the diverse online environment and its inexhaustible LEGO brand-related content between 

stakeholders, next section will relate the general discussion of online communities and platforms to the 

theoretical positioning thereby deriving the research objective in terms of LEGO as case. 

4.1.4 Research objective 
The research objective may illuminate other phenomena than what previous studies of LEGO-related 

communities online have outlined. First, Antorini (2007) has explored the above outlined communities such 

as LUGNET, LUGs etc. and identified how AFOLs of LEGO co-creates value through innovating practices 

and how the brand community has developed over time. Further, Antorini focuses on the brand meaning 

perspective by identifying shared interpretive strategies between AFOLs that allow them to distinguish 

between e.g. ‘great creations’ and ‘old trash’. This study only focuses on AFOLs and their innovative and 

brand meaning co-creation capabilities in more classic foundations of brand communities. Further, Hatch 

and Schultz (2010) have explored company/stakeholder engagement and organizational self-disclosure 

                                                        
16 In January 2012 almost 2.3 million users have contributed to 362.685 topics and 1.5 mio. Comments on Messageboards 
17 E.g. the Minecraft project received 10.000 votes worldwide within 48 hours, 30.000 likes on the LEGO Minecraft Facebook fan page and was 
tweeted more than 4.000 times (Antorini, Muniz, Askildsen 2012) 
18 Twitter is an online social networking and microbloggin sevice that enables users to send and read text-based posts of up to 140 characters 
(Tweets). LEGO’s account has 21.000 followers  
19 LEGO has a Club TV account on YouTube, which is a video site for children. Today LEGO has more than 23.000 subscribers and the videos have 
been watched more than 27 mio. times in total 
20 LinkedIn (51 LEGO-related groups), Twitter (infinite LEGO-related tweets), YouTube (thousands of LEGO-related videos), Flickr (hundreds of 
LEGO-related groups and content) 
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through data from a longitudinal case study of LUGNET to derive propositions from their marketing-based 

reframing of co-creation. Kornum and Jones (2010) provide insight to the concept of value co-creation and 

cultural complementarity to explore touch-point formation in brand-stakeholder relationships. Through an 

analysis of LEGO’s touch-points and communities, they look at the opportunities for co-creation and the 

requirements for new sensing abilities to clarify how brand management can reach out to various 

stakeholders. Vallaster and Wallpach (2012) provide insights into the social process of online multi-

stakeholder brand meaning co-creation, but focusing on a specific brand crisis. Lastly, Johansen (2008) 

analyzes interactions between stakeholders on LEGO Messageboards to clarify how LEGO is exposed to 

possible multiple social corporate selves. Specifically, this paper explores how LEGO constructs multiple 

identities when addressing different stakeholders by looking at the social selves evoked when addressing 

selected stakeholders. Further, this paper investigates how the stakeholders participate in the construction 

process through subject positions they assign to the organization.  

These studies only focus on one specific community or segment of stakeholders e.g. AFOLs, children or 

parents. Focus has also been on how LEGO constructs corporate identities online or how AFOLs engage in 

co-creation of innovation or brand meaning. They all neglect the opportunities of how stakeholders adopt 

different roles or identities across several communities. The studies focus on classical brand communities or 

platforms with less concentration of stakeholders. Further, many years of development of traditions and 

rituals (cultural markers) as well as shared interpretive strategies characterizes the selected communities. 

Although Vallaster and Wallpach provide insights into online multi-stakeholder phenomena in a crisis time, 

future research in this regard should also address positive founded discourses concerning brands. In terms of 

LEGO it is still up for investigation how multiple stakeholders actually interact together, in which roles and 

with which interpretive strategies. This complexity can be illustrated at points where multiple stakeholders 

engage in joint brand-related discourse. Not only on one specific community but also in a scattered online 

environment where discourses and stakeholders are floating from one place to another. Further, members of 

LEGO’s brand interest group have not been investigated on an individual level, though still recognizing 

individuals’ group affiliations. Due to the characteristics of today’s online platforms and the fact that 

multiple stakeholders are present, a discussion of the engagement levels, degree of brand community, 

possible established interaction patterns and shared interpretive strategies must be elucidated.  

Thereby, the research objective in terms of LEGO is to identify possible interpretive communities of interest 

where stakeholders can be identified and interaction patterns observed through discursive activities. Further, 

it is the goal to compare how different characteristics of online communities affect interaction patterns as 

well as brand meaning-development. The study should seek to categorize interpretive strategies across these 

communities as well as understand the kind of brand-related discourse that lead to reactions and discursive 

activity between stakeholders. Stakeholders’ relative influence due to floating roles and interpretive 
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strategies depends on the context and the characteristics of the platform or community. The study should 

thereby give insight into the depicted term interpretive communities of interest, thereby illuminate the 

interactions based on stakeholders’ different interests in LEGO as well as different interpretive strategies. 

Insights into these conditions are deficient at this point in time. 

4.1.5 Chosen LEGO-related communities  
Based on the argumentation of the research objective in terms of LEGO, we have evaluated different LEGO-

related online communities based on an initial screening. Further, five criteria for selecting communities 

have been adopted and should at least support the notion of multiple stakeholder interaction. This section 

outlines and elaborates the criteria as well as the chosen LEGO-related communities.  

 

As the study employs the Internet as the main medium for data collection, Kozinets (2010) suggests using 

the netnographic approach (outlined in section 4.2.2). Thereby, it is important to clarify the criteria for the 

chosen online communities or platforms to enter the field of culture or community (Kozinets 2010). This is 

part of Kozinets’ (2010) two phases of the netnographic approach entreé and data collection. To choose 

which online platforms to investigate we are using Kozinets’ (2010) six criteria that characterize a 

community that is suitable for analysis. The criteria are presented and transformed to better fit with the 

research questions and certain topics of interest in the empirical study, making the chosen communities as 

relevant as possible (which in fact is criteria one of Kozinets’ criteria - section 4.2.2). Kozinets’ (2010) 

suggested criteria are: 

1. Relevant, should be relevant in terms of the research questions and specific interests. 

2. Active, there should be continuous communication on the platform or community. 

3. Interactive, there should be communication between the members on the platform or community. 

4. Substance, the platform or community should have a certain clout and thereby consist of a greater number of 

participants. 

5. Heterogeneous, the platform or communities need different types of members. 

6. Data-rich, there should be a greater amount of data with the possible richest detail level. 

In order to be as relevant as possible in regards to the research questions, the criteria are transformed into the 

following five criteria based on the framework of Kozinets and the relevancy to the empirical study. As the 

main-interest of the empirical study is the focus of interaction between different stakeholders, the criteria 

should also represent this as a guideline. The criteria can thereby be transformed into: 

1. Disclosure of identities and group affiliations, it should be fairly easy to observe members’ group affiliation and 

individual roles, to be able to categorize participants and stakeholders (own contribution). 

2. Heterogeneous, multi-stakeholder interaction should be observable through brand-related discourse and between 

different member types (Kozinets’ criteria 5 revised). 

3. Active and interactive, there should be both continuous (recent) communication and interactions between members 
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and other stakeholders (Kozinets’ criteria 2 and 3 revised). 

4. Rich data, there should be a great amount of brand-related discourses either as textual brand manifestations or other 

interactions with certain embedded meanings (e.g. pictures, videos, symbols etc.) (Kozinets’ criteria 6 revised). 

5. Substance, the communities should consist of a greater number of members and/or stakeholders to make findings 

more coherent and with a greater clout. (Kozinets’ criteria 4 revised) 

Based on the above criteria the selected LEGO-related communities have been evaluated (see table 1) and 

two communities stand out as the ones that best meet the criteria. The sample used for initial evaluation is 

based on the largest identifiable hubs of LEGO brand-related communities online, either internal or external 

initiated.21 The communities or platforms are all evaluated by the five criteria based on the Harvey’s Ball 

Method22, which is a method that uses round ideograms for visual communication of qualitative information. 

Here, by indicating the degree of the communities’ ability to meet the criteria (by a visualization of a weak 

or strong degree of fulfillment).  

Table 1: LEGO-related online communities and platforms 

 

LEGO Facebook and Rebrick stands out as the most promising LEGO-related communities and meet the 

criteria best. From the initial online screening these platforms represent a migration of characteristics 

between brand communities and social media platforms. Thereby, it has been observed how different 

stakeholders meet and interact. The two platforms will be elaborated on next. 

 

                                                        
21 These communities have been found through extensive research through search engines, articles, prior knowledge etc. E.g. such as LEGO Club was 
not considered as an online community as it is mostly focused on membership with benefits (magazines etc.) and inspiration for kids instead of 
facilitating interaction between members.  
22 Harvey Poppel is generally credited with inventing Harvey Balls in the 1970s while working at Booz Allen Hamilton as a consultant 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harvey_Balls). 

Online Platforms 

Criteria 

LEGO.COM 
(Messageboards) 

LEGO 

Rebrick 
(Social Hub, 

integrates 

Twitter, 

YouTube, 

MOC-pages  

etc.) 

LEGO 

Cuusoo 
(Crowdsou

rcing/

innovation) 

LEGO 

Facebook 
(Events, Shop, 

Education, Click,  

Universe, Games, 

Duplo) 

LEGO 

Club TV  
(YouTube) 

Twitter 
(LEGO 

Group) 

Mocpages.com 
(Share your LEGO 

creations) 

LUGNET 
(Adult 

LEGO fans) 

Linkedin 
(LEGO 

Education) 

Brickshelf 
(Online 

ressources for 

LEGO  fans, 

instruction 

catalogs etc.) 

Bricklink  
(LEGO 

Marketplace, 

buyer/seller, 

forum) 

Brickfanatics 
(LEGO hub) 

1. Disclosure of 

identities and group 

affiliations 

2. Heterogeneous 

3. Active and interactive 

4. Rich data 

5. Substance 

Overall qualification 

and relevance 

Weak! ! ! "#$%&'!
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Online community 1: LEGO Facebook23 

LEGO has more than 2 million fans on Facebook, meaning that over two million people worldwide have 

given LEGO a ‘like’ on their official fan page on Facebook, which was launched on the 5th May 2011. The 

LEGO Facebook fan page is intended for kids24, teens, parents, AFOLs, educators, consumers etc. The page 

can be characterized as a hub for multiple-stakeholder interaction as the official fan page also is divided into 

different subgroups. These are LEGO Group (official fan page), LEGO Universe (closed January 2012), 

LEGO Games, LEGO Events, LEGO DUPLO, LEGO Education, LEGO Shop and LEGO Click. At this very 

moment more than 25,000 people talk and interact25 about the LEGO brand on Facebook and consist of a 

paramount of content such as postings including textual brand manifestations, pictures, videos etc. The study 

of LEGO Facebook is centered on the official LEGO Group fan page. With more than two million fans and 

by far the biggest concentration of activation and interaction of the people participating in discourses. 

Further, the study also draws on observed discourses on LEGO DUPLO (2,000 fans26), LEGO Education 

(6,000 fans27) and LEGO Shop (49,000 fans28) as these are targeted towards other stakeholders as well as 

meet the criteria to a satisfactory extent. LEGO Games (40,000 fans) has not been included in the study as 

the initial screening shows that the stakeholders targeted, parents and kids, are the same as LEGO DUPLO. 

Further, LEGO Games contains much of the same content and interactions as the official LEGO fan page. 

LEGO Click (13,000 fans) and LEGO Events (a German site) are also excluded from the study as these sites 

only to a small extent offer interactions, rich data and substance.  

 

Online community 2: LEGO Rebrick29 

LEGO Rebrick is a social network and community by LEGO, where users of the age 13 and older can share 

and discuss user-created LEGO content online. It was launched in December 2011. It is a public stage for 

LEGO fans to share their models and creations with the general public and from LEGO fan to LEGO fan. 

Rebrick has more than 100,000 unique users30 that have signed up through an account. The special thing 

about Rebrick is that it functions as a hub, as it integrates content posted on blogs, other online communities, 

social platforms, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr etc. through ‘social bookmarks’ by the users of Rebrick. Rebrick 

connects content across platforms as well as stakeholders. As content on Rebrick functions as bookmarks to 

other communities or platforms, it is of great certainty that thousands of interactions between stakeholders 

can be observed not only on Rebrick, but also on other platforms containing LEGO-related social discourse 

between a broader spectra of stakeholders. Therefore, the study of Rebrick also seeks to observe from where 

the content on Rebrick originates and thereby analyze the interactions and characteristics on these platforms. 
                                                        
23 See appendix #1 for LEGO Facebook front page and related sub-sites 
24 You have to be +12 years of age, but we have also observed kids under this age  
25 By June 2012: The Facebook page shows in real-time overall viral effect of the LEGO page in terms of sharing’s, comments, postings etc. 
26 http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-pages/233058983462699-lumea-lego-duplo 
27 By June 2012 
28 By June 2012 
29 See appendix #2 for frontpage of LEGO Rebrick 
30 By 8th of March 2012: featured in http://markedsforing.dk/artikler/digitalt/lego-community-i-beta-boom 
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This gives a unique opportunity to explore signs of interpretive communities of interest, as Rebrick leads us 

to the places where it may exist. The initial online screening also indicated this observation as e.g. Flickr 

offers more than 6,000 LEGO-related micro-groups with special interests within the LEGO hobby. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEGO Facebook fan page and LEGO Rebrick both function as hubs for multiple-stakeholder interactions 

and meet the criteria for the netnographic study best. Further, these communities give the best circumstances 

to identify and analyze how interpretive communities of interest come into play through diverse stakeholders 

and their discursive activities, practices and interpretive strategies. The data collection will briefly be 

described and afterwards the method and philosophy of science will be elaborated upon.  

4.1.6 Data collection 
The data collection involves direct copy from the computer-mediated communications of online community 

members and observations of the community and its members, interactions and meanings (Bowler 2010).  

 

By using carefully chosen message threads in netnography, we followed the ‘Purposive sampling’ suggested 

by Kozinets (1999), which is built on market-oriented ethnography (Lincoln and Guba 1985, Wallendorf and 

Belk 1989; in Kozinets 1999). Findings are to be interpreted in terms of a particular sample; thereby it is not 

necessary for the sample to be representative of other populations. However, there is the potential for 

anonymous self-promotion (Kozinets 1999). Messages that were suspected in this manner are excluded from 

the data set. In addition, and when it has been possible to do so, apparently off-topic useless talk has been 

coded and excluded from analysis because it does not pertain to the central topic of the brand meaning of 

LEGO through stakeholder interactions. Due to purposive sampling we have chosen to collect excerpts of all 

the comments and interactions from different threads across the communities. As some posts has up to 

several thousands of comments the interactions with the highest level of detail and observed direct 

interactions between stakeholders has been selected for the data collection. Further, the empirical saturation 

point of the data collection on the selected communities is followed by the suggestion of Kozinets (2010), 

meaning that we have collected data as long as the material has been relevant and created new insights. 

When actively looking at data that seemed redundant and created no new insight, we stopped the data 
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collection. The period of the data collection on the chosen online communities dates back to when the 

communities were launched as presented above and until July 2012.  

 

There is a vast of data on the Internet regarding LEGO interaction, why it is important to filter and make 

limitations. The first form of limitation was the initial screening of potential communities for investigation. 

Further, content and posts on LEGO Facebook and Rebrick has been chosen from identified number of 

‘likes’ and comments (Facebook) and from categories such as ‘highest rated’, ‘most commented’ and ‘most 

viewed’ (Rebrick). Thereby, the most data rich examples have been chosen. On Facebook we collected 686 

comments, in total distributed on 48 different threads (posts). The chosen comments were picked from a 

sample of more than 9,000 comments. On Facebook the greatest amount of comments were collected on the 

official LEGO fan page. Further, the comments collected also include excerpts from LEGO DUPLO, Shop 

and Education on Facebook. In a few occasions the threads posted interesting links to other platforms such as 

LEGO Cuusoo, YouTube and LEGO webpage. Examples of texts on these platforms have also been 

collected to identify the development of the discourse when stakeholders redirect the interaction to another 

platform. On Rebrick we collected 565 comments, in total distributed on 50 different threads (posts). The 

chosen comments were picked from a sample of more than 15,000 comments across platforms (e.g. Rebrick, 

YouTube, Flickr). 166 of these comments were from Rebrick. Further, communities such as YouTube, 

Flickr, MOCpages, LEGO Cuusoo, blogs and news-forums also made up a great amount of the total 

comments as the ‘social bookmarks’ are links to the sites from where the content on Rebrick originates. 

Thereby, it has been of great value to study these communities and platforms being able to investigate how 

the discourses often continue or change in terms of stakeholder interaction and the characteristics of the 

community or platform. 

Sometimes it was required to search for specific persons to be able to identify them as part of the brand 

interest group or as a stakeholder. If we could not retrieve identity-based subject positions from 

conversations nor the profile on Rebrick or Facebook we searched on Google and found most of the people 

addressing themselves through other accounts online (e.g. Twitter, LinkedIn). The table below sums up the 

overview of the data collected: 
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All the data has been copied into an Excel document and categorized in different categories such as type of 

platform, stakeholder, role, group affiliation, text excerpt and analyzed speech acts etc. For more information 

on the content and discourse analysis see section 4.2.3.  

4.2 Method and philosophy of science 

4.2.1 Social Constructivism  
In regards to the scientific approach, the thesis takes its point of departure in social constructivism. Social 

constructivism can be contrasted to realism, which asserts that reality constitutes an objective reality that 

exists independently of our cognition of it. Social constructivism, on the other hand, emphasizes that reality 

is decisively influenced, or constituted, of our cognition of it (Rasborg in Fuglsang and Olsen 2004). Central 

for social constructivism is the endorsement that social phenomena are not eternal and unchangeable but are 

created through historical and social processes (ontology) (ibid.). It is important that the ontology of the 

social constructivism paradigm sees the reality as socially negotiated, as it gives us the opportunity to discuss 

the socially created phenomena and practices of the stakeholders’ actions and discursive activities.  

Consequently, the interpretation of reality is viewed as being socially constructed (epistemology), albeit it 

physically exists. As the knowledge is generated through social interaction, and meanings are actively and 

continuously constructed in a social context (Young 1997) the epistemology opts for a sociological 

explanation of the phenomena found in the analysis. Thus, it makes sense to take point of departure in social 

Community/platform 

Total comments collected in 

threads 
(total # of comments in threads) 

Total threads 

 (posts) 

Period of data collection 

Facebook 
686 comments  

(total# 9.197 comments) 
48 

15th May 2011 -  

13th July 2012 

 - LEGO Official fan page 539 comments 

 - LEGO DUPLO 44 comments 

 - LEGO Shop 25 comments 

 - LEGO Education 15 comments 

LEGO Cuusoo 38 comments 

YouTube 10 comments 

LEGO webpage 15 comments 

Rebrick 
(and others) 

565 comments 
(total# +15.000 comments) 

50 
10th April 2010 –  

4th July 2012 

Rebrick 166 comments 

LEGO Cuusoo 74 comments 

Flickr 48 comments 

YouTube 142 comments 

MOCpages 36 comments 

Blogs 34 comments 

Articles/news-forums/Vimeo 65 comments 
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constructivism, as we are certain that a physical world exists, where the stakeholders interact. Social actors 

(individuals) cognitively, and through interaction, engage in the construction of meaning (Young and Collin 

2004). The meanings are developed from the individuals’ social experiences that occur over time in a 

“contextual, situated, and continually changing synthesis” (Kanuka and Anderson 1998, p. 5). The social 

constructionist perspective is very much in line with the thesis’ interest, as it is very similar to the notion of 

co-creation of brand meaning. Brand meaning is continuously evolving and being negotiated as a result of 

stakeholder interaction. According to Young (1997, p. 250) knowledge construction is viewed as a kind of 

narrative where “human beings who live in language, live in a multiverse rather than a universe”. So, 

language is used for negotiation of meaning and conceptual delimitations (Kanuka and Anderson 1998). We 

apply social constructivism because of its explicit focus on the language and the meaning construction that 

arises through the language.  

4.2.2 A netnographic approach  
We apply Kozinets’ netnographic methodology to our data collection method, as it is an interpretive method 

to make observations of the chosen online communities and its members, interactions and meanings (Langer 

and Beckmann 2005b). This chapter will give an understanding of the netnography’s ontology and 

methodology in order to create an understanding of the research process and procedure in the thesis.   

 

Ethnography versus netnography 

In the late 1990s Kozinets began developing a netnography method for Internet-based marketing research to 

meet the technological advancements that the Internet developed. Netnography is a specialized form of 

ethnography (Internet-based ethnography) adapted to include the Internet’s influence on contemporary social 

worlds (Kozinets 2010a). The method adapts ethnography to the complex combination of today’s online and 

offline sociality by giving ways to study life in a technologically mediated culture (ibid.). Consequently, the 

purpose of netnographic methodology is to gain insight into the computer-mediated communication that 

exists in and around online communities with special focus on consumers31, to understand their attitudes, 

perception, imagery, and feelings (Beckmann and Langer 2005). Computer-mediated communication (CMC) 

is defined as “any communication that takes place through a computer or network; CMC includes forums, 

postings, instant messages, e-mails, chat-rooms, as well as mobile text messaging” (Kozinets 2010, p. 189). 

Kozinets states that the netnography approach “…provides information on the symbolism, meanings, and 

consumption patterns of online consumer groups" (Kozinets 2002a, p. 1). Hence, we wish to use this 

approach in the thesis in order to gain understanding of stakeholder interaction and its co-creation of brand 

meaning.  

 

                                                        
31 Due to the insights of multi-stakeholder and discourse theory we expand the study to focus on attitudes etc. from other stakeholders as well 
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Accordingly, netnography is based on ethnographic research methods, and the term ethnography refers both 

“to fieldwork, or the study of the distinctive meanings, practices, and artifacts of particular social groups, 

and to the representations based on such a study” (Kozinets 2002, p. 3). Ethnography is an anthropological 

approach and combines multiple methods, like interviewing, discourse analysis, visual analysis, 

observations, under one term (Kozinets 2010a). It is a qualitative description of human and cultural practices, 

and it natural approaches culture where it exists, and seeks cultural understanding by observation (Kozinets 

2010b). The ethnographic method seeks “rich description” and conveys the subjective reality and emotional 

truth of culture members. Further, it is adaptable with every major culture (ibid.). Ethnography is grounded 

in knowledge of the local, the particularistic, and the specific, so-called grounded knowledge, which refers to 

knowledge that is acquired without making any hypotheses in advance. Despite the locally based knowledge, 

the ethnographic studies are often used for a generalization afterwards. Ethnography has no fixed boundaries 

or rules for the research design, which means that the researcher has free rein for the composition of the 

research design. This flexibility makes the ethnographic method adaptable to a variety of circumstances and 

has led to its popularity as a method (Kozinets 2002). It also means that never have two ethnographies been 

conducted in exactly the same manner (ibid.).  

 

Netnography is participant-observational research based in online fieldwork, and it “uses computer-mediated 

communications as a source of data to arrive at the ethnographic understanding and representation of a 

cultural or communal phenomenon” (Kozinets 2010a, p. 60). It uses information that is publicly available on 

online forums, why we apply this method to identify and understand the brand meaning co-creation and 

interaction of LEGO stakeholders. Netnography is focused on cultural insights and pays very close attention 

to the context (Kozinetz 2010b), and does not merely examine words present in social interactions (ibid.) but 

also looks at the forum elements, the communicator characteristics, the language, the history, the meaning, 

and the type of interaction. It examines fonts, spacing, symbols, texts, images, photos, and videos (ibid.). 

This is what makes netnography different from other methods, like focus groups, surveys, CRM data models, 

tracking etc., because it treats online communications not as mere “content,” but as social interaction, as 

embedded expression of meaning, and as cultural artifact (Kozinets 2010b). 

 

Compared to ethnography, netnography is far less time consuming and elaborate, and is capable of being 

conducted in a manner that is entirely unobtrusive (ibid.). We make observations on the Internet without 

people knowing that we observe – it opens a window into naturally occurring behaviors, why the method is 

both naturalistic and unobtrusive, and it allows continuing access to informants in an online social situation 

(ibid.). A challenge can be to balance vast amounts of available data with the ethnographic necessity of an 

in-depth cultural understanding (Kozinets 2010b). Furthermore, the interpretation of the collected data 

depends considerably on the researcher‘s own skills and background (ibid.).  
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Netnographic research process and procedure 

While ethnography is conducted using data generated via face-to-face interaction, netnography is conducted 

using data generated from computer-mediated communications and social interaction with no in-person or 

face-to-face data collection or interactional components (Kozinets 2010a). However, Kozinets finds that the 

methods have certain features in common with regard to research process and procedure that help shape 

researchers' participant observation (ibid.). Below is a presentation of each overlapping step - the steps act as 

a guideline for our research process and procedure in the thesis.  

1. Making cultural entrée 

In the first step, research questions are formulated, which has been done in the theoretical positioning 

chapter. Next, the appropriate online communities will be identified, which we have done in the above 

section (4.1.5), where we have outlined five criteria based on the framework of Kozinets, in order to select 

the relevant online communities that relate to our research objective. 

2. Data collection  

In the second step, data is collected by community participant observation, which we do by copying 

computer-mediated communications of online community members and observations of the community and 

its members, interactions and meanings (Langer and Beckmann 2005b). The netnographic data collection is 

interconnected with participative online interaction and with ongoing analysis (Kozinets 2010a), which is the 

topic of next step. There is a vast of data on the Internet regarding LEGO interaction, why it is important to 

filter and make limitations (see previous section data collection for filter and limitations).  

3. Analysis and interpretation 

In the third step, the collected data is analyzed and interpreted in relations to the research questions, i.e. the 

data is contextualized and content-analyzed. It can be coded by qualitative data analysis software or by 

manual coding (ibid.). We have chosen manual coding as the data volume is considered manageable and 

because we are seeking a more profound and descriptive analysis of the interactions and meanings that 

stakeholders disseminate through brand-related discourses. It is possible to add other methods to the 

netnographic method, which we do by using discourse analysis as a method for the study of textual 

discourse. This will be elaborated in the section 4.2.3. 

4. Ensuring ethical standards 

Kozinets addresses issues about “(1) whether online communities should be treated as public or private 

spaces, (2) how to gain informed consent from online community members, (3) the necessity of avoiding 

harm to online community members, and (4) how to portray data relating to netnographic research 

participants” (Kozinets 2010a, p. 156). Netnography differs from other face-to-face research methods, as it 

utilizes information that has not been given intentionally and confidentially (ibid.), and as Kozinets states: 

“this procedure requires the researcher to contact community members and obtain their permission 

(informed consent) to use any specific postings that are to be directly quoted in the research” (Kozinets 
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2002, p. 10).  Evidently, we intend to ensure ethical standards when we approach the data and analyze it. 

However, Langer and Beckman point out that the ethical guidelines only make sense in restricted (semi-) 

private online communication, and justify their use of completely covert netnography (Langer and Beckman 

2005b). They argue that obtaining the community members’ permission is not necessary unless access is 

restricted and for members only (ibid.). So if anybody can participate in the communication without any 

restrictions, it is argued that we can use the information without permission but with privacy (ibid.), thereby 

we do not ask for permission. By not asking for permission, we will not endanger the unobtrusiveness of our 

study and thereby get a more valid picture of the reality, as respondents are more apt to talk freely about 

issues behind their screen identities compared to traditional face-to-face group (ibid.).  

 

5. Member checks  

In the final step, the researcher presents findings to the people that have been studied, in order to solicit their 

comments (Kozinets 2002). Member checks are valuable for three reasons: Firstly, they provide the 

opportunities for added development and error checking. Secondly, they help ameliorate some of the ethical 

concerns described above, and thirdly, they can help establish an ongoing information exchange between 

marketing researchers and consumer groups that is unprecedented in traditional qualitative research (ibid). 

However, in our study it is not relevant to solicit the participants’ comments – with the discourse analysis, 

we analyze and categorize discourses, why participants’ comments on our findings and analysis are not 

relevant for our research phenomenon. Our analysis does not call for added development because when 

stakeholders interact, they do not intentionally create brand meaning – they are unaware of this. Thus, an 

error checking is neither relevant as Kozinets also suggest (ibid.).  

4.2.3 Discourse and qualitative content analysis 
Step three in Kozinets (2010) netnography suggests the collected data should be analyzed and interpreted in 

relation to the research questions. This section briefly describes the process of analyzing the data collected 

and relates it to the research questions by dividing the process into the people, the process and the content, as 

developed in section 3.3. One of the essential factors when collecting knowledge within the constructivist 

paradigm according to Schwandt (1994) is that the method can capture details, complexity and situational 

conditioned everyday meanings in the world of the lived. Thereby, these methods are commonly viewed as 

‘’interpretive’’ and the social phenomena will be understood from the outlook of the individuals’ own 

perspectives (Kvale 1996). The interpretive methods can be compared with hermeneutic methods, i.e. 

interpretive and dialectic ways of gathering knowledge (Guba and Lincoln 1994) through e.g. text 

interpretation (Ferguson et al. 1988). As this study mainly focuses on online textual interactions between 

stakeholders, the linguistic tradition in hermeneutics helps us to understand how a brand acquires meaning 

through constantly evolving interactions and interpretation of processes of multiple stakeholders. First, the 

data is contextualized by identifying stakeholders across platforms (the people). Second, a qualitative content 
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analysis approach is adopted to analyze the process of stakeholder interaction through textual discourse and 

the meaning that is ascribed from the texts that stakeholders generate (the content). Through the analysis, 

discourse theory will help in two ways. First, through discursive psychology we identify people through their 

reflexive positioning located in conversations (described in section 3.3). Second, the discourse theory helps 

us to analyze the written communication through speech acts that make up the speech community (Van Dijk 

1997). Hence, stakeholders’ texts are analyzed through a close reading of the text to identify sources of 

information and speech acts. The interpretation of the text thereby moves in a circular movement from 

specific sources of information and speech acts (language) to the context (overall content) and back to 

language (Thompson et al. 1994). The content- and discourse analysis of the data is presented in the 

following figure and is characterized by 11 steps of analysis: 

 

Figure 10: Discourse and qualitative content analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the data has been copied and summarized into MS Excel following the categories of the people, the 

process and the content, with sub-categories as explained in the figure above. Further, we used the ‘filter’ 

function in the MS Excel document to identify several interaction patterns between different stakeholders, 

e.g. LEGO employees vs. AFOLs. By outlining the stakeholder initiating the discourse as well as all the 

stakeholders participating in that particular discourse (thread) it has been possible to find interaction patterns 

1. Identity: Reflexive/interactive positioning 

The People 

2. Group affiliation: shift in subject positions 

3. Member profile (or Google search) 

The Process 

5. Text  screening: marking of sources of information 

.6. Text  screening: identifying speech acts and 

relation to social act (possible crisis points) 

.7.  Determination of interaction practice/ interpretive 

strategy indicator 

The Content 

8. Paraphrasing of extracted material 

9. Descriptive coding: text, picutre, video element/

identified theme 

10. Pattern coding: grouping descriptive coded data / 

classification of discourse 

e.g. ’’ I'm online community specialist for ReBrick. Also fan of LEGO’’ 

‘’ I'm quite disappointed with LEGO MineCraft’’ 

e.g. ‘’Thank you all for your comments! It was lots of fun to work on! 

Amazing team effort!’’ 

e.g. Rebrick: ‘’Dad, Fire/Medical Dispatcher, AFOL, member of GMLTC 

& TwinLUG, FIRST LEGO League coach’’ 

e.g. ‘’Bionicle (Lego)! should know that I grew up with Bionicle and I 

think that Hero Factory sucks’’ 

e.g. ‘’Smart toys for smart kids (STATING), want your kid to grow up with 

a passion for science, life, and art? (ASKING) ‘’ (RECOMMENDING) 

e.g. Social networking, impression management/Hero Factory sucks 

(criticizing) ! negative attitude 

e.g. ‘’Bionicle (Lego)! should know that I grew up with Bionicle and I 

think that Hero Factory sucks’’ 

e.g. ‘’Hero Factory sucks’’/criticism 

‘’This is gender stereotyping’’/accusation 
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among different stakeholders (see picture 1 for example of filtering-process). The most interesting and 

representative findings of stakeholder interactions are presented in the result section.  

Picture 1: data collection and filtering of stakeholders (Excel) 

 

4.2.4 Reliability and validity 
 
This section discusses the reliability and validity of the thesis, which is important in order to make sure that 

the analysis and the results are useful. Reliability is the degree to which the results of the research are 

truthful and applicable. Zikmund (2000, p. 280) broadly defines reliability as ‘’the degree to which measures 

are free from error and therefore yield consistent results’’. Further, Zikmund (2000) explains that ‘’Validity 

addresses the problem of whether a measure, measures what it is supposed to measure’’.  

 
The use of reliability and validity are common in quantitative research. However, the concepts of reliability 

and validity are viewed differently by qualitative researchers who strongly consider these concepts defined in 

quantitative terms as inadequate (Golafshani 2003). The question of consistency (reliability) in results does 

not concern them (Glesne and Peshkin 1992), but precision (Winter 2000), credibility, and transferability 

(Hoepf 1997) provide the lenses of evaluating the findings of a qualitative research (Golafshani 2003). 

Qualitative research uses a naturalistic approach that seeks to understand phenomena in context-specific 

settings, such as ‘’real world setting (where) the researcher does not attempt to manipulate the phenomenon 

of interest’’ (Patton 2001, p. 39). Unlike quantitative researchers who seek causal determination, prediction, 
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and generalization of findings, qualitative researchers seek instead illumination, understanding, and 

extrapolation to similar situations (Hoepfl 1997). Although reliability and validity are treated separately in 

quantitative studies, these terms are not viewed separately in qualitative research. Instead terminology that 

encompasses both, such as credibility, transferability, and trustworthiness is used (Golafshani 2003). The 

concept of a good quality research when reliability is a concept to evaluate quality in quantitative study with 

a ‘’purpose of explaining’’ while quality concept in qualitative research has the purpose of ‘’generating 

understanding’’ (Stenbacka 2001, p. 551). This difference in purpose of evaluating the quality is one of the 

reasons that the concept of reliability is irrelevant in qualitative research (Golafshani 2003). On the other 

hand Lincoln and Guba (1985) acknowledges reliability in qualitative research, but believes the term 

‘’dependability’’ is more suitable. Clont (1992) and Seale (1999) endorse the concept of dependability with 

the concept of consistency or reliability in qualitative research. Campell (1996) suggest that the consistency 

of data will be achieved when the steps of the research are verified through examination of such items as raw 

data, data reduction products, and process notes. Further, Lincoln and Guba (1985) believe that there can be 

no validity without reliability, therefore the demonstration of the former (validity) is sufficient to establish 

the latter (reliability). Contrary, Stenbacka (2001) argues that the concept of validity should be redefined in 

qualitative research and describes the notion of reliability as one of the quality concepts in qualitative 

research which to be solved in order to claim a study as part of proper research (Golafshani 2003).  

 

As the qualitative research aim to engage in research that probes for deeper understanding rather than 

examining surface features, our point of departure in the scientific approach of social constructivism, which 

views knowledge as socially constructed and may change depending on the circumstances, may facilitate 

toward that aim. As the netnography proscribes the unobtrusiveness of the study, it creates a more valid 

picture of the reality, as respondents are more apt to talk freely behind their screen identities. Netnography 

also utilizes information that has not been given intentionally and confidentially. Further, the discourse 

analysis helps to understand the observed culture characteristics from netnography through discursive 

psychology and analysis of texts. The validity can also be viewed from an internal and external angle 

(Fuglsang and Olsen 2004). Internal validity is in our case linked up to netnographic and discourse analytic 

methods that we have presented, thereby outlining the process of the analysis of the data. Thereby, our 

burden of proof lies within the analysis of interaction between stakeholders that will be proved through the 

results chapter. In terms of the study’s external validity the generalization of our results are effected (Arbnor 

and Bjerke 1997). But as outlined through the social constructivism meanings are developed from the 

individuals’ social experiences that occur over time in a “contextual, situated, and continually changing 

synthesis” (Kanuka and Anderson 1998, p. 5), thereby making generalization of our results difficult. Lastly, 

the reliability and validity relies within the researchers subjective interpretations of understanding, which 

exactly is the main premise in the social constructivism paradigm, why we as interpreters in the analysis 
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can’t be separated from the study’s findings and conclusions. The validity of the data collected is very much 

dependent on the existence of systematical bias in our data (Arbnor and Bjerke 1997). In this regard we 

acknowledge that the focus on ‘fan’ communities of LEGO has a built-in positive bias based on the 

discursive activities by stakeholders (e.g. fans). Although our research findings also reveal other patterns. 

This bias is though intentional in terms of the focus (to find places where multiple stakeholders with 

different interests actually meet).  

 

In the process toward the findings of the study we have chosen a method, which is partially deductive and 

partially inductive. It is deductive as our observations are enriched by theory that we had some knowledge 

about beforehand. But it is also inductive as our motive is not to confirm a theory, but to observe and find 

patterns of interactions and attempt to develop these observations with some theoretic fortification. Further, 

through the netnography and discourse analytic approach and on the basis of a long line of single 

observations we approach a conclusion of patterns in stakeholder interactions that probably are true 

(inductive).  

     

4.3 Results 
 

4.3.1 LEGO Facebook 
From the outlined criteria (section 4.2.2), we have gathered 686 comments (discourses) from 48 Facebook 

threads (see appendix). The collected comments and discourses are based on their substance and relevance 

for our interest of study. From purposive sampling, the 686 comments were chosen from a total sample of 

9,197. The data collected has been posted in the period of 15th of May 2011 to the 13th of July 2012. 

4.3.1.1 The people 
As mentioned, multiple stakeholders also referred to as brand interest group members, actively engage in 

brand-related discourses, and thereby contribute to the development of brand meaning. On the LEGO 

Facebook fan page, stakeholders are reacting and commenting on posts by LEGO. We mainly observe that 

stakeholders react to and comment on the topic of LEGO’s posts. However, in some cases, the stakeholders 

also change the topic. The following paragraphs illustrate the different LEGO stakeholders that engage in 

brand-related discourse and which member type of the brand interest group they are. The identities of 

different stakeholders emerge from conversations or dialogues between LEGO and the stakeholders. 

However, in many cases, we are also able to identify the stakeholder by looking at the person’s Facebook 
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profile. Overall, the main stakeholders that have been identified are AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs32, parents, 

LEGO employees, teachers, toy store employees, communities, bloggers and others.  

AFOLs, TFOLs and KFOLs 

Adult fans of LEGO (AFOL) are the most dominating stakeholders that are engaging in social brand-related 

discourse on Facebook. This section will illustrate examples of how the LEGO fans (adults, teenagers and 

kids) are characterized and which member type of the brand interest group they are.  

 
FB1 (14): I love LEGO because it helps me express my imagination through colorful bricks of many sizes! The characters are very cool too! 

LEGO is the best toy ever!!! 

The stakeholder answers on “...Tell us what you love about LEGO! :)" The stakeholder is identified as an 

AFOL. From the stakeholders FB profile it is observed that the person is older than 19. Further, with the 

strong affection and very positive attitude towards LEGO combined with the arguments outlined, the person 

is positioned as a brand devotee. 

 
FB1 (17): i love lego since i was in 1st grade. Today im 33 and still collecting Lego.. 

FB1 (24): From 6 yrs old till now at 33, it's been my fave toy ever. It stimulates creativity & it's a lot of fun! That's why my kids love it too & 

can't wait to get new collections. Thank u Lego, hope u'll be around for centuries. :) 

Both AFOLs have had a life-long experience with LEGO and still actively collects/play with LEGO at the 

aged of 33, why they have experienced the brand’s benefits through their whole life. Thus, they are both 

characterized as brand devotees. Further, FB1 (24) is also a parent and has introduced and raised his son with 

LEGO.  

 
FB10 (140): To those criticizing.. read the article. I think its a great Idea. After all isn't Legos Motto " To learn thru play ?" If only one child is 

inspired, then its all been worth it. 

The stakeholder is trying to resolve a misunderstanding, why the AFOL also defending LEGO. Further, the 

AFOL states how positively he sees the idea. Seemingly the AFOL is a brand devotee, however the AFOL 

points out the children’s’ benefits of LEGO, why it does not seem as the AFOL has personally strong 

feelings towards the brand himself. Consequently, the AFOL could be identified as a follower but with a 

positive and defending attitude. 

 
FB7 (97): Dear Lego, Please make these collections more affordable for the working class. I am sure the price of this destroyer will be way more 

then the Death Star @ 600.00, we the working class can't afford your toys. ;0( 

The AFOL is starting the conversation very politely with “Dear Lego, Please…”, and it is apparent that he is 

a brand user. However, he is not satisfied with the prices but states this in a polite tone and positions himself 

as being a part of the ‘working class’ who buys LEGO by referring to “we”. The AFOL has an overall 

                                                        
32 AFOL (Adult Fans of LEGO), TFOL (Teen Fans of LEGO), KFOL (Kid Fans of LEGO) 
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favorable attitude but is not afraid of stating his negative concern about the prices and thereby does not show 

excessive brand-supportive behavior, why he is identified as a brand follower.  

 
FB16 (216): You know, I did love to do this. For years and years. However, and I find this to be a sad fact, Lego Sets have simply become far to 

expensive to get… …Simply not worth getting, not for little pieces of plastic. The memories of playing with my legos will always be with me, 

but I may need to find an alternative for any children I have, should this trend continue. 

The text excerpt is very similar to the above (FB7 97), however this stakeholder is characterized as a former 

fan (i.e. other) and former brand follower. Now he has turned into a brand critical, or even offender as he 

actively promotes his negative meaning to the brand.  

 
FB17 (278): im super disapointed in almost all new legos. what ever happened to making cool castles and spaceships or cool towns or cars and 

trucks. everything now is harry potter and star wars. bring back the oldschool good stuff that made legos what they are today 

This stakeholder could also be characterized as a former fan (thus, other), as the person seemingly has 

changed from a brand follower to a brand critical. The AFOL has been fond of the old classic LEGO and is 

now very critical towards the new product lines. He states that LEGO should bring back the ‘old school good 

stuff’, why he also potentially is a stakeholder that could change into a brand follower again.  

 
FB32 (530): Awesome! Great design! I would love to be a designer for lego! You guys do a great job! 

 

From the person’s Facebook profile, we can identify that he is a LEGO stop-motion animator. And with his 

positive attitude, the stakeholder is characterized as an AFOL and as a “LEGO stop-motion animator”. 

Through the production of LEGO stop-motion videos, he actively promotes LEGO and seemingly he has a 

very positive attitude towards LEGO, why he is identified as a brand devotee.  

 
FB32 (537): AWESOME.... ...A very well designed, complex model that is just awesome. We having R2 sitting in the front lobby at our company 

for people to see.......I cannot recommend this enough..... 

The AFOL has a very positive attitude towards a new LEGO model, however this does not mean that he 

always and evidently has a positive attitude towards the LEGO brand. But as he has positioned himself as an 

“Advanced LEGO builder” on his FB profile and he so strongly recommends a LEGO product, he is 

characterized as a brand devotee.  

 
I wish I could afford as much one coloured Lego as in the movie :P But I'm 19, I have about 20-25 kg of Lego and I love them :) 

This stakeholder positions himself as 19 year old, who has lots of LEGO and would like more. He is very 

passionate about LEGO and strongly believes in the benefits of owning LEGO, why he is characterized as a 

TFOL and a brand devotee.   

 
FB22 (366): Im probaly the biggest 11 year old lego fan ever 
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The stakeholder positions himself as the biggest 11-year-old fan, why he is identified as KFOL and as a 

brand devotee towards LEGO.  

 
FB37 (602): Im 18 years old and im still playing with lego, lego is the best, Im crazy about it. I was allways praying to God for Lego Lord of The 

rings!!! 

The stakeholder positions himself as an 18-year-old fan, and is therefore characterized as a TFOL and brand 

devotee due to his statements.  

 
FB32 (524): i want 2 become a lego designer when it comes to getting a job. what do i need to study to become one? and where is the nearest 

area to work? 

From the stakeholder’s Facebook profile, the stakeholder is identified as a KFOL. Further, with an uploaded 

picture of LEGO on his profile and the fact that he wants to become a LEGO designer shows that he has a 

very positive brand attitude. Thus, he is characterized as a brand devotee. 

 
FB32 (532): “THE MOST AMAZING SET IN THE HISTORY OF HISTORY!!!! I bought this set yesterday and I just finished building it a few 

minutes ago, and . . . . wow!!!! Just wow!!!!... … Thank you, lego!!!!!!! :)…” 

From his profile on LEGO, the stakeholder has classified himself as an Expert LEGO builder, aged 14-18. 

Even though he states his feelings about a specific LEGO model, he seemingly has an overall very positive 

attitude towards LEGO and as he is an expert LEGO builder, he is characterized as a brand devotee.  

Parents 
FB5 (66): I have three girls, ages 10 to 13, I'm not sure who enjoys collecting these sets more, me or them. I think this is the best set yet! 

FB17 (306): I was so excited when this line came out. My girls love LEGO Friends (and regular LEGO too). We plan to get the whole collection 

soon. Way to go LEGO. Now we can put the Barbies & Polly Pockets away!!! 

In both discourses (66, 306), the stakeholders can be characterized as parents and as an AFOL. It becomes 

obvious that they have an overall favorable attitude towards LEGO (and their girls too) and that they are 

collecting and playing with LEGO. However, it is not possible to say if they would be as emotional 

captivated as a brand devotee, why the parents are characterized as brand followers.   

 
FB6 (80): Smart toys for smart kids, want your kid to grow up with a passion for science, life, and art? Buy em a Lego set. Not even kidding, it's 

the ultimate educational toy that they will actually enjoy and tap into their creative side! Best toy ever! 

The stakeholder is clearly a fan. The AFOL actively and very positively promotes LEGO’s benefits for 

children (and not for himself), and even urge the parents to go buy LEGO for their children. Thus, the AFOL 

is characterized as a brand devotee.  

 
FB8 (109): I'm excited that you're doing it with Green packaging :-) Good on you for being environmentally responsible Lego, you're my 

favourite hero!  

Based on the stakeholder’s Facebook profile, she is identified as a parent, however based on her comment, 

she is also identified as an AFOL and as Other (environmental advocate). She appreciates LEGO for being 
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environmentally responsible, which also means if there was an inverse case, she could most likely be 

converted into a brand critical or even brand offender.  

 
FB27 (465): my son so excited that they are doing super heroes, all he needs now is for mommy to buy them !!! x 

FB34 (573): My 12 year -old son is wanting very much to work for Lego as a designer/builder. What courses of study should he take? Loved the 

video! 

FB34 (569): Just got my grandson(7) Lego city sets for his birthday and thats all he ever wants....Rock on Lego! 

The three discourses (465, 573, 569) shows stakeholders that position themselves as parents (and 

grandparent) that have an overall favorable attitude towards LEGO and mainly are excited about it on their 

children’s behalf. Thus, the parents and grandparent are identified as followers.  

Employees 
FB6 (83): LEGO costs exactly the same in Australia as it does in Denmark and the rest of Scandanavia. Not bad considering you are half a 

world away from any of the factories. (In fact only the US with it's massive population, huge chain stores and excellent distribution network gets 

LEGO for an appreciable amount less then the rest of the world.) 

From the stakeholder’s Facebook profile, it shows that Mark John Stafford is a LEGO employee (LEGO 

designer). Further, he is also present on ReBrick. With his tone of voice and the fact that he is a LEGO 

designer and defending LEGO in a thread, he is characterized as a brand devotee.  

 
FB17 (258): I work in a LEGO store, I can't begin to explain how excited little girls and their moms are. 

 

The stakeholder positions himself as a LEGO employee. He does not directly promote his own feelings 

towards LEGO or the new LEGO set (that he is referring to), but seemingly has an overall favorable brand, 

why we characterize him as a follower.  

 
FB17 (259): Great its for girls, Lego was lacking in that area. However, why can't the set designers realize girls can like minifigures too? 

Was that not the number one complaint for Belville? They want minifigures like the ones their brothers get in their kits. 

From the Facebook profile, it appears that the stakeholder is a LEGO employee (Supervisor at a LEGO 

store). The tone of voice is rather skeptical, however it is towards a specific LEGO product and not towards 

the LEGO brand, why he is characterized as a brand follower based on the fact that he is a LEGO employee.  

Teachers 
FB13 (169): I'd rather have my classroom children play with your actual products I wasn't happy with the site. xxxPat 

The stakeholder positions herself as a teacher, which is backed up with information on her Facebook profile. 

She is rather skeptical towards a specific product line but closes down the conversation with the friendly 

“xxx”, why she is characterized as a brand follower. 

  
FB13 (271): Lego is a brand that could never go boring with its original idea of blocks being something else using a rich children 

imagination. The thematic packages you are making last decade makes me wonder-maybe lego is just not the best toy ever anymore! 
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Please,employ new people who will be able to think clear about the whole lego idea again! I am not saying it from nostalgic feelings but because 

I as a teacher see what kids need and how many wrong toys they get instead. Let Barbie be Barbie and Lego be Lego! 

This person positions herself as teacher but also as a former LEGO user. Further, she is rather skeptical of 

today’s LEGO, and she has seemingly moved from being a brand follower to a brand critical.  

Toy store employees 
FB17 (264): “…i'm glad lego is taking steps to cater more to the female builders,… i've got almost 10 years of toystore experience, and i've seen 

what sells and doesn't sell when it comes to "girl themed" legos” 

FB17 (277): Perfect.. I work in a toystore and there are many girls who wants Lego made for girls … 
Both stakeholders (264, 277) position themselves as toy store employees who sell LEGO. Further, one of 

them (277) is characterized as a parent based on information from his Facebook profile. They are both very 

positive towards the new LEGO product line. However, they take a rather neutral stance towards LEGO as a 

brand and seemingly have no emotional commitment to LEGO, why they are characterized as brand neutrals. 
FB17 (288): We'll give it the best place in our toyshop. @vissertoys. 

The stakeholder positions himself as being a part of a group (employees at Vissertoys) by referring to “we”. 

Like the above-mentioned (264, 277), he is rather positive about a new LEGO product, however, it is 

difficult to point out if he would be a brand follower or neutral.  

Communities 
FB6 (76): Comunidade 0937 is a Portuguese LUG (http://comunidade0937.com/). We love the new Unimog. Thanks for the highlight. 

(stakeholder: LEGO community called “LEGO enthusiasts”) 

FB24 (442): Something old, something new, something borrowed and something blue. LOL! 

(stakeholder: LEGO community called “Lego Lovers”) 
The LEGO communities have liked the official LEGO Facebook fan page, and are thereby also stakeholders 

that are engaging in the brand-related discourse. As the communities are called “LEGO enthusiasts” and 

“Lego Lovers” and by looking at the activity on their Facebook page, they are characterized as brand 

devotees.  

Bloggers 
FB (398): Highlighted this Cuusoo creation in my recent syndicated column Techlife, titled "Building Imagination" along with a few other 

great LEGO sites.http://bit.ly/wuwcdd The response to Minecraft Micro World has been pretty outstanding. 

The stakeholder positions himself as a writer, and by looking at his link it shows that he is a blogger. He 

blogs about technical things and has written very positively about a LEGO Cuusoo creation. Based on his 

interest and profile, he is not necessarily a fan or has specific interest in LEGO, however he has an overall 

favorable attitude towards the brand, why he is characterized as a brand follower.  

 
FB ():For the dutch people i've created a blog which covers more of the cool things and I suggest you check it out: http://do-want.nl/ 

Similar with the above-mentioned blogger, this person positions himself as a blogger and links to his profile, 

where he writes about things he like. There is one positive article about LEGO Minecraft. He is 

characterized as a brand follower.  
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FB23 (393): "I love this! Ever since the Mini Modulars came out, I've been hooked on mini models and this micro world is fantastic. I'm not a 

Minecraft fan, never played the game, but I will be buying this set… ...This looks good to me! I'll definitely be telling my LEGO buddies about 

this set!" 

This stakeholder, Sarah Reed, positions herself as a ‘brick blogger’. Of personal interest she blogs about 

LEGO, why she is identified as an external LEGO blogger, and thus, a brand devotee.  

Others 
FB8 (119): Please, we need female heroes too! If you are worried they won't sell on their own, pair them up... Spiderman with Spidergirl... 

Whatever, just don't leave out the female figures! 

From the stakeholder’s profile, we can identify her as an Editor of a Kid’s magazine and a parent. Even 

though she really would like LEGO to make some female heroes, she is not critical but a bit unsatisfied, why 

she is characterized as a brand neutral.  

 
FB12 (152): Love this... awesome Jamie... do some more of these.... 

This is an example of an LEGO Brick Artist engaging in social discourse and praising a LEGO designer. By 

looking at his profile and the fact that he positions himself as a Brick artist on his profile, he is identified as a 

brand devotee.  

 
FB17 (256): Also as a MOC (My Own Creation) builder I like sets like this with new pieces and color variations. 

The stakeholder positions himself as a MOC builder, and with his engagement with LEGO and his positive 

stance, he is characterized as a brand follower.  

 
FB19 (340): Too few female minifigs yet again!! Plus the ads are totally sexist... the female doctor can't pronounce the name of the illness and the 

female astronaut can't remember where she parked her rocket ship!! Epic fail Lego, very disappointing! 

The stakeholder is very critical towards LEGO and ascribes a very negative brand meaning. Her language is 

aggressive, and she actively engages in the social brand-related discourse to spread her opinion about how 

LEGO has disappointed her, why she is characterized as a brand offender. 

 
FB20 (343): Come up with original themes like you did in the 90's, bring back bionicle, and dont make minecraft legos. Lego is dead 

This stakeholder is seemingly a former LEGO fan, who has now turned against LEGO because of the new 

product developments, why he is defined as a brand critical.  

 
FB22 (269): How ironic that the only picture LEGO puts up on a female mini-figure (the stats is ~ 1 million male figures to 1 female figure) 

gets to be the object of a man's love...Lego is so 21st century, not! 

From the Facebook profile, it is identified that the stakeholder is a feminist organization. With the sarcastic 

and negative tone of voice, the stakeholder is characterized as a brand offender.   
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FB27 (466): I remember when Lego was an outlet for kids to express their own creativity and imaginations rather than just sell them the latest 

corporate tie-in... 

Again, a stakeholder that is critical towards the today’s LEGO. He does not believe in the brand’s benefits 

anymore and has a very negative attitude, why the stakeholder is characterized as a brand offender.  

 
FB27 (472): If it gets every playing child to feel they are a "Super Hero" in their own real life ... then I "I like". Because to me it's the sincere 

issue of a "child brand". Then: go for it ... :o) 

The stakeholder has an overall positive attitude towards LEGO and argues why a LEGO product line is 

beneficial for children, though not to himself, why he is identified as a brand follower.  

Sum up  
The brand-related discourse is mainly collected from Facebook, as it is not a hub like Rebrick is for 

bookmarks of LEGO-related content. However, there are still many links, mainly to YouTube and the 

official LEGO webpage. The analysis shows that many different stakeholders are engaging in social 

discourse on Facebook, and that a more diverse representation of the brand interest group exists. From the 

collected data, we have observed that most of the stakeholders that actively engage in social discourse on 

Facebook are fans. As people have to manually press the ‘Like’ button on the LEGO’s fan page in order to 

be part of the community, it is no surprise that most of them have some kind of positive attitude towards 

LEGO. Thus, most of the observed brand members present on Facebook are brand followers and brand 

devotees. However, Facebook is not as strong a community as Rebrick, why we also identify relatively many 

brand criticals. A few brand offenders are also identified, which makes sense as people that have a strong 

negative attitude towards LEGO would most likely not actively ‘like’ the fan page and engage in the 

community.  

 

Further, it should be mentioned that through the data collection process, we mostly identified brand 

followers or neutrals, who posted simple ‘appreciation comments’ like “Love”, “Awesome”, “Cool”, 

however we have only collected few of them, as to our focus of comments with substance and relevance.  

Concluding, we have identified that AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs, parents, LEGO employees, teachers, toy store 

employees selling LEGO, communities, bloggers and other stakeholders are engaging in LEGO-related 

discourses on Facebook. Further, these stakeholders have diverse attitudes towards LEGO and different 

activity levels, why different LEGO brand members exist on Facebook.  

4.3.1.2 The process 
This section seeks to identify how stakeholders interact in social brand-related discourse and what kind of 

interaction patterns they adopt by analyzing the different speech varieties, speech acts and potential crisis 

points. Further, this will help to point out the rituals and practices adopted as well as to identify the 

interpretive strategies that a variety of stakeholders use. As mentioned, the LEGO employees that 
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administrate the Facebook fan page are the ones initiating the interactions most of the time by posting 

LEGO-related content such as a new product development, a new product line, an event, etc. In the findings 

in People, it is observed how multiple stakeholders are engaging in the interactions and conversations (i.e. 

brand-related social discourse). This section focuses on the processes and interaction practices that can be 

identified between stakeholders. We will present selected interaction excerpts from the data collection that 

also represents examples of interactions between different stakeholders and topics. Each discourse will be 

presented with: name, stakeholder, brand member, type of text, tone of voice, discourse number as row in 

appendix of data collection. The content of the posts of every excerpt can be seen in appendix #3-27. 

Excerpt A: LEGO, AFOLs and others (FB1) 
[Post – with picture] The LEGO page is now official! (ANNOUNCING) Thank you to the huge fan who passed it on to us! (THANKING) Tell us 
what you love about LEGO! :) (REQUESTING) 
(LEGO, type of text: welcoming, tone of voice: happy and warm , 3) 
 
 Love LEGO Wii games (APPRECIATION)  - bring more on (REQUESTING) 
(WeiLing Stephanie Kong, AFOL, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: positive and direct, 11) 
 
Everything (STATING) except the prices! =P (CRITICIZING) 
(David Baptista da Silva, AFOL, follower, type of text: opinion, respond, tone of voice: positive/negative, 18) 
 
I love how relaxed I get when I am building something (EXPLAINING) and I agree (AGREEING) with David Baptista da Silva 
(ADDRESSING) I do not like the expense of it. (CRITICIZING) Otherwise its perfect in every way. (PRAISING) 
(Pearl M Boyle, AFOL, follower/critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: positive/negative, 20) 
 
I just hope you've (ADRESSING) been fair to the fan who's managed it so far. (STATING) Big Companies (ADDRESSING) tend to be a bit 
aggressive with private citizens when their interests are involved. (EXPLAINING) 
(Emanuele Ferraris Di Celle, other, neutral, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, 25) 
 
LEGO has taking over a Facebook fan page from a fan, which they announce and LEGO initiate interaction 

with all the fan page members (“Tell us what you love about LEGO”). Overall, stakeholders positively 

respond to the announcement by explaining what they love about LEGO. However, some stakeholders also 

point out negative feelings towards LEGO. One stakeholder (25) even takes a skeptical stance towards the 

passing over and are distrusting LEGO’s intention. 

Excerpt B: LEGO, AFOLs, LEGO community, parents and LEGO employee (FB6) 
(Post – with picture and link from Flickr)  
Do you think we need bigger Technic sets? (ASKING) WE DID! Here's a huge new set, the Unimog being built by LEGO fan 
Comunidade.http://www.flickr.com/photos/0937/page12/ (LINKING) 
 
Comunidade 0937 is a Portuguese LUG (http://comunidade0937.com/). We love the new Unimog. (STATING) Thanks for the highlight. 
(THANKING) 
(Comunidade 0937, devotees, LEGO enthusiasts (community), type of text: comment, opinion, tone of voice: positive, 76) 
 
we don't need technic sets at all! (STATING) they are the most stupid collections of all! (EXPLAINING) 
(Bogdan Čekerevac, other, critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: critical, negative, 79) 
 
Smart toys for smart kids, want your kid to grow up with a passion for science, life, and art? (ASKING) Buy em a Lego set.  (SUGGESTING) 
Not even kidding, it's the ultimate educational toy that they will actually enjoy and tap into their creative side! (EXPLAINING) Best toy ever! 
(STATING) 
(Brett Stevenson, AFOL/parent, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, enthusiastic, 80) 
 
curious that it's such a large lego set, smooshed into such a small image (WONDERING) Looks like a fun build tho!! (STATING) and @Brett S 
(ADRESSING), you're so right. Now THATS a toy. :3 (AGREEING) 
(Alex Maguire, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 81) 
 
Look I LOVE lego (STATING), but I just hate that you guys charge like 10 dollars for a set that barely has 70 pieces, stop ripping us off! 
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(ATTACKING) Or you'll lose many costumers!  (STATING) I liked it better in the past when small sets (30-50 pc) only costed like 4 dollars, 
unlike today like 6 dollars. (EXPLAINING) 
(Ernesto Clayton Gutierrez, AFOL, follower/critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, 82) 
 
LEGO costs exactly the same in Australia as it does in Denmark and the rest of Scandanavia. (EXPLAINING) Not bad considering you are 
half a world away from any of the factories. (PRAISING) (In fact only the US with it's massive population, huge chain stores and excellent 
distribution network gets LEGO for an appreciable amount less then the rest of the world.) (EXPLAINING) 
(Mark John Stafford, employee (LEGO designer), devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral/positive, 83) 
 
LEGO posts a link to Flickr and thereby shares a picture of a LEGO creation by a LEGO community, which 

the community (76) is thanking for. An AFOL/parent (80) does not answer to post but very positively 

evangelizing and explaining the benefits of LEGO for children, and another AFOL is agreeing (81). Another 

AFOL (82) takes a rather negative stance, not towards the creation but to LEGO prices. A LEGO employee 

(designer) reacts to the critique and explains and argues for the LEGO prices, thereby defending LEGO.  

Excerpt C: LEGO, AFOLs parents, others, and (FB8)  
(Post - with link to LEGO's official website) The rumors are true! (STATING) We are teaming up with DC Comics and Marvel to bring new 
super hero sets including characters like Batman, Superman, Iron Man, The Hulk, and many others! (EXPLAINING) What hero are you 
most excited for? (ASKING) 
 
I have a girl (EXPLAINING), she would like Wonder Woman (ANSWERING). But my boy would like Captain America. (ANSWERING) 
(Jennifer Benando, parent, follower, type of text: response, tone of voice: neutral, 103) 
 
I'm excited that you're doing it with Green packaging :-) (APPRECIATION) Good on you for being environmentally responsible Lego, 
you're my favourite hero! (PRAISING) 
(Val Burge, parent/other, devotee, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: positive, enthusiastic, 109) 
 
When will LEGO get the cool oldschool stuff back on the shelves? (ASKING) Re-makes from seventies and eighties stuff please! 
(REQUESTING) 
(Edwin Klein, other/parent, follower, type of text: question, demand, tone of voice: neutral, direct, 112) 
 
I'd like to thank Lego (THANKING) for always coming with new products that my 9 year son JUST CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT 
(EXPLAINING)...LOLOLOL (LAUGHING) 
(Sylvie Dykstra-Roy, parent, follower/neutral, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, warm, 113) 
 
i work for lego (IDENTIFIES) and some how i knew this would happen. (STATING) how exciting (APPRECIATION) 
(Tim Kinison, employee, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, enthusiastic, 117) 
 
Please, we need female heroes too! (STATING/REQUESTING) If you are worried they won't sell on their own, pair them up... Spiderman with 
Spidergirl... (SUGGESTING) Whatever, just don't leave out the female figures! (SUGGESTING) 
(Kayt DeMerchant, Editor at a kid's magazine/parent, neutral, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: neutral/negative 119) 
 
@Kayt  (ADRESSING) there will be Catwoman and Wonder Woman too! (EXPLAINING) We can't forget about the female figures!!! 
(AGREEING) @Sam (ADDRESSING) here is the direct link to the DC article :) (LINKING)… 
(LEGO, type of text: response, tone of voice: positive, neutral, 120) 
 
Stakeholders do not necessary answer the question “What hero are you most excited for?” but answers with 

their appreciation, praising and thanking speech acts. However, like Excerpt B some stakeholders are turning 

the subject. One AFOL (109) who appreciates that LEGO is environmentally responsible, and another 

stakeholder asks when the ‘old school’ LEGO will be back. Further, a parent/editor asks for female heroes in 

the sets and LEGO answer that it already exists.   

Excerpt D: AFOLs, parents and others (FB12) 
(Post – with video) “LEGO designer Jamie shows off his building skills and the awesomeness of one of the LEGO CREATOR sets. 
(EXPLAINING) What do you think?” (ASKING, INITIATING CONVERSATION) 
 
Love this (PRAISING)... awesome Jamie (ADDRESSING)... do some more of these.... (SUGGESTING) 
(Kevin Hall, LEGO Brick Artist, devotee, type of text: comment, opinion, tone of voice: 152) 
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This was wicked! My boys and I met a few LEGO designers at the opening of the Easton store in Ohio. It's interesting all the job and school 
backgrounds they had, sculptor, architect, etc. We have LEGO sets my husband and his brother played with when they were kids! It's a toy 
that never grows old. Now if I can just get up enough money to have our box of LEGO shipped from storage in Indiana over here to California all 
will be right with the world. (STORYTELLING) But, yes, you MUST do more of these videos. Totally awesome! (APPRECIATING) 
(Jackie Ryan Masek, AFOL/parent, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 154) 
 
But this was the point of Legos from the beginning. They got away from the creativity when they started to do sets that were designed to do 
something specific. (ACCUSE, BLAME) 
(Elashava Bas Riva, other, critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, 155) 
 
My son dreams of becoming a Lego designer. (STATING) How can a young find out what this type of job requires? Is there someone to whom he 
can write? (ASKING) He's only 8 and tried sending an email to corporate, but received no response. (EXPLAINING) 
(Trina Chance O'Gorman, parent, neutral, type of text: question, tone of voice: neutral, direct, 157) 
 
I think this is what true LEGO fans have been about for years, when I was playing with these I would spend a few hours with the model on the 
box, then the rest of the time is about rebuilds!! (EXPLAINING) LOVE LEGO! (APPRECIATION) 
(Nasser AlBetar, AFOL, follower/devotee, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: positive, 159) 
 
All this "LEGO creator" hype is basically how lego WAS at the good old times, (STATING) before it got spoiled by ultra-specialized pieces. 
(ACCUSE) Glad to see the true spirit of LEGO back (APPRECIATION) 
(Paolo Zago, other, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative/positive, 160) 
 
Jamie (ADDRESSING) is my favorite LEGO designer!! (PRAISING) I own and love all the modular buildings designed by him! I also enjoy 
seeing him in these videos. He looks very nice and the way he talks is very pleasant (APPRECIATION, PRAISING) 
(Maya Sayama, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: positive, 162) 
 

The post with a video where a LEGO designer builds with the LEGO creator set, initiates many positive 

brand feelings for the stakeholders (Brick Artist, AFOL, parent, other) –and many nostalgic feelings as well. 

The nostalgic feelings may lead to positive or negative discourses. Several discourses about what LEGO ‘is 

and was’/stands for are observed (FB8, FB20) – i.e. the stakeholders point out what meaning the brand has to 

them. Further, several AFOL’s and parents tell about their experiences with LEGO (sharing a brand story), 

and position themselves as LEGO fans. A parent (157) with a neutral stance ask a question on behalf of her 

son, which is observed several times in the data collection.  

Excerpt E: LEGO, AFOLs, TFOL, parents, LEGO employee and other (FB16) 
(Post) Do you love to build LEGO models together with your family? (ASKING) 
 
Absolutely! My son and fight over the Lego! LOL....... (LAUGHING) best "toy" known to man! (PRAISING) 
(Jeremy MetalMan Gregory, AFOL/parent, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 203) 
 
I love building them alone, gives me concentration better, then after building thats the time I show it to my parents =) (STORYTELLING, 
APPRECIATION) 
(Jhee Jaronel, TFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 205) 
 
They get any more expensive I wont be building with or without my family (THREATENING) 
Debbie Leone Ries, AFOL/parent, critical, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: negative, 206) 
 
Loved building castles when I was a kid. Now my 5 year old and I have started to build together. (STORYTELLING) It's great, but I do wish 
the price was lower on the more basic sets. (WISH) 
(Keith White, AFOL/parent, follower, type of text: comment/comment, tone of voice: positive, 208) 
 
"...3 generations, 9 people, the dining table was covered with it as soon as the meal was finished. Probably the best family Christmas we've 
ever had" (STORYTELLING) 
(Colin Cameron, AFOL/parent, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 213) 
 
You know, I did love to do this. For years and years. However, and I find this to be a sad fact, Lego Sets have simply become far to expensive to 
get. (CRITICIZING) Things that cost thirty dollars when I was young are now closer to sixty and given how little most of us are making right now? 
(EXPLAINING) Simply not worth getting, not for little pieces of plastic. The memories of playing with my legos will always be with me, 
(STATING) but I may need to find an alternative for any children I have, should this trend continue. (THREATENING) 
(Martin O'Brien, other, critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, nostalgic, positive, 216) 
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I work in a lego shop so i actually get paid to build lego!! I'm gorilg to design some custom Christmas stuff for a window display. Oh and by the 
way, I'm 36! My daughter and i build all the time! (STORYTELLING) 
Message to Martin O'Brian. As someone who buys and sells new and pre owned lego i can tell you it keeps it's value really well. It's an 
investment in a product that will last forever and never date because it can be anything you want. (EXPLAINING) And if you take inflation 
into account it's cost hasn't increased that much. I sell computer games and dvd's that will loose half their value in a month. I know what I'd rather 
put my money into! (JUSTIFYING) 
(Joyley Prince, employee, devotee, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: positive, neutral, 217) 
 
We love making Lego together. (PRAISING) It is a great thing to get the whole family involved, especially on wet weekends. (STATING) This is 
our most recent project completed during last school [link to website with picture] (STORYTELLING) 
(Carol Heath, AFOL/parent, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 219) 
 

AFOLs, parents, employees and others respond to LEGO’s question, either with a simple answer or even tell 

their experiences with the brand (sharing brand story).  However, again we observe how some stakeholders 

are turning the subject. They are unsatisfied with the increased prices. A LEGO employee (217) responds to 

the ‘price criticals’ and explains and justifies the prices, thereby defending LEGO from critique.  

Excerpt F: AFOLs and others (FB20)  
(Post – with photo album) Check out these photos of the LEGO Lord of the Rings minifigures (coming this summer!). Which ones do you like 
best?! 
 
Come up with original themes like you did in the 90's, bring back bionicle, and dont make minecraft legos. (DEMANDING) Lego is dead 
(STATING) 
(Evan Flanagan, other, critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, direct, 343) 
 
i have been waiting for this for about 3 years saying i wish they would create lego lord of the rings. its finally happening!!!!!!!!! (PRAISING) 
(Isaiah Albers, AFOL/LOTR fan, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 346) 
 
Skin should be yellow!!! Know they don't go with the other castle themes. Great!!! (CRITICIZING, EXPLAINING) 
(Richard Snavely, AFOL, critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, direct, 348) 
 
Where are the women, LEGO???? (ASKING) 
(Marcela Kostihova, other, critical, type of text: question, tone of voice: negative, 349) 
Where are the female characters? They're in the book and in the movie. Why are they missing? (ASKING) 
(Gabrielle Tenn New, other/parent, neutral/critical, type of text: question, tone of voice: neutral/negative, 353) 
How is it possible that Lego has excluded all of the female characters from this set. Terrible. (ASKING) 
(Tove Viola, other, critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, 356) 
Well BUUUU for not having any female characters in this set. First thought "great idea w LotR". Second thought "WTF? No women?" Really, 
what are you thinking? Are you thinking at all? 21 characters and not a single female? Shame on you. (CRITICIZING, ASKING) 
(Mikaela Viking, other, critical, type of text: opinion/comment/rhetorical question, tone of voice: negative, 357) 
 
The post by LEGO of a photo album initiates positive reactions from the stakeholders (other, AFOL/LOTR, 

parent), however there are observed some discourses that are general on Facebook: the original/new LEGO 

theme discourse and female/sexiest discourse. The female discourses (349, 353, 356, 537) are posted by 

women, who are critical towards the fact that no female characters are integrated in the Lord of the Rings 

theme. Again, we also observe that stakeholders are turning the subject and thereby take differentiating 

interpretive strategies.  

Excerpt G: LEGO, AFOLs, employee, parents, bloggers and others (FB23) 
(Post – with link to LEGO CRUUSO BLOG and LEGO shop) “LEGO Cuusoo's third product, LEGO Minecraft™ Micro World, is almost 
here! http://bit.ly/A4DR5O The set will be released this summer, but you can pre-order now at …” (ANNOUNCING) 
 
Lego Zelda ... a dream but it cant' be true (WISHING) 
(Pepiz Neo, AFOL, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral, 372) 
 
Zelda wont happen now that someone else is doing Mario Kart right? It Nintendo licensing, I doubt they would give it to two companies. 
(ANSWERING, EXPLAINING) 
I honestly think the Minecraft is way over hypoed, (CRITICIZING) I would rather play one or the other than make my legos look like Minecraft 
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(STATING) 
(Tyler Patterson, AFOL/parent, follower/critical, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: neutral/negative, 373/375) 
 
I think some Army Lego would be cool? (SUGGESTING) 
(Elizebeth Jane Harse, AFOL, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral, 379) 
 
So minecraft isn't the best idea for lego… (STATING) Everyone should go to lego cuusoo and support Mingles project for ZELDA LEGO!! 
(ENCOURAGING) Those would actually be worth buying. (STATING) 
(Kevin Veilleux, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, opinion, tone of voice: neutral, 380) 
 
@Elizebeth Jane Harse (ADDRESSING): would never happend.... its not within the LEGO company ethics to make war toys :) (STATING) 
(Henrik Hoier, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: comment, responds, tone of voice: neutral, 381) 
 
Am I missing something? What were the first two Cuuso products? (ASKING) I thought this WAS the first. (WONDERING) 
(Davin Reed, other, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral, 382) 
 
Maybe they mean its the third product INTRODUCED on cuusoo (CLARIFYING) but its the first to go through? (ASKING) 
(Kevin Veilleux, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment/answer, tone of voice: neutral, 383) 
 
Products at Jinx are massively over-priced. I see this follows that trend. I thought this was something I would be buying; now I'm sure I'm 
not. (STATING, CRITICIZING) 
(James Adamson, other, critical, type of text: comment, opinion, tone of voice: negative, 384) 
 
Hey, people, this is perfectly in line with all the current prices. (RESPONDING, STATING) It's a 477 piece set, selling for $35. Generally, 
LEGO sets are priced at roughly $10 every 100 pieces, and since these are mostly small parts they've increased the part count past that. (ARGUING) 
Therefore, it's a perfectly normally priced set. (STATING, DEFENDING) 
(Markus Cancilla, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral, 385) 
 
Discourse continues on LEGO CUUSOO blog: 
 
Hmmm. I like the idea of unveiling an interior cave scene when you pull the four components apart, but perhaps it would be cooler if the 
exterior was simply a grass-covered dirt cube, built "pixel-by-pixel"? Later sets could be a mossy stone cube with a dungeon inside, a sand cube 
with a desert scene inside, etc. Thus it becomes a sort of two-in-one model. (SUGGESTING) 
(macroidtoe, AFOL, follower, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: neutral, 386) 
 
This is exactly what everybody doesnt want. (STATING) People want Minecraft theme figures, not 1x2 little characters. People want to be able to 
fit their figure into the home but the home is the same size as them! (ARGUING) Make sets with different landscapes and actual figures! 
(DEMANDING) If you want caves, buy a cave landscape set, if you want a snow biome, buy that set. (SUGGESTING) COME ON LEGO! You 
practically ruined the whole idea of LEGO Minecraft! (STATING, CRITICIZING) 
(Scotty Raty, other, offender, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, 390) 
 
"I love this! (PRAISING) Ever since the Mini Modulars came out, I've been hooked on mini models and this micro world is fantastic.  I'm not a 
Minecraft fan, never played the game, but I will be buying this set… (EXPLAINING) ...This looks good to me! I'll definitely be telling my 
LEGO buddies about this set!" (PRAISING, APPRECIATION) 
(Sarah Reed, brick blogger (SilvaShado), External LEGO blogger, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, enthusiastic, 393) 
 
Highlighted this Cuusoo creation in my recent syndicated column Techlife, titled "Building Imagination" along with a few other great LEGO 
sites.http://bit.ly/wuwcdd The response to Minecraft Micro World has been pretty outstanding. (LINKING) 
(David Kaufman, blogger, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral, 398) 
 
I'm gonna go against the grain here and say that I really like the look of the set, and will definitely be buying it when it comes out. 
(COMPLEMENTING) It may not be a minifig-scale set, but to be honest I feel the micro-scale style has a certain charm to it. (STATING) 
(Hunter X, AFOL, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: positive, 402) 
 
i think this criticism has gotten out off hand im sure LEGO likes it if they didnt then they would not sell it and everyone likes LEGO sets if they 
had bad judgment then every lego set would suck (ARGUING, DEFENDING) now stop being tecnical geeks and seeing that "one pixel is in the 
wrong place" if you dont like it dont buy it if you do good for you so stop criticising it and get on with your lives (DEMAND) 
(Seahorse, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, 411) 
 
To all the haters out there: It's a fun idea/theme since you can now own a physical form of the minecraft world! (ARGUING, 
APPRECIATING) Also I hope more people will come up with awesome ideas that can be converted to lego. (ENCOURAGING)  
For the dutch people i've created a blog which covers more of the cool things and I suggest you check it out: … (SUGGESTING) 
(DoWantNL (Twitter), blogger, follower, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: positive, 423) 
 
LEGO Cuusoo is a website, where people share their ideas about a product concept and if the concept gets 

10,000 supporters, there is a chance that it becomes an official product. As mentioned in the LEGO post, 

LEGO Minecraft is the third product of LEGO Cuusoo. Some AFOL’S are turning the subject to a LEGO 

Zelda concept, which is a concept on LEGO Cuusoo and thereby not a LEGO product (yet). One AFOL 
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(380) is even encouraging people to go to LEGO Cuusoo and support the project for ZELDA LEGO. 

Further, an AFOL suggest a LEGO army theme, whereto a LEGO employee (381) answer that it would 

never happen and argue that “it’s not within the LEGO company ethics to make war toys”. Like observed in 

other threads (FB6, FB16, FB24 etc.), stakeholders think that the price is too high. An AFOL (385) address 

the criticals and argue why the price is fair, and thereby actively defend the meaning that the criticals ascribe 

to LEGO.  

 

The LEGO post links to the LEGO Cuusoo blog, where conversation and interaction also exist. Two 

bloggers (393, 398) state that they will pass on the news and one link to his blog. The other stakeholders 

outlined, take a very critical stance towards the new LEGO product, to which the AFOLs are defending the 

new product. Also suggestions about how to improve the new product are giving.  

Excerpt H: LEGO, AFOLs, others and employees (FB 29)  
(Post – with picture) Help us expand the LEGO Timeline! Check out the milestones we've posted. What other great LEGO moments would you 
like to add?  
 
My best lego moment: When i built a remote controlled 4wd with suspension with front-center-rear differentials and å three speed-gear. It was even 
remote controlled (though wired). And it worked like a dream. This was in 1982/1983. (STORYTELLING) Thats why i love lego. (EXPLAINING, 
PRAISING) 
(Roar Grønmo, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 487) 
 
Can you post the moment that LEGO went from promoting creativity and construction to pushing violence and copying? (CRITICIZING)  
(Justin Mullen, other, offender, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, sarcastic, 488) 
 
When lego got way too expensive? (STATING) 
(Alex Jenkins, other, critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, 489) 
 
how about the darkest day in company history...the day Andrew Black was hired.33 (SARCASTIC) 
(Timothy Arnold, other (former employee – see response below), offender, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: negative, sarcastic, 490) 
 
ok I got a bunch of ideas; the original moonlanding set in blue with the really old big headed figures, how about the actual floatable (with weighted 
keels) fire boats for minifigures… [presenting ideas], I feel old (STATING) 
(Robert Oren Bates Jr, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 491) 
 
Dear lego please... (ADDRESSING) Pay attention... I have an idea.... (STATING) 
Built and sell scenari about "the lord of the ring saga"...it's an epic ideatori many fan all around the world (EXPLAINING) 
(Davide Cecchini, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment/opinion, tone of voice: neutral, friendly, 492) 
 
@Davide Cecchini (ADDRESSING) You could get a set of rules from the Games Workshop Lord of the ring tabletop war game, and use the lego 
mini's. ...Sorry, did you say ''Scenery'' or ''scenario''? Anyway, both idea's are good... :D (ASSISTING) 
(Frank Rademaker, other, follower, type of text: comment/answer, tone of voice: neutral, friendly, 493) 
 
Hey Tim Arnold - bad, bad, bad! (ADDRESSING) Hope all is going well for you. I'm still at Lego! (STATING) 
(Sally Feldman Casinghino, LEGO Employee (Business Analyst at LEGO Systems), devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral, friendly, 
494) 
 
Some AFOLs are actively engaging and making suggestions, and some of them are even telling brand 

stories. ‘Other’ stakeholders take a very offending stance and do not post “great LEGO moments” but are 

being sarcastic. A LEGO employee (494) is responding to brand criticism by a former LEGO employee 

(490) with “bad bad bad” and afterwards wishing him well.  

                                                        
33 (Former) US LEGO President 
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Excerpt I: LEGO and parents (FB39) 
 
(Post – with link to ITunes app store) Great news this lovely Monday morning. 
We just launched a new free LEGO DUPLO App. Available both for IPhone and IPad. (STATING) 
In the game you will experiences the DUPLO rabbit and the giraffe on a mission. They have to deliver a birthday present to their friend, the lion. But 
they need to find him first (EXPLAINING)- where and how can they find him? (INITIATING INTERACTION, ASKING) 
 
But not that great news for those of us, who use Android instead of iPhone.. (EXPLAINING) My son tried one of your apps on his aunt's 
iPhone and loved it, will they ever be available for Android? (ASKING) 
(Kristina Lisby Hammer, parent, neutral/follower, type of text: comment/question, tone of voice: negative/neutral, 610) 
 
Snap Kristina! (AGREEING) Seems like all the good apps never make an Android version....... (STATING) 
(Amanda Barker, parent, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral/negative, 611) 
 
There are more Android Users than iPhone users.... (STATING) why do these apps come to the iPhone/iPad only? And why is it so hard to just do 
both at the same time? I don't understand why companies do this (QUESTIONING/WONDERING) 
(Amanda Murphy, parent, follower/critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral/negative, 612) 
 
Thanks for this super great, new and free App. (THANKING) (I do promise to get the kids only Duplo gifts this year and stick to the brand). 
;-) It is great! (APPRECIATING) 
(Kristina Blomdahl, parent, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 613) 
 
My kids love it, thank you! (STATING, THANKING) 
(Claude Campeau, parent, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 614) 
 
Most people are not responding to the question but are negatively reacting to the fact that it is only available 

for iPhone and iPad. The Android vs. iPhone discourse has also been observed in FB14. Furthermore, it 

should be pointed out that almost all stakeholders that we have identified on LEGO DUPLO are parents.  

Excerpt J: LEGO DUPLO and parents (FB42)  
(Post – with uploaded video) It's purple, it's pink - it's princesses! 
(LEGO DUPLO) 
 
Dislike. For reasons I'm too weary to go into. (STATING) 
(Sim Burton, parent, critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, 642) 
 
Sim Burton Sorry to hear you don't like it. What DUPLO do you like then? (ASKING) 
(LEGO DUPLO, type of text: comment/responds, type of tone: friendly, 643) 
 
I dislike just as Sim Burton does. (ADDRESSING) My reasons are mainly that I dislike the Disney princess concept it is conservative and a 
burdon to womenkind. The'd never present Handy Manny as they present princess Pocahontas (who cares how Manny wears his hair? But for 
Pocahontas it is an important part of who she is.  (EXPLAINING) I love girly toys, I rather play with dolls than cars because that’s what I grew up 
with. However, my boys are impressed with the Castle and all. (STATING) I'm not sure they'll know what to do with the stuff but the tower would 
probably double as a rocket. (ASSUMING) Since you asked Sim I'll let you know: I like the farm, we like construction, we like the duplo 
technics that used to be around. (APPRECIATING) 
(Kristina Blomdahl, parent, follower, type of text: comment/responds, tone of voice: neutral, 644) 
 
Thanks Kristina Blomdahl ! (THANKING) It's really good to hear different feedback and opinions! (APPRECIATING) And yes - I'm sure the 
Castle has doubled as a rocket more than once ;-) 
(LEGO DUPLO, type of text: comment/responds, tone of voice: positive, 645) 
 
Are you kidding me??? It's a little persons Lego set. Full Stop. (DISAGREEING) It's how you bring up your girls/boys and how you empower 
them. For goodness sake. Girls can still be girls, wives, and mothers as well as having a career to boot. :) (ARGUEING, STATING) 
(Shannon Baker, parent, type of text: comment, opinion, tone of voice: negative, 646) 
 
Ummm, last I checked LEGO DUPLO was an amazing part of most if not ALL children’s past, present and future... It has allowed the 
imagination to grow, bonded many a childhood friend over hours of play and created - still creates - beautiful memories. (STATING,) I adore this 
new addition of pinks, purples and all things princess! (APPRECIATING) NOW CAN SOMEONE PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT 
POCOHONTAS AND HANDY MANNY HAVE TO DO WITH ANYTHING AND HOW THEY CAN POSSIBLY CALL THIS LEGO "A 
BURDON TO WOMANKIND!" (ASKING) I agree with you Shannon Baker. (AGREEING) It's how you view yourself and your worth... we 
woman can have it ALL and be it ALL! I'll be buying 4 sets for my little princess neices and MY SONS! :) (STATING) 
Belinda Daley, parent, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive-negative, 647) 
 
As mentioned, parents are overall the stakeholders that engage in the discourse on LEGO DUPLO. Further, 

we observe much more 1-1 dialogues between a parent and LEGO DUPLO (FB40, FB41) compared with the 
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official LEGO fan page. Also several dialogues between parents are observed (FB38-FB39) and we see 

many examples of a polite tone of voice and constructive advises/comments.  However, like on LEGO fan 

page, we observe that people are turning the subject and further, we have observed discourses about gender 

issues, where a parent argue why dislike product line, while two other parents defend the fact that female 

characters are included in the product line.   

Excerpt K: LEGO Shop, AFOLs, others (FB46) 
(Post – with photo album and link to LEGO shop) 10227 B-wing Starfighter 
 
we Canadian get rip off, US and CDN money is almost on pair everywhere, except Lego shop. We have to pay 50$ more for the same item. Rip 
Off!!!!!! (CRITICAL, ANGRY) 
(Jean-Guy Bertrand, AFOL, follower/critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative/aggressive, 668) 
 
Yeah, in germany we have to pay 30 € more. (AGREEING) And the price isn't okay at all  
(Lennart Kokarew, AFOL, follower/critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: neutral/negative, 669) 
 
Same in the UK, £169=$261. Why do we have to pay so much more? 
(Paul 'Shakey' Cole, AFOL, follower/critical, type of text: comment/question, tone of voice: neutral, 671) 
 
$199.99 my but. LEGO prices are becoming outrageous. (CRITICAL) Thank god for my You Tube money. 
(Ryan McCullough, other, critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative, 672) 
 
Although this set looks great, I think $199 is a stretch for this set. At $0.13/brick, it's quite pricey. I think $175 would have been a better price 
point for a spacecraft that, as far as I know, wasn't that popular among the star wars community. At this price point it would have put it at 
approx $0.117/brick which is more reasonable in my opinion. (ARGUING, OPINION) 
(Anil Natha, AFOL, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: neutral, 672) 
 
As observed in FB6, FB16, FB24 etc., there are many discourses dealing with the LEGO prices. In this 

example, there is a very strong example on how AFOL’s and others take a very critical stance towards the 

prices and some are even offending LEGO. When critique of LEGO prices occur, we have not come across 

any examples where LEGO themselves interfere, and argue, explain or defend the prices. However, this has 

been done by stakeholders like AFOL’s, LEGO employees and others.   

Excerpt L: LEGO Education, teachers, others and parents (FB47) 
(Post - with picture and link to LEGO education webpage) 
“Attention Elementary Educators: The LEGO Group is pleased to offer 2nd through 4th-grade classrooms within the U.S. an exclusive LEGO 
Club magazine offer! Now through May 2012, you can register to receive special LEGO Club Magazines for your students and a custom LEGO 
Education teacher's guide for yourself! Did we mention this offer is FREE? For more information and to complete the online registration 
form, visit …” 
 
Can homeschoolers receive this? (ASKING) 
(Katie Sandstrom, other/teacher, neutral, type of text: question, tone of voice: neutral, 675) 
 
is this where Lego is pushing that new girlie-girl Lego that's all pink and yellow, to create a faux new market, (CRITICAL) instead of leaving 
Lego as it always was - wonderful for both boys and girls? (APPRECIATING) 
(Gary Morin, other, critical, type of text: comment, tone of voice: negative-positive, 676) 
 
already ordered for the next 2 issues for the group :) (STATING) 
(Donna DeVore Metler, other/teacher, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 678) 
 
we love this magazine. (PRAISING) 
(Lea Stroebele Klein, parent, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 679) 
 
Hi Katie, homeschoolers are welcome to the offer, just please note that our minimum order quantity is 50. However, you are welcome to share the 
extras with other families should you decide to order. 
(LEGO Education, type of text: answer, tone of voice: neutral, friendly, 680) 
 
Donna and Lea, thanks for the message! We are so glad you enjoy the program. (APPRECIATING) 
(LEGO Education, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 681) 
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Thank you! (THANKING) Just got the order submitted. I will definitely be sharing the magazines with others. (SHARING) 
(Katie Sandstrom, other/teacher, neutral, type of text: comment, tone of voice: positive, 682) 
 
Like on LEGO DUPLO, we observe that there are several 1-1 dialogues between LEGO Education and the 

stakeholders (parent, teachers). LEGO Education is assisting and also responding to ‘appreciation’ 

comments. However, LEGO Education does not answer to the skeptical stakeholder (676) that is offending 

the LEGO for girls (nostalgic/sexiest discourse). 

Sum up 
In the study we have presented 12 cases of LEGO initiating interaction on Facebook. LEGO do not engage 

as much in the discourses on the official fan page and LEGO Shop, as they do on LEGO DUPLO and LEGO 

Education. With the Facebook pages, LEGO is initiating community engagements with their fans and 

thereby reach out to over two million of stakeholders. Almost all LEGO posts are with a picture or video and 

a question, which reinforce members’ (escalating) engagement and start the interaction. Overall, LEGO is 

sharing news (e.g. product launches), posting LEGO creations (e.g. video with LEGO designer), asking 

questions (e.g. “What are you building today?”) or other content for the benefit of LEGO fans. Besides this 

initiating post on the official fan page, LEGO does not interact much in the thread beside thanking some 

members for their post and providing them guidance/service. In some cases, the posts link to YouTube 

videos where interaction continues or to the official LEGO shop, where consumers review the products and 

interactions also exists.  

 

Many AFOLs are reacting to the posts by appreciating, praising and thanking (celebrating). Though it is not 

commented above, we have also observed a lot of sharing of the posts (i.e. people share the LEGO post with 

their Facebook friends). Further, many AFOLs and parents are sharing their brand stories of what they have 

built, memories from childhood and stories about their children and LEGO. A very few of them are linking 

to pictures or videos of their creations. We have mainly observed short and simple appreciation comments 

from TFOLs and KFOLs34. Overall, interactions are characterized as on one side praising and celebration of 

LEGO, but on the other side stakeholders are turning the subject and talking about other LEGO related 

subjects. As people only have to ‘like’ the Facebook page, they can easily become a member and thereby 

easily express their critical opinion.   

As mentioned, parents that engage tend to talk about their kids, the creativity of LEGO and learning aspects. 

Often they are getting passionate about LEGO through their children. They tend to show the same practices 

as AFOLs celebrating and commenting on other posts. This pattern is also observed when teachers and toy 

store employees are engaging in the discourse; they talk passionately about the post in the interest of their 

                                                        
34 In order to sign up for a Facebook profile, you have to be older than 12   
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students and customers. Further, we also see LEGO employees that engage and several of them actively 

promote the brand’s benefits or even defend LEGO when encountering brand criticism. 

 

Lastly, bloggers and communities (affiliated groups) are observed to engage as well by sharing news or own 

creations etc. on their own community blogs. Further, we observe that ‘other’ stakeholders engage with very 

negative or positive attitudes, where they state their opinion about LEGO or a specific topic. As mentioned, 

people can easily become a member of the LEGO pages just by ‘liking’. Consequently, they have positive 

attitudes toward LEGO when liking the page but can easily express negatively feelings and thereby shift 

roles into brand criticals or even offenders if LEGO’s actions do not live up to their expectations.    

4.3.1.3 The content 
The process analysis presented a view of the complex interactions in LEGO’s stakeholder network online. 

This section identifies observed practices among stakeholders and the interpretive strategies that they put 

forth on different platforms. The clustering is based on the most dominant practices observed, which is also 

evaluated on the amount of reactions and interactions among stakeholders. By categorizing observed 

practices we can also identify the interpretive strategies that stakeholders use through brand-related 

discourse, thereby determine the brand meaning that they put forth and thereby co-creates. The social 

discourse on Facebook can be clustered into the 4 following practices that shape the sense of community and 

interpretive strategies stakeholders use 1) Praising and celebration of LEGO, 2) Criticism of LEGO prices, 

3) Discussion and feedback of new product lines, and 4) ‘New’ LEGO accusations.  

 

Observed practice #1: Praising and celebration of LEGO  

The first cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #1 is the praising and celebration of 

LEGO by stakeholders on Facebook, which largely are most of the practices observed. Through comments 

on posts by LEGO generated through text with pictures or videos, stakeholders (mainly fans and parents) are 

praising and celebrating LEGO, which is observed through strong emotional reactions to LEGO posts. 

Several stakeholders are sharing a personal brand stories and thereby showing their feelings and attachment 

to the brand. Overall, this leads to a co-creation of a positive brand meaning. The comments do not 

necessarily stick to the subject that the LEGO post is about but some are turning the subject into more 

general praising and celebration of LEGO.  

 

In the emotional reactions to LEGO post, we observe how AFOLs, parents and ‘others’ show respect, 

passion and a grateful attitude towards LEGO:  
Maya Sayama (FB12): Jamie is my favorite LEGO designer!! I own and love all the modular buildings designed by him! I also enjoy seeing 
him in these videos. He looks very nice and the way he talks is very pleasant 
 
Dustin Blasingame (FB25): Lego is by far my favorite toy company. No other toy company helps children and adults both explore their 
imagination and learn at the same time. 
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Reza Mandara (FB1): From 6 yrs old till now at 33, it's been my fave toy ever. It stimulates creativity & it's a lot of fun! That's why my kids love 
it too & can't wait to get new collections. Thank u Lego, hope u'll be around for centuries. :) 
Sylvie Dykstra-Roy (FB8): I'd like to thank Lego for always coming with new products that my 9 year son JUST CAN'T LIVE 
WITHOUT...LOLOLOL 
 
Brett Stevenson (FB6): Smart toys for smart kids, want your kid to grow up with a passion for science, life, and art? Buy em a Lego set. Not even 
kidding, it's the ultimate educational toy that they will actually enjoy and tap into their creative side! Best toy ever! 
 

Through personal narratives based on personal (or impersonal) experiences with the brands, stakeholders 

show their attachment and emotions towards LEGO:  
Carol Heath (FB16): We love making Lego together. It is a great thing to get the whole family involved, especially on wet weekends. This is 
our most recent project completed during last school [link to website with picture]  
 
Tonya Spear Fiest (FB25): My 9 year old son took a class at IUS that used Lego Mindstorms! He absolutely loved them and could build all kinds 
of new stuff with them! I think they are great! 
 

Through strong emotional reactions towards posts about LEGO products, fans praise, celebrate and provide 

feedback. Some are even evangelizing:  
mattsreviews786 (FB32): THE MOST AMAZING SET IN THE HISTORY OF HISTORY!!!! I bought this set yesterday and I just finished 
building it a few minutes ago, and . . . . wow!!!! [Share product information] Highly recommend to anyone. Thank you, lego!!!!!!! :) 
 
Jason Ong (FB8): I am an adult and I love Lego games. My friend thinks I am a kid.I dont care. Its awesome. Can't wait for Batman :)). And I love 
Marvel and DC heroes too. 
 

Through the practice of praising and celebration of LEGO, stakeholders share an interpretive strategy that 

shapes the brand meaning of LEGO in two ways. First, stakeholders are stating how LEGO foster creativity 

and imagination. The shared interpretive strategy ascribes the meaning to LEGO as a loveable toy that can be 

used by all kinds of people and also in groups. Second, as stakeholders are praising and celebrating the 

benefits of LEGO, which ascribes a meaning of a reliable and beneficial product, which may be discourses 

that create needs for fans. Excerpt A, B, D, E, G and L also underlines this observed practice #1 and shared 

interpretive strategy among stakeholders. 

 

Observed practice #2: Criticism of LEGO prices  

The second cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #2 is the sharing of criticism of 

LEGO prices that leads to a lot of criticism. Thus, most of the observed crisis points are also about 

dissatisfaction about price. The main social discourses regarding this practice exist on Facebook (fan page, 

Shop and Education) and on LEGO Cuusoo. We have observed that fans, parents and ‘others’ are engaging 

in price discourse. Further, we see how some AFOL’s and LEGO employees engage in the discussions and 

defend the LEGO prices. LEGO themselves are not engaging in these discussions.  

Through brand stories with a nostalgic touch, stakeholders explain why they are critical towards prices:  
Loren Prom (FB27): Seems like the number of parts in a set is going down and the price is going up. Back in the day you were paying for 
high quality pieces and actually needed directions to build the sets. Now they've dumbed it down and added fewer and bigger pieces to most sets. 
And maybe cost has something to do with the fact that Lego has to pay licensing fees to Marvel and other companies? Anybody else reached 
the point where you've outgrow the sets but still love building with Legos? I rarely buy sets anymore. If you want to be creative think of something 
you want to build then order the pieces off the internet. 
 
Martin O'Brien, other (FB16): You know, I did love to do this. For years and years. However, and I find this to be a sad fact, Lego Sets have 
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simply become far to expensive to get. Things that cost thirty dollars when I was young are now closer to sixty and given how little most of us are 
making right now? Simply not worth getting, not for little pieces of plastic. The memories of playing with my legos will always be with me, 
but I may need to find an alternative for any children I have, should this trend continue.  
 
Corr (414): I actually love the model. I think they did great with choosing to do it as micro-scale models. I like the small size and the fact that you 
can switch different pieces around. Now for my only Con which is a pretty huge one. The price. $35?!?! For that? Ouch. I would have a hard 
time paying even $20 for it let alone $35. So like I said it was a great model, and I would've loved to buy it and support, but not for $35. Sorry, 
it's just too much for a small lego set. 
 
Mel Armstrong, AFOL, (183): I looked into getting this sent to Australia, total cost $79.95. Rip off, far too expensive! I would be far better off 
asking friends in the US to buy it for me and post it to Australia. This is a joke! 
 

Some stakeholders like the products presented but more directly state their opinion about the price: 
(FB24: Launch of the new LEGO Town Hall ) 
Paul Simpson: i like it BUT, it looks a lot like the fire house and why will it cost $200 usd instead of $150???? 
William Ryan Southern: its cool, but $200?? 
Farouq Azizan: Awesome set but it's just too overpriced! U_U 
Joan Slobozien Kirk: thank you...and yea...$200???? kidding me? 
 
David Dettweiler (98): $1,500.00 (sigh...) Seriously!! You have Failed me for the Last Time Lego… 
 

Further, some stakeholders are politely asking or suggesting LEGO to in decrease the prices, while others are 

defending LEGO prices:  
Jenn Steven Schaaff (97): Dear Lego, Please make these collections more affordable for the working class. I am suee the price of this destroyer 
will be way more then the Death Star @ 600.00, we the working class can't afford your toys. ;0( 
 
Matt Holliday (139): surely sending the toys away from the children would DIScourage them from exploring science, why not just reduce the 
price of the space themed sets, just an idea 
 
Keith White (208): Loved building castles when I was a kid. Now my 5 year old and I have started to build together. It's great, but I do wish 
the price was lower on the more basic sets. 
 
Markus Cancilla (385): Hey, people, this is perfectly in line with all the current prices. It's a 477 piece set, selling for $35. Generally, LEGO sets 
are priced at roughly $10 every 100 pieces, and since these are mostly small parts they've increased the part count past that. Therefore, it's a 
perfectly normally priced set. 
 

Through the practice of criticism of prices on several platforms, LEGO fans share an interpretive strategy 

that shapes the brand meaning of LEGO. Stakeholders react very strongly and openly express their criticism 

of the prices; some takes a very critical stance while others take a friendlier stance. However, it is also 

observed that AFOLs and employees also defend LEGO prices, when confronted with negative price 

discourse. Hence, both conflicting and shared interpretive strategies are present. FB16, FB23, FB24 and 

FB27 also underline this observed practice #2 and shared and conflicting interpretive strategies.  

 

Observed practice #3: Criticism and feedback of new product lines 

The third cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #3 is the criticism and feedback of 

new products, which all different stakeholders participate in on Facebook by sharing their opinion about the 

product lines. A lot of the LEGO posts are about new LEGO creations and product lines, which is presented 

with either an YouTube video, a picture, a photo album or/and a link to the LEGO Shop. Through these 

posts, stakeholders such as fans, parents, bloggers, teachers and others discuss product lines in 3 particular 

ways, 1) by stating their appreciation, 2) by criticizing or defending new product lines, and 3) by making 
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suggestions of how to improve the product. Further, we have observed a gender discourse, where mainly 

AFOLs (women) and parents have very strong reactions towards female characters in LEGO.  

 

Through strong positive emotional reactions towards new LEGO product, fans, bloggers and parents praises 

LEGO’s work and provide feedback. Some are even evangelizing/sharing and defending the new products: 
Jon Sparks, AFOL (92): I will buy this. It's sure to increase in value. A mini-figure scale one would be cool but it would be as big as a supertanker. 
I had gotten out of Star Wars. "Just when I think I'm out.....they pull me back in". Having the UCS Star Destroyer and this one will make for 
some cool pictures. Lego, there are people out there that will pay $1000.00 for a set (myself included). Make one. Safest bet is a massive mini 
figure scale set. Mos Esiley Space Port for example....it would work. Let me know if I can help in anyway. 
 
Sarah Reed, brick blogger (393): "I love this! Ever since the Mini Modulars came out, I've been hooked on mini models and this micro world is 
fantastic. I'm not a Minecraft fan, never played the game, but I will be buying this set… ...This looks good to me! I'll definitely be telling my 
LEGO buddies about this set!"  
 
David Kaufman, blogger, 398: Highlighted this Cuusoo creation in my recent syndicated column Techlife, titled "Building Imagination" along 
with a few other great LEGO sites.http://bit.ly/wuwcdd The response to Minecraft Micro World has been pretty outstanding.  
 
(Kristina Blomdahl, parent (613): Thanks for this super great, new and free App.(I do promise to get the kids only Duplo gifts this year and 
stick to the brand). ;-) It is great!  
 

Further, stakeholders are praising products but are also making specific suggestions of improvement 

(innovation co-creation): 
macroidtoe, AFOL (386): Hmmm. I like the idea of unveiling an interior cave scene when you pull the four components apart, but perhaps it 
would be cooler if the exterior was simply a grass-covered dirt cube, built "pixel-by-pixel"? Later sets could be a mossy stone cube with a 
dungeon inside, a sand cube with a desert scene inside, etc. Thus it becomes a sort of two-in-one model.  
 
Peter Strömberg, AFOL/parent (165): Great stuff! While you are focusing on Duple games; It would be great if you removed the web links from 
the iPhone game "Farm Friends". My toddler keeps hitting them and it destroys the game experience to express it mildly. Frankly I do not 
understand why you put those links there. =) 
 

However, some stakeholders, mainly AFOLs, parents and ‘others’ also have very critical reactions towards 

new product lines. As observed and outlined in the observed practices #4, stakeholders are also sharing 

nostalgic brand stories of brand ownership when confronted with new product lines. However, examples 

below are critical reactions towards specific products, where stakeholders are stating their opinion about a 

new product:  
Scotty Raty, other, (390): This is exactly what everybody doesnt want. People want Minecraft theme figures, not 1x2 little characters. People want 
to be able to fit their figure into the home but the home is the same size as them! Make sets with different landscapes and actual figures! If you want 
caves, buy a cave landscape set, if you want a snow biome, buy that set. COME ON LEGO! You practically ruined the whole idea of LEGO 
Minecraft!  
 

Further, as mentioned we have also observed several stakeholders, mainly parents and AFOLs, who take a 

very critical or positive stance towards product line with/without female characters. In these discussions, we 

observe lot of interaction, where stakeholders are either criticizing, appreciating/praising or defending the 

female characters, or criticizing the non-existing characters as in the example below:   
Marcela Kostihova, (349): Where are the women, LEGO???? 
Gabrielle Tenn New (353): Where are the female characters? They're in the book and in the movie. Why are they missing? 
Tove Viola (356): How is it possible that Lego has excluded all of the female characters from this set. Terrible. 
Mikaela Viking (357): Well BUUUU for not having any female characters in this set. First thought "great idea w LotR". Second thought "WTF? 
No women?" Really, what are you thinking? Are you thinking at all? 21 characters and not a single female? Shame on you.  
 
Erik Petersen, parent, (234): Love the return to the girl theme, my daughter will love it. But I'm betting my daughter will wonder why she isn't 
getting "Lego" people with her Lego sets! Part of the fun of the Lego is it's unique style of people, don't change that! 
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Robyn Hesby, paret, (235): Great lets add some sex apeal to lego.. It was a wonderfully untouched toy, the minifigures had caracture without 
looking like skinny "barbie dolls" Sad that they shame the name of legos for this utterly stupid looking toy.. We dont need anymore toys in the world 
that show children the perfect hair/makeup/bodystyle.. ugg very very sad! 
 
Belinda Daley, parent (FB42): Ummm, last I checked LEGO DUPLO was an amazing part of most if not ALL childrens past, present and future... It 
has allowed the imagination to grow, bonded many a childhood friend over hours of play and created - still creates - beautiful memories. I adore 
this new addition of pinks, purples and all things princess! NOW CAN SOMEONE PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT POCOHONTAS AND 
HANDY MANNY HAVE TO DO WITH ANYTHING AND HOW THEY CAN POSSIBLY CALL THIS LEGO "A BURDON TO 
WOMANKIND!" I agree with you Shannon Baker. It's how you view yourself and your worth... we woman can have it ALL and be it ALL! 
I'll be buying 4 sets for my little princess nieces and MY SONS! :) 
 

The observed practice of criticism and feedback on product lines is very central to LEGO and its 

stakeholders. With many different fans and parents with certain interests towards LEGO sets, it is no surprise 

that stakeholders participate in this type of brand-related discourse. The observed practice shapes the brand 

meaning of LEGO in two ways. Firstly, with the positive feedback by word-of-mouth, positive brand 

feelings arise among the community members. Further, the positive reactions create needs for fans and 

provide inspiration. Secondly, by creating bad karma or negative emotions towards LEGO or even between 

the stakeholders, negative brand feelings among the community members arise, and in worse case, 

stakeholders won’t accept a new product. Topics like gender stereotyping and loss of creativity are not 

unfamiliar. Further, other fans defend the products by drawing in own experiences and feelings. Thus, 

conflicting interpretive strategies appear.  

 

Observed practice #4: ‘New’ LEGO accusations 

The fourth cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #4 is discussions and accusations 

towards the LEGO’s brand development. Through generated text, stakeholders discuss LEGO’s meaning by 

stating the role of LEGO.  
Michael Ciha (FB1) I'm more 'old school'. I miss the charm of not EVERY brick being a custom shape. 
 
Aron Chavez, (FB27): Don't get me wrong, this is awesome. But I miss the old Lego - without any hollywood tie-ins  
Eric Hartman, FB27: I liked the old legos where it was up to you to create the world and use you own imagination. Not this prepackaged limited 
crap based off movies  
 
Veli Alp Yavuz, parent (62): i dislike new.lego "concept" policy. İ really would love to see plenty blocks with varying sizes and colors to encourage 
creativity. When i was a boy there were.not.so many choices and our resources were limited. That boosted my creativity and now i am an engineer. 
Cheaper blocks needed. İn Turkey one single piece is close to one.US dollar. İs that really want for child customers 
 
Julie Ladley (63): I agree Veli. So many of the sets have "pre-made" pieces, that it doesn't allow for imagination and creativity anymore. You 
used to buy a lego set and be able to build and rearrange, several different designs, but now a lot of the sets are lucky if two options can be made 
especially where the base boards are "sculpted" to create terrain/swimming pools, etc. Having said that, I still love the product! 
 
Evan Flanagan, (FB20): Come up with original themes like you did in the 90's, bring back bionicle, and dont make minecraft legos. Lego is 
dead 
 
Blayn Fenwick (FB43): Why don't you make good sets like this anymore instead of the faggotry crap you make today? 
 
FB8: When will LEGO get the cool oldschool stuff back on the shelves? Re-makes from seventies and eighties stuff please!  
 
Ron Frazier (FB43): Dear God, I had this one when I was a kid! I think nostalgia from my childhood is welling up inside me... I wish I could get 
one of these for my son. 
 
 (RB12): But this was the point of Legos from the beginning. They got away from the creativity when they started to do sets that were 
designed to do something specific.  
 
(RB12): All this "LEGO creator" hype is basically how lego WAS at the good old times, before it got spoiled by ultra-specialized pieces. Glad 
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to see the true spirit of LEGO back  
 
Hauke Holsten (228): Your designs get more and more specific components, you should stick to the basics. BRICKS! 
 

The interpretive strategy accusing the ‘new’ LEGO for misbehavior shapes the brand meaning of LEGO by 

stakeholders express their own opinions about what LEGO stands for and what they want from LEGO. Some 

of the stakeholders take a very critical stance towards the new product lines, while others are some kind 

nostalgic and have a more pleading approach and miss the ‘old’ LEGO. ‘What LEGO really is about’ shapes 

the brand meaning, as some stakeholders argue that the new product lines or new LEGO has nothing to do 

with LEGO. Further, the practices shape a negative brand meaning that can be transferred to other 

stakeholders. 

 

Sum up 
On Facebook (Official, DUPLO, Shop, Education) brand meaning are mainly generated through text, though 

the LEGO post is both with text and a video or picture/album. Some of the discussions would not be possible 

if a video or picture was not attached, as they for example gives the stakeholders an idea of the new products 

coming up.  

 

We have observed practices of praising and celebration on Facebook, which leads to a shared interpretive 

strategy that shapes the brand meaning of LEGO positively. Also criticism and feedback of new product 

lines (#3) creates very positive brand meaning, however negative brand meanings also arise. Thus, practices 

(#3) among different stakeholders lead to both shared and conflicting interpretive strategies shaping the 

brand meaning of LEGO. Furthermore, price discourses are observed, as mainly former fans (‘others’) and 

some AFOLs have a rather critical stance towards the prices and some even towards LEGO as a company. 

Other stakeholders (employees and AFOLs) are defending LEGO on this issue, why both conflicting and 

shared interpretive strategies are observed in #2. Through the practice of criticism of the ‘new’ LEGO (#4), 

stakeholders share an interpretive strategy that shapes the brand meaning of LEGO negatively.  

 

4.3.2 LEGO Rebrick 
From the outlined criteria (section 4.2.2), we have gathered 565 comments (discourses) from 50 Rebrick 

bookmarks (see appendix). The collected comments and discourses are based on its substance and relevance 

for our interest of study. From purposive sampling the 565 comments were chosen from a total sample of 

+15,000 comments. The main parts of the 50 bookmarks were chosen based on Rebricks categorization of 

most commented, most viewed and highest rated bookmarks. A random search was also adopted. The sample 

represents a diverse mix within content categories on Rebrick. As Rebrick is characterized as a hub for 

LEGO-related bookmarks wherein all content is derived from other online resources, the comments collected 
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also varies from different online platforms such as YouTube, Flickr, Twitter, blogs, forums etc. The 

bookmarks collected have been posted in the period of 10th of April 2010 to 4thth of July 2012.  

4.3.2.1 The People 
In order to identify the different stakeholders and assign them to different brand interest group member 

types, this section seek to analyze selected posts from the data collection representing different stakeholders. 

On Rebrick it is observed that LEGO employees are a main participant as they post many bookmarks, 

actively comments on other bookmarks and frequently communicates through ‘Rebrick blog’. When 

analyzing interactions from the bookmarks’ sources (other platforms) it becomes evident that multiple 

stakeholders excluding LEGO employees are more active and sometimes extend the discussions. This 

section illustrates the different stakeholders that appear through the brand-related discourses and also 

evaluate their attitude and activity level to place them in the brand interest group.  

To identify the stakeholders’ identity or belongings to social groups, the texts and conversations have been 

analyzed thoroughly by evaluating interactive and reflexive content as well as subject positions. Most of the 

times the texts were not adequate in answering the above. To overcome this inconclusive issue we also 

looked at every single persons Rebrick account (or YouTube, Flickr account etc.). In a few cases we needed 

to Google the persons real name or user-name to identify the person. The main stakeholders identified on 

Rebrick and related platforms are LEGO Employees, AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs, Parents, Bloggers and 

Others35. 

LEGO employees 

LEGO employees are with AFOLs the most dominating stakeholders that are engaging in social brand-

related discourses on Rebrick and related platforms. Excerpts of LEGO employees’ texts will be presented 

and analyzed to identify them as stakeholders and members of the brand interest group. Profile info will 

support this argumentation. 
RB1 (3): The Rebrick'er of the week: The ReBrick team would like to take a moment to recognize you. Yes, you. You are awesome. Really. Now 
that you’re feeling good about yourself, why not help someone else feel good by taking a moment to recognize them? Profile Rebrick: I'm online 
community specialist for ReBrick. Also fan of LEGO. 
RB14 (111): I love this song! Thank you so much. Almost made this ol' gal shed a tear. At the ReBrick team we're fans of LEGO fans and I'm a 
fan of your song :-). Profile Rebrick: Hello, my name is Signe. I'm the Editor in Chief on the site 
  

The stakeholders positions themselves as online community specialist and editor in chief at Rebrick and also 

as fans of LEGO. From the posts they also positions themselves as being part of a dedicated ‘Rebrick team’. 

From the observed attitude as a LEGO employee and their activity level on Rebrick, they are evaluated as 

being devotees.  

RB13 (101): There might be creations which we will not move in front of login, but this one is certainly not in that category. It may also be creations, 
which are hidden because a certain numbers of users report it. Finally, we post moderate and may hide creations which we find are in violation 

                                                        
35 The ‘Others’ stakeholder group mainly consists of: LEGO stop-motion animators, LEGO Certified Professional, teachers, random LEGO fans and 
neutrals.  
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of the house rules :). Profile Rebrick: I am a LEGO employee… For the past 10 years I have been working with LEGO fans globally as head of 
the LEGO Community team.  
Through the text stakeholder positions himself as being part of the LEGO team by referring to ‘we’ and talks 

about potential violation of house rules. On his profile he identifies himself as a LEGO employee and head 

of the LEGO community team. From his many years of working with LEGO he can be characterized as a 

devotee.  

RB40 (504 – LEGO Cuusoo): Congratulations, mb_bricks! Profile LEGO Cuusoo: LEGO fan and LEGO CUUSOO team member. I'm here to 
help your LEGO model wishes come true! Profile Twitter: Big thinker amused by little things. Lover of life, techie, and welcoming host. Working 
for the LEGO Company on LEGO CUUSOO. 
Through the text stakeholder congratulates mb_bricks for the support of his project on LEGO Cuusoo. In his 

LEGO Cuusoo profile he positions himself as being part of the LEGO Cuusoo team and offers his help to 

make model wishes come true. He also links to his Twitter account. The analysis encountered him36 on 

LEGO Cuusoo, Twitter and Rebrick and can be characterized as a devotee. 

RB27 (287): Does being part of LBR37 disqualify me in the contest? Was hoping to send in an entry! Really awesome contest! Have an awesome 
idea. 
RB27 (276): Great contest. I wish I could have a shot at those prizes... Best of luck with it and the same goes to all those participating. I'll keep 
that "like-button-finger" ready for voting time. Profile Rebrick: LEGO Community Coordinator Western Europe. Used to be Star Wars 
Moderator on Eurobricks. Usually goes by the nick of KimT or Santatrooper, depending on where you look. Feel free to browse my flickr or 
brickshelf gallery. 
RB4 (20 - Flickr): Really nice! Truly wonderful building techniques and part usage here. Flickr profile:  I joined The LEGO Group in 
September 2005 beginning my career in Brand Retail. I have worked for the LEGO Brand Retail Stores in Lakewood, Colorado; Chandler, 
Arizona; and finally Austin, Texas as a Store Manager Interactive, president of LUGOCT – LEGO User Group of Connecticut with Yahoo! Group. 
The three text excerpts are examples of how different types of LEGO employees also are active on Rebrick 

and Flickr. The stakeholders are not members of the dedicated ‘Rebrick team’, but LEGO Brand Retail or 

Community Coordinator employees. They also position themselves through their profiles as having different 

accounts on Rebrick, Flickr, Brickshelf and even as member of a LUG (LEGO User Group). They can all be 

characterized as devotees through their job description, positive attitude and activity level observed. 

In our sample we have identified 17 different LEGO employees38 being active on Rebrick and other 

platforms. They are also characterized by their engagement not only as LEGO employees but also as regular 

LEGO fans and private persons. Thereby they have different user names or accounts spread on Rebrick, 

Flickr, Brickshelf etc. They are all identified as devotees to LEGO as they have very positive attitudes 

towards LEGO and a high activity level usually on more than one platform.  

AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs 

LEGO fans (AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs) are together with LEGO employees the most dominating stakeholders 

that are engaging in social brand-related discourses on Rebrick and related platforms. Excerpts of selected 

LEGO fans’ texts will be presented and analyzed the same way as the former section.  

RB4 (17 - Flickr): thanks, all. It’s in my head, and some of it's on the build table in pieces. Should be finished in the next few days, if all goes as 

                                                        
36 Profile name/alias: timcourtney 
37 Google search: LEGO Brand Retail 
38 (#)=posts/comments: DAVE_STERLING (4), SMOORESARA (5), SIGNELO (20), PETERESP (14), HATHOROSIRIS (6), BRICKANDBREAK 
(5), GBCONKAL (1), JANBEYER311 (1), JESPERJUST (1), JINNYCHRIS (3), STECL007 (1), timcourtney (1) (Flickr), TIMCOURTNEY29 (1) 
(Rebrick), TORASK (3), SANTATROOPER (1), Kevinhink (1), MOONKEYSNIFFLE (1), Mark John Stafford (1) (Twitter) 
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planned. Profile Flickr: buildings blockd. i'm not an architect, but i wanted to be. i'm not a designer, but i wanted to be. i make do with plastic 
bricks. 
The stakeholder is an AFOL and positions herself as builder with plastic bricks (referring to her passion for 

creating her own LEGO creations). She is very active on Flickr and uploads frequently her own LEGO 

creations. She is member of more than 20 LEGO-related groups on Flickr (eg. AFOL 16+, LEGO MOC 

ideas). From her positive attitude and high activity level she can be characterized as a devotee.  

RB23 (233): Thanks for your comments. 80% of this project was built on live by kids with cancer in a Hospital of Porto. The volunteers help to finish 
the project. All the people are so proud of this project that we´ll continue helping in other projects like this. Profile Rebrick: Américo Verde, 
LEGO Ambassador @ Comunidade 0937 (Portugal), LEGO MCP, EuroLUG member, NXT Curator, Event Organizer - Arte em Peças. 
RB23 (234): This is a beautiful and full of emotion construction done with LEGO parts. I'm very proud of having had the opportunity to be 
part of this project and the chance to be with the children hospitalized in the pediatric wing in Oporto IPO. Profile Rebrick: Hi everybody, I'm 
Hugo Santos and I'm an AFOL member of a portuguese LUG called Comunidade 0937.  
The stakeholders position themselves as AFOLs through a LEGO-project to help kids with cancer in the 

Hospital of Porto. They also position themselves as LEGO Ambassador and AFOL member of a Portuguese 

LUG. From the passion and emotion from the statements backed up with their profile info, they can both be 

characterized as devotees to LEGO.   

 
RB33 (385 - Flickr): All around, this is great, the beast is fantastic, the sense of motion and fear is awesome. I'd revise the wings though. And 
again, since I didn't see it brought up in any of the comments above, I think the fiery border is one of the essential characteristics for making this 
MOC effective overall. Nice work. Profile Flickr: Twenty-three year old freelance writer and LEGO enthusiast. After a decade-long dark ages, 
I'm back, building as much as possible, with a focus on Dropships and rugged, expedition oriented SUVs. 
RB33 (386 - Flickr):  Wow. Thanks for such a thorough critique of the MOC - finally some detailed criticism. :) I agree that the wings are weak. I 
had to find a way to make them fit without hanging over the baseplate since the contest rules required every element stay within the edges of a 32x32 
baseplate. Profile Rebrick:  I'm Imagine - yes that's my real name. I'm a teenager. I build stuff.  
The stakeholders position themselves as an AFOL and TFOL through their discussion of the creation that 

one of them has built. Based from their enthusiasm and activity they can be characterized as devotees 

towards LEGO. The first stakeholder is positioned as a freelance writer and LEGO enthusiast, and has 

experienced the ‘Dark Age’39. The second stakeholder also positions himself as being active on Flickr and 

Mocpages by linking to his personal profiles.  

 
RB6 (41 - YouTube): Incredible job, WELL DONE xxx I showed to this to my friends and I'm about the only girl In my social group who loves 
Lego hahaha. Profile YouTube: age 21, Great Britain. 
The stakeholder comments passionately about a LEGO stop-motion video of Batman: The Dark Knight 

Rises. She positions herself as the only girl fan of LEGO between her friends. Based on her empty profile on 

YouTube and the content, which is not LEGO-related, she can be characterized as a person with a positive 

attitude towards LEGO. She is though not very active thereby we can address her as being a follower. 

 
RB15 (129): Is it usual to be crying madly from nostalgia? Profile Rebrick: LEGO fan since 2006. 
RB15 (143 - YouTube): @PBHmasterGresh Because they got too few new fans over the years. The loyal fans where there right from the 
beginning and stuck to it until the end. But at some point they hardly got any new fans, so they created something wich is more appealing to 
younger kids. Profile YouTube: Stop Motion, MOCs and Reviews. Make sure to subscribe to not miss my upcoming videos!, Age 16, Germany. 
The two excerpts represent the same person under different alias40 on Rebrick and YouTube respectively. 

From his comments on either platform it becomes clear that he was a huge Bionicle fan of LEGO, which 

though does not exist anymore. Besides his huge Bionicle passion he creates LEGO stop-motion videos and 
                                                        
39 That period in a LEGO fan's life when he or she sets aside LEGO in favor of other interests  
40 TAKUA5631 and Takua11on  
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uploads those to YouTube as well as creating own creations (MOC’s) and reviews. He has almost 500 

followers and more than 500,000 page views on YouTube. He can be characterized as a devoted TFOL with 

huge influence within LEGO-related content and discourses. 

RB25 (268 - Flickr): Hey, I had a question about the Hazmat Guy, is the visor a separate piece, or a part of the helmet? Profile Flickr: I am an 11 
year old who creates MOCs and stop motion videos.  
The stakeholder positions himself as a kid fan of LEGO (KFOL) and explains that he creates MOC’s and 

stop-motion videos. He also links to his Facebook. Based on his activities and description of himself he can 

be characterized as a devotee, which is present on several platforms such as Flickr, Facebook and 

presumably YouTube and/or Rebrick where he posts stop-motion videos.  

In total we have identified almost 100 posts from AFOLs, 69 posts from TFOLs and four posts from 

KFOLs41 on Rebrick and other platforms. Mostly they can be characterized as devotees, but on YouTube we 

see more who are characterized as followers. Several fans are active on different platforms and have 

different aliases and accounts spread on Rebrick, Flickr, YouTube and Facebook. 

Parents 

Parents of children that love LEGO are also active. Sometimes they do also like to play with LEGO and 

sometimes we can characterize them as an AFOL. Excerpts of the parents’ texts will be presented and 

analyzed to identify them as stakeholders and members of the brand interest group.  

RB3 (9) : This is great! Just like any parent caught in a moment when they realize they are in the presence of a group that is out of their league. 
Profile Rebrick: My real name - Jessica. Imagine is my teen son who is also a decent builder. I learned all I know about LEGO from him. 
The stakeholder directly positions herself as Imagines mom that is a TFOL active on different LEGO-related 

platforms42. She has learned everything about LEGO through her son, and her activity level on Rebrick 

characterizes her as a devotee towards LEGO. She has a positive attitude and frequently comments and posts 

content.  

RB34 (401 - Blog): I have a 9 year old daughter who totally loves lego. No one has ever had to persuade her to do so by making them pink or part 
of a "home economic" set. She loves the cars, the houses, the Star Wars fliers, the Harry Potter, the Atlantis - all of it. She builds her own worlds 
and creates stories of wonder and war and friendship. I am so freaking TIRED of toy companies thinking they give girls what they want, when 
all they do is create the horrible sterereotypes. Speaking as an anthropologist these "tests" are a joke and an insult to my profession as well! I 
doubt a single serious professional was involved in devising them. 
The stakeholder speaks on behalf of her daughter who loves LEGO. She offends toy companies (referring to 

LEGO’s new Friends product line) and accuses the toy companies for not knowing what girls wants, and 

accuses LEGO to create horrible stereotypes. She even thinks that it is an insult to her own profession. As a 

result of the argumentation it is clear that she is a worrying parent to a KFOL. She offends LEGO’s decision 

to make a new product line towards girls, thereby being an offender in the brand interest group.  

RB2 (6): Between work and family, I don't get much free time, so a lot of my LEGO® enjoyment comes vicariously via ReBrick, Flickr, etc. I 
have a Chumby on my desk that streams information at me all day long, and one of the apps streams Flickr images tagged with "LEGO" so I 
encounter a lot of cool projects passively while I'm working on other stuff! LEGO helps keep the child in me alive. I just turned 34 last month, 
but the presents I received - pretty much all LEGO - looked more like that of a 7 year old!  And I'm passing my passion onto my 3 year-old - 

                                                        
41 KFOL’s are mainly observed on Flickr or Mocpages as you have to have reached the age of majority to make an account on Rebrick 
42 Imagine is identified from (RB33 – 386)  
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playing LEGO together is our favorite daddy-daughter activity!  
On the news of being elected as The Rebrick’er of the Week43 the AFOL comments on his passion for LEGO 

and how his hobby makes him feel like a child. As a 34 AFOL he is now passing his passion onto his 3 year-

old daughter, which now has become the favorite daddy-daughter activity. The stakeholder can be 

characterized as a devotee due to his passion for LEGO. Further he is an active AFOL and father.  

We have encountered more than 25 posts from parents. Most of these parents are also AFOLs, but on a few 

occasions they are solely active on behalf of their kids, which are fans of LEGO. 

Bloggers 

Excerpts of selected bloggers texts will be presented and analyzed to identify them as stakeholders and 

members of the brand interest group.  

RB42 (516 - Blog): This really is awesome! Another example that shows we don’t just have to follow the instructions in a Lego box, but we can 
use our imaginations to create new and wonderful constructions! Welcoming on blog: Welcome to my Legos for Teens and Grownups lens. 
Legos were such a part of my home while my children were growing up that I have a strong affection for them. Now, my grandchildren enjoy 
them, when they can get them away from their dad! 
The stakeholder comments on another’s own creation and positions herself as being part of a ‘we’-group 

referring to LEGO fans. She is an active blogger through ‘Teen Fans of LEGO’ and explains her passion for 

LEGO first as a parent and now as a grandma. Based on the text excerpt she can be characterized as a 

devotee from her activity as a blogger and positive attitude as an AFOL.  

RB34 (389 - Blog): This is gender stereotyping. It is the rigid compartmentalization of interests that any child should be able to freely explore into 
separate categories, and that is bad for children of both sexes. If it were any other kind of stereotyping, would the excuse “well, it sells units” be 
used? 
The stakeholder is a blogger on ‘The Mary Sue’ blog and comments on the new product line LEGO Friends. 

She points out that a dedicated product line towards girls is gender stereotyping and that it is bad for 

children. She actively offends LEGO’s statements in a long blog post discussing the issue. It becomes clear 

that she represents an offender that also has led to discussions between parents in general on the blog.  

On several occasions we have also identified bloggers announcing that they have posted or written about 

unique LEGO-related content on their blog or news-forum (eg. RB27 - 280, RB35 – 425 and 426).  

Others 

The ‘Others’ category contains different LEGO stakeholders that are a small part of the overall identified 

stakeholders. Excerpts of selected ‘Others’ texts will be presented and analyzed to identify them as 

stakeholders and members of the brand interest group. 

 
RB34 (392 - Blog): I think the whole market is disgusting, and it's been like that since I was a kid 10-15 years ago (22, by the way). I remember 
being jealous of my not-quite-brother-in-law-sort-of because he had all the big LEGO sets, and I had some of the smaller ones. I remember 
wanting all the Bionicle figures, I remember everything like that. It's about selling low quality wide market products at a high price and high 
replacement rate. It's not about teaching kids, it's not about letting them be creative and so on, it's about... making a quick buck. 

                                                        
43  The ReBrick’er of the Week is a ReBrick user who goes above and beyond: bookmarking, inspiring creations, commenting on others’ bookmarks, 
and overall being a model user. These users will be hand-selected by the ReBrick team based on their activity and the quality of their community 
participation. 
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The stakeholder is being critical towards the toy category per se and gives examples from her own childhood 

where Bionicle figures (LEGO) were on her wish list. She accuses the market for being low quality with a 

high price, and states that the toys are not about teaching kids to be creative but rather to make a quick buck. 

From the text it is clear that Kath used to be a kid fan of LEGO, but the way it has turned out she is now 

strongly an offender and/or critical.   

RB22 (223): Very big. 95,000 pieces, 2.5m long, 2m high, 300 or 400 pounds! Mocpages profile:  Hi there, my name is Sean. I'm a LEGO 
Certified Professional, which means I that I have my dream job: I get to build things with LEGO bricks all day long! I've created LEGO 
models for galleries, museums, television, magazines, celebrities, corporations, and a few very famous toy stores. 
The stakeholder comments on his own bookmark of the picture of a huge polar bear and states how many 

bricks that he used to build it. On his Mocpages profile he positions himself as a LEGO Certified 

Professional. All day he creates LEGO models for galleries, museums, toy stores etc. Sean can be 

characterized as a devotee and shows a great level of activity on Rebrick, Mocpages and on his own website 

dedicated to art with LEGO bricks.   

RB6 (49 - YouTube): Because everyone wants to see a trailer in Legos... What a super idea... Wait, don't you have anything better to do? The 
things people do with their time, these days... 
The stakeholder criticizes everyone who wants to see a trailer made with Legos. He accuses people not to 

have anything better to do. The person is an example of a neutral or random stakeholder who happens to 

comment on a LEGO-related video. His YouTube profile does not consist of any LEGO-related content. 

Indirectly he insults the LEGO product as the whole video is made out of LEGO bricks. The person can be 

characterized as a random stakeholder being critical towards other people with affection to LEGO videos. 

Many of these types of stakeholders are present on LEGO-related videos on YouTube. Further, neutrals that 

lack evaluation or emotional commitment are also observed (eg. RB19 – 186 YouTube, RB28 – 299 Vimeo). 

RB15 (148 - YouTube): I wasn't there from the beginning, I was there since 2002, and I didn't give up on BIONICLE, I still haven't. YouTube 
profile: I make brickfilms (stop-motion videos with LEGO or any other plastic building toy. 
The comment is based on a Bionicle concept video showing the history from 2001-2008 on YouTube. He 

positions himself as a Bionicle fan even though he wasn’t there from the beginning. He has not yet given up 

on Bionicle event though the story and products have been closed down by LEGO. On his YouTube profile 

he positions himself as a Brickfilm-animator (stop-motion videos) with LEGO. He has uploaded +20 videos 

with LEGO-related content making him a devotee. Several other LEGO stop-motion animators have been 

identified on YouTube (e.g. RB6 – 29 and 46, YouTube). 

Sum up 
It has been shown how different stakeholders of LEGO can be identified on Rebrick. As Rebrick is a hub for 

bookmarks of LEGO-related content, the analysis also focused on brand-related discourses and stakeholders 

on other platforms from where the content on Rebrick originates. It has been observed that more 

stakeholders and a more diverse representation of the brand interest group exist on other platforms such as 

LEGO Cuusoo, Flickr, Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and blogs. Rebrick is positioned towards adult fans of 
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LEGO. Therefore, the main stakeholder groups identified on Rebrick are LEGO employees, AFOLs and 

TFOLs.  

It is also observed that many of the AFOLs and TFOLs are present on other platforms and position 

themselves in other roles such as a parent, member of a LUG, blogger etc. Other stakeholders such as LEGO 

stop-motion animators, LEGO Certified Professional, bloggers and neutrals can mainly be identified on other 

platforms outside Rebrick. As Rebrick is an adult fan community it is no surprise that most of the identified 

stakeholders can be characterized as devotees or followers towards LEGO depending on their activity level. 

A few criticals and offenders have though been identified in other contexts and platforms mainly on 

YouTube, blogs and news-forums.  

4.3.2.2 The Process 
To address how stakeholders interact in brand-related discourse on Rebrick and related platforms the 

analysis will focus on content posted (text, pictures and videos) by different stakeholders and the comments 

or discussions between the stakeholders when engaging in brand-related discourse. Through the analysis of 

different speech varieties, speech acts and potential crisis points it is the goal to identify specific interactions 

between selected stakeholder groups that indicate practices adopted by a variety of stakeholders. We will 

focus on the stakeholders initiating a conversation as well as the stakeholders responding to and participating 

in the brand-related discourse.       

As observed earlier, Rebrick consists mainly of LEGO employees, AFOLs and TFOLs. To find a broader 

spectrum of stakeholders that engage in LEGO brand-related discourse, selected comments and discussions 

from other platforms such as Flickr, YouTube, Mocpages and LEGO Cuusoo will be presented. Sometimes 

the analysis of posts and comments varies between Rebrick and other platforms as these functions as the 

bookmark source posted on Rebrick. Often a critical mass of stakeholder interaction exists on these other 

platforms, thereby it becomes interesting to focus on brand-related discourses on both Rebrick and the 

platforms from where the content originates. 13 excerpts are outlined representing interesting examples of 

interaction between different stakeholders from the data collection.  

Excerpt A: LEGO employee, AFOL (RB12) 
Post: LEGO employee (PETERESP) initiates conversation with the news of the launch of Rebrick through Brickipedia44 
Yes- our beta users are AWESOME! (PRAISING) 
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: welcoming, tone of voice: enthusiastic, 87) 
 
How do you delete or remove 'Bookmark' which we do not want to show anymore on the 'ReBrick' network? (ASKING) How do we send messages 
to other ReBrick Users? (ASKING) How and where do we send Feedbacks? (ASKING) 
(THEEDGAMMA, AFOL, neutral, type of text: questions, tone of voice: direct, 88-89) 
 
Well, I guess You have cleared the BookMark. Thanks! (THANKING) Look's like You are an LEGO Official (IDENTIFIES), that's cool. 
(ACKNOWLEDING) So we can recognize the LEGO Workers by this Image on the side of the Avatar? (ASKING) I have a question: how can we 
search or find a LEGO Representative within the ReBrick web? (ASKING) I guess it's my turn to clear a little my Avatar... (IDENTIFICATION). 
Here's another Feedback/Comment: What's with the View Counter and the 'Most Viewed' classification? (ASKING) I can take like the WORST 

                                                        
44 Brickipedia is a LEGO community site that everyone can contribute to 
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Bookmark and 'refresh it' 10000 times and it will beat and trash all the Colliders; Race Cars; and Castles...  (CRITICIZING) Can we somehow avoid 
or cancel this 'View Counter' (ASKING) 
(THEEDGAMMA, AFOL, neutral, type of text: questions, feedback, tone of voice: direct, critical, 90, 92) 
 
Hi, ReBrick LEGO (ADDRESSING), here is another Feedback/Question: when someone 'Follows' us and we do not like this, how we can take it 
out from our '"Follow" Friend List'? (ASKING) I cannot find any option? (STATEMENT) 
(THEEDGAMMA, AFOL, neutral, type of text: questions, feedback, tone of voice: friendly, direct, 93) 
 
Hello, I've sent you an email  (ACTION) with answers to all your questions (RESPONDING) :)  
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: assisting, tone of voice: friendly, 94) 
 
Thanks for the e-mail (THANKING). I will give it a Proper look, and will answer soon (by e-mail) (RESPONDING) 
(THEEDGAMMA, AFOL, neutral, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly 95) 
 
Dear SIGNELO (ADRESSING), I have answered to you by e-mail, about a week ago (INFORMATION). Can you check (REMINDING), and give 
back some more Information on the mentioned LEGO Topics and LEGO Projects? (ASKING) 
(THEEDGAMMA, AFOL, neutral, type of text: reminder, tone of voice: friendly, direct, 96) 
From the discourse between the LEGO employee and AFOL it becomes clear that the AFOL is a beta user 

testing the new Rebrick site. In a very direct manner the AFOL ask questions and provides feedback and 

raises issues. The LEGO employee answers politely and responds through E-mail turning the discourse into a 

private conversation. The AFOL does though remind the employee to answer his E-mail in public. The 

AFOL is providing a service to help and assist LEGO in the development of the functionality of Rebrick.   

Excerpt B: LEGO employee, AFOL, TFOL, Other (RB20) 
Post: LEGO employee (PETERESP) initiates conversation with the post of a video of a LEGO 3D Milling machine 
 
That is incredibly cool. (PRAISING) 
(HATHOSIRIS, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: enthusiastic/positive, 533) 
 
Now that is just amazing! (PRAISING) 
(TOMSTUEVE, LEGO teacher, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: enthusiastic/positive, 534) 
 
Sorry (APOLOGIZING), actually it's a milling machine and not a 3D printer, because it works removing material and not adding it (EXPLAINING). 
It's really fantastic (PRAISING) -- I had the opportunity to see it in real life, at the LUG Brasil Expo 2011 in Sao Paulo :) (STORYTELLING) 
(LEGOTECHNIC_, AFOL, devotee, type of text: explaining, brand story, tone of voice: passionate, 535) 
 
Discourse continues on YouTube:  
Put that on lego cuuso.com (PROMPTING) So we can get the chance to buy it as a kit! (STATING) 
(cizardev, random LEGO fan, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: direct/hopeful, 537) 
 
PLEASE PLEASE I REALLY WANT INSTRUCTIONS  :-) (DEMANDING) 
(polgor67, random LEGO fan, follower, type of text: requirement , tone of voice: friendly, 547) 
 
The 15 dislikes are from people that still use Duplo (RIDICULE) 
(grandmasterj5, random LEGO fan, follower, type of text: joke , tone of voice: neutral/funny, 548) 
 
Psh... (ATTENTION) this isn't that difficult. They give you STEP-BY-STEP instructions when you buy the box of legos (EXPLAINING). 
Anyone 8+ can do it! (STATING, INSULTING) 
(Kamikaze Gorilla, other, neutral, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: arrogant/sarcastic, 539) 
 
Than you (ADDRESSING) try it i give you one week (CHALLENGING) 
(intermodalman123, TFOL, follower, type of text: respons, tone of voice: direct, 541) 
 
Mad because you don't understand sarcasm? (ASKING) Run along and play with your trainsets, you little f…... (INSULTING) 
(Kamikaze Gorilla, other, neutral, type of text: question, opinion, tone of voice: arrogant/cruel, 542) 
 
1. Don't insult Adam (InterModalman123) (DEFENDING) ever again or I'll slap the dumba.. out of you (THREADENING)… 2. Why in the f… are 
you if not just to insult this kid making the video and then start something with someone getting angry at you for being rude…  (WONDERING) 3. 
SHUT THE F… UP! (CURSING) 
(PowerGameplay1, other, neutral, type of text: defending, tone of voice: threadening, attacking, 545) 
The discourse from this post by the LEGO employee is spread on Rebrick and YouTube. On Rebrick the act 

of praising the video and telling brand stories are observed. On YouTube a more diversed set of stakeholders 

are in play, and contains discourses that urge the creator to put it on LEGO Cuusoo, so the creation can get a 
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chance to be mass-produced. Further, a request for instructions as well as staking variance within the LEGO 

community as joking about Duplo fans, have been identified. It is also observed how a TFOL 

misunderstands the sarcasm of a comment from an ‘other’ stakeholder and tries to defend the creation of 

LEGO models. They end up insulting each other and the TFOL receives support from a ‘friend’.45 

Excerpt C: LEGO employee, Other (RB5) 
Post: LEGO employee (SIGNELO) initiates interaction with the post of a news story of a LEGO teacher receiving an award  
 
Discourse from article on news-forum: 
Futuristic LEGO lessons (OUTLOOK): ''The MacKillop Catholic College maths and science teacher Chris Bracken (ADDRESSING) received the 
Australia and New Zealand Lego Teachers’ Award (INFORMATION) for his classroom efforts with Lego robotics.'' (ACKNOWLEDGING) 
(journalist, other, neutral, type of text: article, news, tone of voice: neutral/positive , 25) 
 
“The big brief is first of all getting kids involved but then getting other teachers involved. (EXPLAINING) We’re now up to six teachers in the 
school that teach robotics directly, either in IT/science or extra-curricular.” (INFORMATION) “There are a variety of reasons why I enjoy it 
(STATING). One is that it virtually never fails to engage kids; kids feel like it’s a real treat to do it and they don’t realise they’re learning a lot of 
the time,” (EXPLAINING) “The other thing I love about it is that it’s a real glimpse into the future for the kids.” (STATING) 
(Chris Bracken, LEGO teacher, follower, type of text: opinion, respons, tone of voice: passionate/positive, 26-27) 
The discourse from the LEGO employee shows how a LEGO teacher using robotics is being celebrated for 

his efforts. The article has been bookmarked on Rebrick by the LEGO employee to recognize extraordinary 

persons that uses LEGO. It is the act of recognizing variance within the LEGO community membership by 

celebrating and sharing the LEGO teacher’s brand story. This practice is also identified in RB1 and RB2.  

Excerpt D: LEGO employee, LEGO Brand Retail, Blogger, TFOL (RB27) 
Post: LEGO employee (SIGNELO) initiates interactions with the post of announcing the first Rebrick Building Challenge for Rebrick users 
 
Great contest. (PRAISING) I wish I could have a shot at those prizes... (REGRETTING) Best of luck with it and the same goes to all those 
participating. (WISHING) I'll keep that "like-button-finger" ready for voting time. (EXPLAINING) 
(SANTATROOPER, LEGO community coordinator, devotee, type of text: celebrating, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 276) 
 
Thank you (THANKING) for the comment, SantaTrooper (ADDRESSING):) We're… ups, I hit save too fast (EXPLAINING) :) We're super 
excited (EXCITEMENT) to hear what the AFOL community (ADDRESSING) think about this competition :) (WONDERING) 
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 277-78) 
 
I'll put a link to this on EB... (STATING) 
(SINNER, Blogger, follower, type of text: respons, tone of voice: neutral, 279) 
Nice theme for a competition, and some awesome prizes!!  (CELEBRATING) As Sinner wrote, (ADDRESSING) it´s posted on Eurobricks! 
(ADDRESSING) Good luck everyone :-)! (WISHING) 
(SCOPMIKE66, Blogger, follower, type of text: respons, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 280) 
 
Thank you (THANKING) for posting on Eurobricks guys :) (ADDRESSING) We saw a spike in traffic after you posted :) (EXPLAINING) 
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 282) 
 
Does being part of LBR (ADDRESSING) disqualify me in the contest? (ASKING) Was hoping to send in an entry! (REGRETFUL) Really 
awesome contest! (PRAISING) Have an awesome idea (STATING) 
(MOONKEYSNIFFLE, LEGO Brand Retail, follower, type of text: question, celebrating, tone of voice: direct, positive, 287) 
 
Moonkeysniffle. (ADDRESSING) If by LBR you mean LEGO Brand Retail (CLARIFYING), then you cannot participate in the competition. 
(EXPLAINING) But I would love to see you bookmark your creations here on ReBrick :)))) (INVITATION) 
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 288) 
 
Awww man, I'm bummed that you have to be 16 years old. (REGRETFUL) Course I'm not sure if I'd even get around to building a octopus :P 
(EXPLAINING) 
(HENRY12580, TFOL, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: sad, regretful, 284) 
The responses on the announcement of the Rebrick Building Challenge are three-folded. Other LEGO 

employees and a TFOL under 16 years of age are being regretful as they are not able to participate – they are 

                                                        
45 Personal hetz and confrontations between Others and AFOLs, TFOLs have also been identified on YouTube in RB20, RB29 and RB31 
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though wishing everyone good luck with the competition. The LEGO employee infers that the Rebrick team 

is excited to see what the AFOL community thinks of the competition. Further, two bloggers state that they 

have posted the announcement of Eurobricks46 to spread the word. The LEGO employee shows empathy 

towards the fans that cannot participate and urge them to post creations on Rebrick.  

Excerpt E: LEGO employee, Parent, Other (LEGO stop-motion animator) (RB28) 
Post: LEGO employee (BRICKANDBREAK) initiates interactions with the post of a LEGO ’Inception’ stop-motion video produced by Visual Effects 
and Concept Design students  
 
This is great! (PRAISING) Love the snowman. :) (AFFECTION) 
(IMAGINESMOM, Parent/AFOL, devotee, type of text: celebrating, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 290) 
 
This is exceptional (PRAISING) - have these guys (ADDRESSING) done anything else? (ASKING) 
(PETERESP, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: celebrating, question, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 291) 
 
Discourse continues on Vimeo: 
Superb Job! (PRAISING) Take a look at a little project we've been working on made entirely from LEGO using stop-motion animation 
(SUGGESTING) - vimeo.com/44194224. You (ADDRESSING) can't beat a bit of LEGO can you? (ASKING) 
(John Flanagan, LEGO stop-motion animator, follower, type of text: sharing, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 305) 
 
Hi John. (ADDRESSING) Very nice... great, tight set (and we love a romantic ending!) (PRAISING).... Here's another great one for you… 
(SHARING) youtube.com/watch?v=Ua5qh40x4KA&list=PL6CE54910432EFBFC&index=9&feature=plcp 
 (VFX, Other, neutral, type of text: respons, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 306) 
 
Thanks for the comments (THANKING) Huw. This is part of a series of videos (EXPLAINING) so keep an eye out for upcoming episodes! 
(SUGGESTING) Loving your video as well, very cool indeed! (AFFECTION) 
(John Flanagan, LEGO stop-motion animator, follower, type of text: respons, opinion, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 307) 
A post by a LEGO employee of a LEGO stop-motion video initiates positive reactions from stakeholders at 

Rebrick and creates curiosity among another LEGO employee to find out if the producers of the video have 

done anything else. On Vimeo the discourse continues between a LEGO stop-motion animator and an ‘other’ 

stakeholder (a concept design degree programme) who shares excitement and other inspirational work with 

each other. The stakeholders show acts of evangelizing as they wish to impress each other by sharing unique 

content. 

Excerpt F: LEGO employee, Blogger (RB43) 
A KOCKAGYÁR(I OLVASÓK) ERRE HAJT(ANAK) - 2012. - KOCKAGYÁR! | LEGO BLOG | HÍREK | AKCIÓK |: I'm not strong in the 
Hungarian language, (EXPLAINING) but fact is: This is cool! (JUSTIFYING) It's some kind of Maya Temple (EXPLAINING) and according to 
the wikipedia article connected to the blog post, (REFERRING) there's something about a Mayan calendar too... It a great MOC. (PRAISING) 
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: post, sharing, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 519) 
 
The blogpost was about the blogger's this year's LEGO-plans. (CLARIFYING) We (IDENTIFICATION) illustrated the post with this pic, 
because according to mayas, the end of the world is coming in December, so any plans for this year is money for nothing. (EXPLAINING) The 
MOC was created by Rocko™, (ADDRESSING) and it's a great work indeed. (PRAISING) 
(TUTU1976, Blogger, follower, type of text: respons, tone of voice: neutral, positive, 521) 
The LEGO employee posts a link to a great MOC (my own creation), which is featured, in a Hungarian blog. 

The writer of the blog post responds the LEGO employee and clarifies the blog post, which was about 

another bloggers LEGO-plans for the coming year. It is addressed that Rocko created the MOC featured in 

the blog post. Thereby celebrating another AFOL’s great work. 

Excerpt G: LEGO employee, Other (RB50) 
Really nice (PRAISING) LEGO version of the Land-Rover Defender. The Unimog tires are perfect for this MOC. (EXPLAINING) See a lot of 

                                                        
46 Eurobricks is a online LEGO community forum uniting LEGO friends around the world 
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details on the blog. (SUGGESTING). Gizmodo (ADDRESSING) just joined our excitement: (EXPLAINING) 
http://gizmodo.com/5911665/insanely-detailed-lego-land-rover-even-includes-working-disc-brakes/gallery/1 
(BRICKANDBREAK, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: sharing, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 560-61) 
 
Discourse continues on Blog: 
Is there a chance (HOPING) to post a simple instructions (REQUESTING) for this gearbox? (ASKING) I know you did (ADDRESSING) 
instructions for Mini's gearbox, but this one looks much better!  (PRAISING) Thanks! (THANKING) 
(Anonymous, other, neutral, type of text: question, tone of voice: direct, positive, 562) 
 
Put it out on Cuusoo, NOW! (DEMANDING) 
(Anonymous, other, neutral, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: aggressive, direct, 563) 
 
Very nice! (PRAISING) you (ADRESSING) should go work for Lego (SUGGESTING)...they'll sell a lot more Lego sets with your amazing 
creations =) (STATING) 
(khoo10cents, other, neutral, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 564) 
 
Ditto (AGREEING) - just voted for this on Cuusoo. (EXPLAINING) Absolutely awesome... I cannot believe the detail/accuracy/scale, and the 
engineering is incredible. (PRAISING)  I'd part with a few hundred notes for this model! Please list parts/instructions!! (DEMANDING) 
(Anonymous, random LEGO fan/other, neutral, type of text: opinion, request, tone of voice: enthusiastic, passionate, direct, 567) 
LEGO employee starts to praise a MOC of a Land-Rover Defender and points out that another news-site 

(Gizmodo) has made a story of the great MOC. On the blog the discourse continues between stakeholders 

(Other and random LEGO fans) that request the creator of the MOC to put it on LEGO Cuusoo and to 

provide list of parts and instructions. They even suggest that the person should be working for LEGO. Then 

LEGO would sell even more. The stakeholder praises the work and justifies their commitment to this project 

by supporting it on Cuusoo. Further, similar activity and practices of requesting either instructions or Cuusoo 

suggestions have been observed in RB4, RB11, RB13 and RB24. 

Excerpt H: AFOL, TFOL, Parent, LEGO employee, Other (RB3) 
Post: AFOL (STARCRAFT 250) initiates interactions with the post of a video of Barack Obama talking about kids making LEGO robotics that the 
President witnessed in a class  
 
This is great! (PRAISING) Just like any parent (ADDRESSING) caught in a moment when they realize they are in the presence of a group that is 
out of their league. (STORYTELLING) 
(IMAGINESMOM, Parent/AFOL, devotee, type of text: opinion, story, tone of voice: enthusiastic, emotionel, 9) 
 
Discourse continues on YouTube: 
So he can build things with legos? (STATING) Well I wonder why he can't build a better economy? (CRITICIZING)   
(GoldenFlame1100, TFOL, devotee, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: negative, 11) 
 
@GoldenFlame1100. Dude, I agree with you. 
(Trickster1of4's, other, neutral, type of text: respons, tone of voice: neutral, 12) 
 
OMG obama had legos! (STATING) Thats so wierd! (WONDERING) 
(it4040, Other (stop-motion animator), neutral, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: surprised, 13) 
 
It's _LEGO_, plural. No 'S'. (CORRECTING) Drives me batshit insane sometime. (EXPLAINING) 
(Arkanj3l, Other, neutral, type of text: respons, tone of voice: aggressive, negative, 14) 
On Rebrick the post of the AFOL leads to a very positive reaction from a parent/AFOL linking own 

experience to the content of Obama’s speech. The discourse continues on YouTube and turns into criticism 

of Obama and his lack of building a better economy, which receives support from an ‘other’ stakeholder. 

The discourse on YouTube is also characterized by the practice of personal correction as a person explains 

that LEGO is plural and without ’S’.  

Excerpt I: AFOL, TFOL, Parent, Blogger, Other (RB4)  
Post: AFOL (Deborah Higdon) initiates interactions with the post of the picture of one of her own creations that she has uploaded to Flickr  
 
Discourse on Flickr: 
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I'm looking forward to seeing it! (ANTICIPATION) Your first two book ends inspired me to create a pair of my own themed in fire and water. 
(EXPLANATION) I think this is a brilliant idea! (PRAISING) 
(Wardlws, Parent/AFOL, devotee, type of text: opinion, comment tone of voice: friendly, positive, 19) 
 
Really nice! (RECOGNIZING) Truly wonderful building techniques and part usage here. :) (PRAISING) 
(Kevinhink, LEGO Brand Retail, devotee, type of text: opinion, comment tone of voice: passionate, friendly, positive, 20) 
 
Oh wow - this is beyond clever! (PRAISING) 
(Ochre Jelly, Blogger, devotee, type of text: opinion, comment tone of voice: passionate, positive, 21) 
 
I would love to buy instructions for that.. or a set to have as a decorator piece in my home.. (PRAISING) Please feel free to contact me if you want 
to sell instructions or something. (SUGGESTING) 
(PakManCT, AFOL, follower, type of text: request, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 22) 
 
Congrats deb (ADDRESSING) on appearing on brothers brick! (CONGRATULATING) 
(Brick River, AFOL, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 23) 
On Rebrick the AFOL links to her own creation on Flickr, where she has uploaded a picture. It leads to 

strong positive reactions from different stakeholders (parent, blogger, AFOL). The parent addresses that the 

creation has inspired the person to create own themed series. A LEGO Retail employee recognizes the 

technique and part usage for the creation. Further, there is a request for buying instructions as well as a 

congratulation on appearing on Brothers Brick, which has featured the creation of Deborah. The practice of 

documenting brand relationships through pictures of own creations has been observed in several posts on 

Flickr (RB13, RB18, RB21, RB25 and RB33) and Mocpages (RB11 and RB24). They are all identified 

trough the bookmarks on Rebrick.  

Excerpt J: AFOL, LEGO employee, TFOL, Other (RB31)  
LEGO MAN IN SPACE: Two Canadian 17-year-olds sent a LEGO minifig into space with a balloon and recorded the feat. After 106 minutes and 
at an altitude of 24km the balloon gave up and the fig parachuted down. They recovered it 122km from the launch site. (STORYTELLING) 
http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/334403-legomannetje-maakt-uitstapje-naar-de-ruimte.html 
(LINMIX, AFOL, devotee, type of text: brand story, tone of voice: neutral, 338) 
 
It's Bob from Lego Universe!!  (RECOGNIZING) Guess he's looking for a new universe now.... (WONDERING) 
(IMAGINATION8, TFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: enthusiastiv, 339) 
 
Thanks for sharing (THANKING), Linmix :-) (ADDRESSING) 
(SIGNELO, LEGO employee, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly, 340) 
 
Discourse continues on YouTube: 
My space lego video is 100 times better!!! (STATING) 
(vinciverse, Other, neutral, type of text: opinion, comment, tone of voice: direct, 356) 
 
Sorry guys..... (APOLOGIZING) Fake. (STATING) There is no sound in space, no air in space (EXPLAINING) so how can it make all that 
noise??!? (ASKING) Im only 14 and am learning about space now!!! (JUSTIFYING) I dont know for sure but it seema fake and even though it 
was on the news, a lot of hoaxes or scams have been on there so there is no proof....... (ACCUSING) 
(multi21st, Other, neutral, type of text: opinion, comment, tone of voice: direct, negative, 345) 
 
What they got to was not space. Our atmosphere goes much higher until it reaches the vacuum of space. (CLARIFYING) 
(MrWuddles1, Other, neutral, type of text: respons, tone of voice: direct, neutral, 346) 
 
The balloon carrying the Lego minifig went into the stratosphere, not in space. (CLARIFYING) The title "Lego Man in Space" was used because it 
was catchy. (JUSTIFYING) If you dissagree please say respectfull things. (URGING) 
(NASAgeek321, Other, neutral, type of text: opinion, respons, tone of voice: direct, negative, 347) 
 
That wasn't an answer, that was just a petty insult.  You really aren't 27 years old. (ACCUSING) You're just another dumb little c… on the 
internet. (INSULTING) And judging from your liked videos, we could never be friends, in this reality or any other. (EXPLAINING) 
(MrZeroCide, Other, neutral, type of text: opinion, respons, tone of voice: negative, attacking, 348) 
 
I don't feel the need to answer a question that is presumptuous, and insulting. (JUSTIFYING) especially a question that Insults without warrant or 
cause, and with no reason given for the offense. (EXPLAINING) Therefore, I respond by saying that You Sir, are a f…… dou… bag piece of rancid 
s…, who's w… mother should have done the world a favor and aborted you worthless a... (INSULTING) P.S. "Friends" Are you f…… kidding?!? 
(ASKING) You must be f….. in the head, how did the subject of potential friendship come into this (WONDERING) 
(yepeshovo, Other, neutral, type of text: opinion, respons, tone of voice: negative, attacking, 349) 
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From the bookmark on Rebrick posted by an AFOL, a TFOL responds by having recognized a friend, Bob, 

from the LEGO Universe (now closed). Further, the LEGO employee thanks the AFOL personally for 

posting the inspirational video. As the discourse moves on to YouTube some crisis points arises. First, one 

positions himself as having done a better video of a LEGO-minifig flying into ’space’. Further, a discussion 

of the realism of the video starts, which leads to disrespectful comments and personal insulting etc. They do 

also discuss virtual ’friendship’. It is observed that a warm and friendly tone on Rebrick is replaced by 

offending comments between ’other’ stakeholders on YouTube that comments on LEGO-related content.   

Excerpt K: AFOL, Blogger, Other (RB35) 
Post: AFOL (SAKURETUNE) initiates interactions with the post of the picture of one of his own creations which is featured on LEGO Cuusoo47  
 
My BTTF48 Project got 3,000 supporters! (STATING).  Michael J. Fox is my hero, (STATING) and as such I'd like to donate part of the proceeds 
I earn from this project to the Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research. (EXPLAINING) I love their organization and support their 
cause! (JUSTIFYING) 
(SAKURETUNE, AFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 413-14) 
 
Discourse continues on LEGO Cuusoo: 
Hey, I'm a huge BTTF fanboy. (IDENTIFICATION) It's not even funny how much I love the movie. And my little brother got me into legos. 
(EXPLAINING) I love this idea and I just made this account for sole purpose of supporting it. (JUSTIFYING) I was wondering how I can help 
you with getting this idea submitted to Lego. (WONDERING) I woulf absolutely go crazy if they made this an actual product. (STATING) I run a 
Facebook page with 16k people and was wondering if there was any way that could help you. (SUGGESTING) Thanks in advanced c: 
(THANKING) 
(MordeMcfly, random LEGO fan, follower, type of text: story, comment, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 416) 
 
Hi mordemcfly. (ADDRESSING) This project reached already 10K, (EXPLAINING) but you can support my other projects, UCS one, Hill Valley 
Courthouse and Biff's Ford as well. (SUGGESTING) Check them out below link, http://lego.cuusoo.com/profile/TEAMBTTF Thanks, Masashi, 
Founder of TEAM BTTF (THANKING) 
(m.togami, AFOL, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly, positive, 418) 
 

I watched the back to the future last night for the first time. (EXPLAINING) omg it was amazing. (STATING) hope this passes the review 
(SUPPORTING) 
(elfdemon101, random LEGO fan, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 419) 
 

Im so happy to hear! (STATING) One of my mission is to show the BTTF trilogy to another generation. (JUSTIFYING) Thank you! 
(THANKING) Check this out. (SUGGESTING) This is my mission. (STATING) http://www.facebook.com/#!/teambttf/notes. (INFORMING) 
Masashi, Founder of TEAM BTTF (IDENTIFICATION) 
(m.togami, AFOL, devotee, type of text: respons, tone of voice: friendly, enthusiastic, positive, 420) 
 
There are a so many other obsessed fans like me out there, (EXPLAINING) this product would fly off the shelves, (STATING) I love it and would 
buy 2 (STATING) so I can keep one for display and one to play with. (EXPLAINING) I can't wait to buy it, because this is an obviously, awsome 
idea! (CELEBRATING) m.togami your a genius. (ADDRESSING) Keep up the good work xxxxxxxx (SUPPORTING) 
(Bangles3, random LEGO fan, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: friendly, enthusiastic, positive, 423) 
 
Congrats! (CONGRATULATING) Blogged on Brickend: http://brickend.blogspot.com/2012/04/lego-cuusoo-bttf-delorean-time-macine.html 
(INFORMING) 
(AidanFlynn, blogger, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: friendly, enthusiastic, positive, 425) 
 
Blogged and Supported at Patrick's Lego Blog: http://patrickslegoblog.weebly.com/blogs-click-on-blogs-for-may-2012-onwards.html 
(INFORMING) 
(Paddy, TFOL, devotee, type of text: comment, tone of voice: direct, 426) 
 
Slow and steady wins the race. (STATING) You came out (ADDRESSING) in front early on with the DeLorean model and you have done it thanks 
to hard work and persistence. (JUSTIFYING) The awesome LEGO model didn't hurt, either. (EXPLAINING) Congratulations! 
(CONGRATULATING) As we're approaching the 30th anniversary of Back to the Future, this project could not have come at a better time. 
(EXPLAINING) Congratulations on achieving 10,000 supporters. (CONGRATULATING) We now officially advance this project to the Review 
phase. (EXPLAINING) 
(LEGO Cuusoo team, LEGO, type of text: comment, tone of voice: passionate, positive, 435) 

                                                        
47 LEGO Cuusoo is a LEGO created crowdsourcing site where LEGO has urged fans to upload own creations. Own creation that can get 10,000 
supporters will be revised by the LEGO corporation for possible mass production 
48 Back to the future 
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The AFOL (413) posts a picture of own creation on Rebrick, which is featured as a product to support on 

LEGO Cuusoo. He justifies why people should support his project on Rebrick. The AFOL explains his 

intention to support the Michael J. Fox foundation if he gets support for the project and if his idea will be 

produced in the end. The discourses on LEGO Cuusoo are characterized by great support and enthusiasm 

from other LEGO fans that also justifies their support by the stories of their affection for the trilogy Back to 

the Future. M.togami explains his mission and thanks supporters and urge them to also support some of his 

other projects. Bloggers also inform that they have written about the project on Brickend and Patrick’s 

LEGO blog. The LEGO Cuusoo team makes an official comment by congratulating him for the support and 

explains the further process. The great support, sharing of brand stories and discussions on LEGO Cuusoo is 

also observed in RB40. 

Excerpt L: Parents, AFOL, Other (RB34) 
LEGOS FOR GIRLS: A REPRISE | THE MARY SUE: One of the more interesting and fair examinations of the Friends line (EXPLAINING) 
(IMAGINESMOM, Parent/AFOL, devotee, type of text: post, informational, tone of voice: curios, positive, 387) 
 
Discourse continues on blog (The Mary Sue): 
You rock. (ADDRESSING) I was getting annoyed that people seemed to be missing the point. (STATING) The girl figs don't work with regular 
legos. (CLARIFYING) That is not just a marketing thing, but an implicit statement that these figures do not belong with the standard sets. 
(EXPLAINING)  It's funny cause I was frustrated, and just about to make a post about this (INFORMING), when I came across your lovely post. 
(ADDRESSING) YEA! ETA- more Lego girl/boy stuff at http://www.brickset.com/news/a... (INFORMING) 
(Elizabeth O, parent, critical, type of text: criticism, comment, tone of voice: frustration, negative/positive, passionate, 399) 
 
Ok, I can see your point. (UNDERSTANDING)  I'll still probably buy them (STATING) (we can't afford Mindstorms and I'd like to have some 
kind of lego that my daughter actually wants to play with), (JUSTIFYING) but I see your point 
(Keith Engwall, parent, consumer, neutral, type of text: response, comment, tone of voice: neutral, direct, 400) 
 
I have a 9 year old daughter who totally loves lego….  (INFORMATION) She builds her own worlds and creates stories of wonder and war and 
friendship. (EXPLAINING) I am so freaking TIRED (ATTACKING) of toy companies (ADDRESSING) thinking they give girls what they want, 
when all they do is create the horrible sterereotypes. (ACCUSING) Speaking as an anthropologist (IDENTIFICATION) these "tests" are a joke and 
an insult to my profession as well! (STATING) 
(archasa, parent, offender, type of text: response, comment , tone of voice: direct, negative, 401) 
 
It's saddened me for years that it's so hard & expensive to acquire female minifigs for my Lego-loving daughter, (STATING) and that toy 
manufacturers (ADDRESSING) think/expect so little of boys that they push sets at them with all or almost all boy characters, rather than a more 
diverse mix for their building and storytelling. (SUGGESTING) Now I'm just sad I can't buy that Lego Friends green plane (with girl pilot) 
pictured above, because my daughter would adore it, and so would my godson and his brothers. (EXPLAINING) 
(Tansy Roberts, parent, consumer, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: sad, 405) 
 
But LEGO shouldn't be about gender, (STATING) it should be about creativity and expression. (EXPLAINING) It's sad that such a great toy 
(PRAISING) has been reduced to articles like this (EXPLAINING), because it shows just how badly they've (ADDRESSING) lost their way. 
(STATING) 
(Kath, former LEGO fan, critical, type of text: response, opinion, tone of voice: direct, strong, 406) 
 
I do understand the argument about some people preferring gender neutral toys (CLARIFYING) and I don't agree with it for my own personal 
choices in shopping for family; (EXPLAINING) I still can't see what's wrong with Lego Friends…. . (STATING) I think people are complaining 
for the sake of trying to topple a business giant. (SUGGESTING) LEGO isn't saying (CLARIFYING) it's doing away with any toys already offered. 
(DEFENDING) I would be completely on board if that were the case (ie, "let's cancel our current bricks to only produce pink and purple ones.") 
There is still a choice. (CLARIFYING) Buy the standard bricks or buy the Friends. (SUGGESTING) Why are people trying to eliminate the 
choice? (ASKING) 
(Elizabeth-Amber, Other, devotee, type of text: response, opinion, tone of voice: direct, strong, 411) 
The post from a parent on Rebrick about an examination of the new LEGO Friends line links to a blog 

commenting on the new product line. The blog post leads to great discussions of gender stereotyping 

between parents of children that loves LEGO and a former LEGO fan. LEGO is criticized for their position 

as a toy company, their new product line and for the lack of missing girl mini-figures. Others suggest that the 

parents themselves are the problem. Another stakeholder (other) defends LEGO as a company stating that 
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everyone has a choice. LEGO is overall being accused for gender stereotyping by critical stakeholders, but 

also seems to find supporters that defends the LEGO brand. 

Excerpt M: TFOL, Other (RB15) 
Post: TFOL (ARKOV) initiates interactions with the post of a video from YouTube showing the story of LEGO’s former Bionicle concept 
 
Soon one day i wanna to make a tv show base on bionicle. (STATING) So lego fan today will know bionicle like us 10 years ago (JUSTIFYING) 
(PROJECT2828, Bionicle fan, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: enthusiastic, positive, 126) 
 
This is my childhood.. I miss it so much. (REGRETTING) 
(NICOMUSIC, Bionicle fan, follower, type of text: comment, tone of voice: nostalgic, 128) 
 
Did anyone else notice that they never finished the bionicle story? (ASKING) It ended witht he piraka being led by this insane bad guy, something 
killing off a ton of the other big bad guys like Tren Krom and Karzahani (CLARIFYING) (sorry if i spelled that wrong, its been a while :P 
(APOLOGIZING)…… i'm not sure but i thought there was some more story to the great beings, especially that one guy on Spherus Magna. 
(SUGGESTING) I'm pretty sure they didn't mean for Bionicle to end (SUGGESTING) on a cliff hanger like Exo-Force, especiallly since it was 
pretty well lined up to continue. (EXPLAINING) 
(ROLLABAR, TFOL/Bionicle fan, devotee, type of text: question, storytelling, tone of voice: neutral, 130) 
 
Discourse continues on YouTube: 
Bionicle will always be the best toy ever created (PRAISING) and i will never forget the Legacy of Bionicle! (STATING) So many Toas, islands, 
adventures ans epic challenges!!! (EXPLAINING) Bionicle is the ultimate toy! (PRAISING) Nothing will ever be better than Bionicle! 
NOTHING!!! (STATING) 
(eurico615, Bionicle fan, follower, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: estatic, positive, 132) 
 
I still hate LEGO for killing Bionicle…  (ATTACKING) I'm pretty sure their company will crash within a few years… (STATING) 
HeroFactory... Blah… And now even Greg Farshtey (ADDRESSING) seems to have lost his interest in Bionicle… (STATING) 
(BionicleLama, Bionicle fan, offender, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: harsh, negative, 135) 
 
@BionicleLama (ADDRESSING) ur not the only one my friend like the creator wanted to continue it but lego didnt want him (STATING) to so 
they wanted him to create a more "kid" friendly idles hence hero factory being born (EXPLAINING) 
(warcommando2, Bionicle fan, neutral, type of text: respons, tone of voice: neutral, 136) 
BIONICLE was just one of those life changing things. (STATING) It was more than just a story made to sell a toyline. (JUSTIFYING) It really 
was unique. Years later, in my mid teens, watching this video has brought me to tears, (INFORMING) and I am happy that I was there to see the 
story unfold. (INFORMING) Unity, Duty, and Destiny. (QUOTING) 
(TheBeninatorj, TFOL/Bionicle fan, devotee, type of text: opinion, tone of voice: passionate, positive, 146) 
 
I always loved Bionicle. (STATING) It inspired me to become an engineer with all the robotic ideas in it. (EXPLAINING) Too bad it ended.. or 
did it? (ASKING) I always like the first series up to about 2005 with the Ignika. I don't know why but I just seemed to like the old Kanohi masks 
and parts better, but I liked the more advanced parts in the newer ones (bending limbs, movable heads, etc.) (EXPLAINING) I just wish that the stars 
could've been more sophisticated and bigger instead of those 9 piece ease builds.... (WISHING) 
(Navohk, Bionicle fan, follower, type of text: story, question, tone of voice: positive, neutral, 151) 
 
Bionicle combined everything I loved when I was a kid. (STATING) Robots, Legos and superheroes. (EXPLAINING) It was an amazing, colorful 
and intriguing story. (PRAISING) Even to this day I revel in its depth and detail. While it may never come back (STATING) I'll always be happy 
to know that I experienced one of the best story/toy lines to ever have existed. (INFORMING) Thank you Lego for the great memories. :) 
(THANKING) And thank (THANKING) you Copenhagen (ADDRESSING) for the great visual reminder (PRAISING) of what once was.  
(xxxBlueIncendiaxxx,, Bionicle fan, follower, type of text: story, tone of voice: positive, nostalgic, 153) 
The discourse shows the nostalgia from former Bionicle fans that discuss the storyline and tells their brand 

stories and memories. A fan makes statements of passing the passion on to new generations, and the question 

of the missing finish of the story is raised. Further, the discourse continues on YouTube between more 

Bionicle fans that praise the series as the best toy-series ever. Strong negative reactions towards LEGO are 

also observed and other Bionicle fans try to clarify why LEGO ended the product line. The discourse is 

mostly positive oriented towards LEGO as more fans also thanks LEGO and explains how Bionicle has been 

a life-changing and inspirational experience.  

Sum up 

In the data collection sample we have identified 17 cases of LEGO employees initiating the interaction on 

Rebrick through posts, thereby representing 1/3 of the 50 posts collected in total. Further, the employees 
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engage in brand-related discourse by commenting on other stakeholders’ posts – mainly from AFOLs, 

TFOLs and parents. The practices that characterizes the employees’ interaction are posts of information 

about the ‘rules’ on Rebrick (governing), initiating building competitions, celebrating the Rebrick’er of the 

week (staking variance in the community), and blogging about the week’s most commented, highest rated 

and most viewed content on Rebrick. Further, the employees often initiate interaction by posting 

inspirational creations of others, stop-motion videos, news or other content for the benefit of the LEGO fans.  

When engaging in direct discourse with other stakeholders the employees often thanks other members for 

their posts and praises the work of others.  

The observed practices of fans AFOLs, TFOLs and to a certain extent parents follows the practice of 

employees in terms of book-marking inspirational content such as pictures, videos etc. The fans also share 

own creations and brand stories and especially links to sites such as Flickr, Mocpages and YouTube. The 

fans comments and provides feedback to other members on Flickr and Mocpages to assist in developing 

building skills. A friendly tone characterizes the interactions when providing constructive feedback. 

Especially on YouTube more critical persons are observed as well as more neutrals are identified. The 

interactions are here characterized on one side as praising, but on the other side as a lot of off-topic 

discussions and personal hetz towards each other. Sometimes TFOLs and AFOLs defend each other in 

brand-related discourse to justify their passion against others.  

Parents also engaging in brand-related discourse on Rebrick tend to talk about their kids, the creativity of 

LEGO and learning aspects. Often they have adopted a passionate feeling towards LEGO through their 

children. They tend to show the same practices as ‘normal’ fans celebrating and commenting on other posts. 

Lastly, bloggers and ‘other’ stakeholders are observed to engage as well by sharing great news, own 

creations and other content. They do so on their own community blogs and LEGO-related news-forums, 

thereby creating a viral effect of LEGO brand-related discourse. 

4.3.2.3 The Content 
The process analysis presented a view of the complex interactions in LEGO’s stakeholder network online. 

This section identifies observed practices among stakeholders and the interpretive strategies that they put 

forth on different platforms. The clustering is based on the most dominant practices observed, which is also 

evaluated on the amount of reactions and interactions among stakeholders. By categorizing observed 

practices we can also identify the interpretive strategies that stakeholders use through brand-related 

discourse, thereby determine the brand meaning that they put forth and thereby co-creates. The social 

discourse on Rebrick can be clustered into the 4 following practices that shape the sense of community and 

interpretive strategies stakeholders use. 1) Celebration and activation of LEGO fans, 2) praising and 

feedback of ’My own creations’, 3) Inspirational bookmarks justifying passion and membership and 4) 

Criticizing and evangelizing of product lines.  
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Observed practice #1: Celebration and activation of LEGO fans 

The first cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #1 is the celebration and activation 

of LEGO fans by LEGO employees on Rebrick. Through blog-posts as well as comments on other fans’ 

posts, the LEGO employees actively engage in the celebration of certain fans, whose activity or creations are 

valued as extraordinary. Through generated texts LEGO employees celebrates its fans in three particular 

ways, 1) through strong emotional reactions to other fans’ posts, 2) by the announcement of Rebrick’er of 

the week and linking to other LEGO-related stakeholders receiving awards, and 3) by initiating action among 

fans through a building challenge or the LEGO Cuusoo project. 

 

Through strong emotional reactions to other fans’ posts on Rebrick, the LEGO employees show respect, 

passion and a grateful attitude towards the fans:  
PETERESP (RB28) - I'm amazed by the ''texture'' and the detail of this MOC. Simply wonderful (RB9) This is exceptional - have these guys done 
anything else?  
 
SIGNELO (RB14) - I love this song! Thank you so much. Almost made this ol' gal shed a tear. At the ReBrick team we're fans of LEGO fans and I'm 
a fan of your song :-) 
 
BRICKANDBREAK (RB14) - Can´t stop smiling. I have listened to it all day :-) You are fantastic.  
JANBEYER311 (RB14) - Pretty cool song. Thanks for doing this!  
 
SIGNELO  (RB24)  - That's soooo funny! If you click on the picture, you can see more details - i love the one with Darth Vader serving ice cream. 
Hahahahaha  
 
SIGNELO (RB25) - That's a really clever way to structure your LEGO Minifigures. I also like the background color - it gives one a great overview of 
which series the LEGO Minifigure is from. Clever! 
 
SIGNELO (RB27) - Thank you for posting on Eurobricks guys :) We saw a spike in traffic after you posted :)  
 
SIGNELO (RB31) Thanks for sharing, Linmix :-) 
Further, staking variance within the community is another strategy to celebrate extraordinary fans or 

stakeholders: 
SMOORESARA (RB1) - The Rebrick'er of the week: The ReBrick team would like to take a moment to recognize you. Yes, you. You are awesome. 
Really. Want to be a ReBrick’er of the Week? The only way you can become a ReBrick’er of the Week is to be active—so what are you sitting 
around here for? Go make some noise!  
 
SIGNELO (RB5) - The MacKillop Catholic College maths and science teacher Chris Bracken received the Australia and New Zealand Lego 
Teachers’ Award for his classroom efforts with Lego robotics.  
Lastly, LEGO employees on Rebrick initiate challenges to activate fans and to celebrate best creations: 
SIGNELO (RB27) - ReBrick Buidling Competition: We are happy to announce the very first ReBrick Building Challenge starting today at 15 pm 

CET! We invite our Rebrick users to participate in a building competition, where we challenge you to build a creation with an octopus incorporated in 

the model (Squids are welcome too). The winner will be the creation with the highest number of likes. …. The Grand Prize for this challenge is the 

very exclusive LEGO® Inside Tour Set 2012  
Besides the challenge on Rebrick, LEGO has also initiated LEGO Cuusoo that serves to foster support for 

new product lines through crowdsourcing. It is observed that many fans post their projects on Rebrick to gain 

support from the community. 
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Through the practice of celebration and activation of active fans, LEGO employees share an interpretive 

strategy that shapes the brand meaning of LEGO in two ways. First, LEGO appears personal by building and 

maintaining direct relations with fans. Secondly, LEGO appears more relevant as fans reacts strongly and 

positively to building challenges as well as kick starting activity by celebrating Rebrick’er of the week. The 

shared interpretive strategy ascribes the meaning to fans as being the real heroes, innovators and sources of 

inspiration towards LEGO employees. Being an active participant in social discourse on Rebrick, LEGO 

increases its credibility and focus on fan relations through a very down to earth, friendly and positive 

manner. Further, Excerpt A, B, C, D and F underlines this observed practice #1 and shared interpretive 

strategy among LEGO employees.  

 

Observed practice #2: Praising and feedback of ’My own creations’ 

The second cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #2 is the sharing of ’My own 

creations’ that lead to a lot of praises and feedback among LEGO fans (AFOLs, TFOLs and KFOLs). The 

main social discourses regarding this practice exist on Rebrick, Flickr, MOCpages and LEGO Cuusoo. 

Through the bookmarks on Rebrick of pictures and video content LEGO fans of all ages actively shares and 

comments on each other’s creative models. Through generated texts LEGO fans praises and provide 

feedback to each other in three particular ways, 1) through strong emotional reactions for showing support 

and feedback on extraordinary work, 2) by suggesting to put creations on LEGO Cuusoo and 3) by asking 

for specific brick parts or requesting building instructions.  

 

Through strong emotional reactions towards unique LEGO creations, fans praise each other’s work by 

evangelizing and supporting other skilled people in the community. They do also provide feedback: 
Kevinhink (RB4) - Really nice! Truly wonderful building techniques and part usage here. :)  
 
Gawatt (RB21) - It's been wonderful to see your work viewed more widely buddy. Glad you had a great time. :) x  
 
Dracorubio (RB21) - I noticed them a while ago and they are just awesome, and you get some nice exposure too 
 
Tagi (RB33) - Well played and displayed. Lovely creature in an outstanding series of pics.  
 
Xenomurphy (RB33) - Bravo, fantastic work. Exactly like described (at least that is how I remember it). 
  
SIGNELO (RB44) - I think the photo is great. Sometimes it helps to take the photo from the above corner of the building to get as much of the MOC 
as possible on the photo 
 
LILGOO1357 (RB35) - I don't think it's too tall at all - the only thing I'd think about is the first level above the stone foundation - maybe there could 
be some stonework continuing up to give more visual support to the top two levels in case of an "earth shake" 
 

Many praises are also followed up by strong encouraging statements to put own creations on LEGO Cuusoo 

so the creations have a chance to be mass-produced: 
Richard.selby (RB4) - First class ticket on that train, please! Can I suggest putting on Cuusoo?  
Anonymous (RB50) - Put it out on Cuusoo, NOW! 
 

And the creations inspire people to build their own models and request instructions from the creator: 
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RB4 - I would love to buy instructions for that.. or a set to have as a decorator piece in my home.. Please feel free to contact me if you want to sell 
instructions or something.  
 
Anonymous (RB50) - Ditto - just voted for this on Cuusoo. Absolutely awesome... I cannot believe the detail/accuracy/scale, and the engineering is 
incredible. I'd part with a few hundred notes for this model! Please list parts/instructions!!  
 
Z 7 (RB11) - this is the coolest lego car i have seen in a long time do you by chance have lego LDD instructions for how to build it. if so please send 
them to moclegos7@gmail.com  
 
Wardlws (RB4) - I'm looking forward to seeing it! Your first two book ends inspired me to create a pair of my own themed in fire and water. I think 
this is a brilliant idea!  
 
Firestar (RB24) - I agree with Trevor Brooks. Can you make instructions for this?  
 
Artgoeshere (RB13) - Any chance of you posting piece lists or instructions?! I wanna make one! 
 

Through the practice of praising and providing feedback of members’ own creations distributed on several 

platforms, LEGO fans share an interpretive strategy that shapes the brand meaning of LEGO in two ways. 

First, LEGO creations of many different kinds foster creativity and innovation among fans. LEGO bricks are 

portrayed in thousands of different ways and are commonly associated with other well-known entertainment 

products, such as movies, heroes, fantasy etc. Secondly, the creations foster social discourses that create 

needs for fans. They wish to either build the creations themselves or are hoping for LEGO to mass-produce 

the product. The shared interpretive strategy of linking great builders to sources of inspiration and creativity 

develops strong ties among participants in social discourse and build hierarchies among status membership. 

Excerpt G, I and K also underlines this observed practice #2 and shared interpretive strategy among like-

minded fans on several platforms. 

 

Observed practice #3: Inspirational bookmarks justifying membership 

The third cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #3 is the inspirational content that 

all stakeholders’ posts on Rebrick, thereby justifying their passion for LEGO-related content as well as 

community membership. Besides also sharing own creations (as part of observed practice #2) most of the 

bookmarks link to videos on YouTube, news-stories and other blogs. Through generated texts and visual 

content, LEGO fans inspire each other in two particular ways, 1) by customizing LEGO products into other 

contexts, such as stop-motion videos or other types of videos, 2) by sharing brand stories of certain events. 

 

Firstly, LEGO bricks and mini-figures are featured in a lot of video content that mostly are linked to 

YouTube. The greatest dominator is LEGO stop-motion videos where LEGO stop-motion animator’s 

produces movie trailers (The Dark Knight Rises – RB6) and epic movie scenes (Inception – RB28, Titanic 

RB20, Star Wars – RB29) solely with LEGO bricks and minifigures. These videos often have millions of 

views on YouTube and several thousands of comments.  Further, examples of videos that are bookmarked on 

Rebrick are influential persons talking about LEGO (e.g. Obama’s mad LEGO skills – RB3), fans creating 

music videos (e.g. The Rebrick song – RB14) and others making experiments (e.g. LEGO man in space – 

RB31 and LEGO 3D milling machine – RB47). 
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Secondly, through texts generated or pictures posted, members share brand stories of certain experiences: 
AMERICOVERDE (RB23) - Thanks for your comments. 80% of this project was built on live by kids with cancer in a Hospital of Porto. The 
volunteers help to finish the project. All the people are so proud of this project that we´ll continue helping in other projects like this.  
 
HUGOSANTOS_ (RB23) - This is a beautiful and full of emotion construction done with LEGO parts. I'm very proud of having had the oportunity to 
be part of this project and the chance to be with the children hospitalized in the pediatric wing in Oporto IPO. Thanks to all that spent a lot of time 
there during those ten months making this possible. Special thanks to Romão Santos that turned this into a reality. 
 
Chris Bracken (RB5) - The big brief is first of all getting kids involved, but then getting other teachers involved. We’re now up to six teachers in the 
school that teach robotics directly, either in IT/science or extra-curricular  
 

The observed practice of bookmarking inspirational content on Rebrick works as an agent for justifying and 

staking membership towards the community. Through the practice of posting inspirational content, LEGO 

stakeholders share an interpretive strategy that shapes the brand meaning of LEGO in two ways. First, LEGO 

stop-motion videos and other videos create emotional reactions to LEGO in other contexts often associated 

with great movies or historical events (e.g. World War II). Further, videos with influential people endorsing 

LEGO reinforce identification and relationship to the brand and community. Secondly, sharing of brand 

stories of certain projects associates LEGO with crazy experiments or ’good cause’ projects. Excerpt E, H 

and J are examples that underline the observed practice #3 and interpretive strategies. Further, the social 

discourse on platforms such as YouTube and news-forums are characterized by other stakeholders that 

possesses conflicting interpretive strategies as they often engage in personal hetz, criticism of authenticity 

and off-top discussions, thereby ascribing negative associations and feelings to LEGO fans, that thereby are 

urged to defend their passion and self-identity projects.   

 

Observed practice #4: Criticizing and evangelizing of product lines 

The fourth cluster of identified social discourse shaping observed practice #4 is product-related discussions. 

These are observed mainly on Rebrick, LEGO Cuusoo and YouTube. Through generated texts, LEGO 

stakeholders such as fans, parents and others discuss product lines in two particular ways, 1) by sharing 

nostalgic brand stories of brand ownership, and 2) by criticizing or defending new product lines. 
TAHU4260 (RB15) - God I miss BIONICLE :(.  
 
MECHMASTER92 (RB15)- Good thing I still have a whole bin full of Bionicles.  
 
NICOMUSIC (RB15) - This is my childhood.. I miss it so much.  
 
Onewa80 (RB15) - I've been a fan of it since they came out in 2001. It's left such an impact on my life and I'm trying to figure out some way to repay 
it and bring it back to life. Thank you so much for making this amazing tribute to such an amazing toy line and story. Where wisdom and valor fail, 
all that remains faith, and it can overcome all.  
 
PBHmasterGresh (RB15) - I have almost all the Bionicles and I will do everything to get the ones I dont have. the thing I liked about Bionicle was the 
story, it was huge and you knew every character so well. by Hero factory is this all gone and I dont like that.  
 
3DWORLDtv (RB40) - This is probably one of the best sets on LEGO Cuusoo. I'm quite disappointed with LEGO MineCraft just becaues I overal 
don't like that game as it got many of my friends addicted. >:D Lol, but I can't wait to purchase the Modular Western Town!.. If it comes out that is.  
 
Susana Polo (RB34) - LEGO Friends: This is gender stereotyping. It is the rigid compartmentalization of interests that any child should be able to 
freely explore into separate categories, and that is bad for children of both sexes. If it was any other kind of stereotyping, would the excuse “well, it 
sells units” be used? Hbeachmom - Bottom line:  Lego created these new sets because the girls weren't wanting the other ones.  You can debate the 
societal cause of that all day long, but you certainly can't blame Legos for creating the new line  
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The practice of having discussions on product lines is very central to LEGO and its stakeholders. With many 

different fans with certain interests and LEGO sets, it is no surprise that stakeholders participate in this type 

of social discourse. The observed practice lead to both shared and conflicting interpretive strategies that 

shapes the brand meaning of LEGO in 2 ways, 1) by sharing nostalgic stories of brand ownership and group 

belongings, and 2) by criticizing or defending certain products and LEGO’s role. First, the nostalgic stories 

between LEGO fans strengthen the ties between fans. They do also discuss brand story lines to understand 

and agree on interpretations of story-endings etc. Secondly, LEGO can’t hit bulls-eye with every 

stakeholder. As a consequence several stakeholders criticize the development of LEGO’s product lines, 

thereby creating bad karma or negative emotions either between stakeholders or towards LEGO. 

Associations of gender stereotyping, loss of creativity and big corporation hetz are not unfamiliar. Further, 

other fans defend the products by drawing in own experiences and feelings. Excerpt L and M also underlines 

the observed practice #4 and shared or conflicting interpretive strategies.  

 

Sum up 
The identified observed practices among different stakeholders lead to both shared and conflicting 

interpretive strategies shaping the brand meaning of LEGO. Observed practice #1 and #2 are examples of 

how LEGO employees or fans of LEGO share interpretive strategies. These practices and strategies are 

mostly observed to take part on Rebrick, LEGO Cuusoo, Flickr and MOCpages.  

 

The observed practice #3 and #4 are examples of how stakeholders both can share and possess conflicting 

interpretive strategies. The social discourse among fans on Rebrick is characterized by the same 

interpretations, but as the discourse continues on e.g. YouTube, other members of the brand interest group 

draw in on their personal experience that often conflicts with fans’ interpretations. Further, opinions on 

LEGO products also lead to conflicting interpretations as some people criticizes while others defends and 

praises. 
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4.4 Discussion of findings and theoretical implications 
The empirical findings provide evidence of existing interpretive communities of interest online. It is 

observed how stakeholders in the case of LEGO follow certain interpretive strategies on mainly Rebrick and 

Facebook. It has also been identified how other online platforms are established as interpretive communities 

of interest through brand-related discourse among a multiple of stakeholders and different group affiliations. 

Mainly sites such as Flickr, MOCpages, YouTube, LEGO Cuusoo and blogs are characterized by a great 

amount of stakeholder interaction. It has also been observed how many stakeholders adopt roles as 

individuals or as members of specific interest groups. Often stakeholders have different accounts or aliases at 

the same time on several platforms. Through the observed practices stakeholders in the brand interest group 

establish certain interpretive strategies either shared or conflicting. Further, the platforms show different 

patterns of who is initiating the interactions. The findings are summarized in the figures below. 

Figure 11 & 12: Practices, stakeholders & interpretive strategies shaping brand meaning 

Platform(s) 
(Facebook) 

Data Example 

#1 Praising and celebration of LEGO  

1.!Strong emotional reactions to posts 

2.!Sharing brand stories 

AFOL’s 

TFOL’s 

Parents 
LEGO employees 

Teachers 

Communities 

Bloggers 

’Others’ 

Shaping brand meaning by 

portraying LEGO as great and 

loveable toy that foster creativity 
and imagination –both for adults 

and children. Creates positive 

brand feelings among members 

Stakeholders share interpretations 

of LEGO posts and overall co-
create positive brand meaning. 

•! Lego is by far my favorite toy company. No other 

toy company helps children and adults both explore 
their imagination and learn at the same time. 

•! Smart toys for smart kids, want your kid to grow up 
with a passion for science, life, and art? Buy em a Lego 

set. Not even kidding, it's the ultimate educational toy 

that they will actually enjoy and tap into their creative 
side! Best toy ever!  

•!I'd like to thank Lego for always coming with new 
products that my 9 year son JUST CAN'T LIVE 

WITHOUT...LOLOLOL  

#2 Criticism of LEGO prices 

1.!Negative reactions to prices 

2.!Suggesting and asking for lower prices 
3.!AFOL’s and employees are defending LEGO prices 

AFOL’s 

TFOL’s 

Parents 
LEGO employees 

’Others’ 

•!Seems like the number of parts in a set is going down 

and the price is going up. Back in the day you were 
paying for high quality pieces and actually needed 

directions to build the sets. Now they've dumbed it 
down and added fewer and bigger pieces to most sets. 

And maybe cost has something to do with the fact that 

Lego has to pay licensing fees to Marvel and other 
companies?  

•!So like I said it was a great model, and I would've 
loved to buy it and support, but not for $35. Sorry, it's 

just too much for a small lego set. 

Facebook 
Official fan page 
Shop 

Education 

LEGO Cuusoo 

#3 Criticism and feedback on new product lines 

1.!LEGO posting pictures, videos and photo allbums 

2.!Strong positive or negative reactions 

AFOL’s 

TFOL’s 

Parents 
LEGO employees 

Teachers 

Communities 

Bloggers 

’Others’ 

•!I love this! Ever since the Mini Modulars came out, 

I've been hooked on mini models and this micro world 
is fantastic. I'm not a Minecraft fan, never played the 

game, but I will be buying this set… ...This looks good 
to me! I'll definitely be telling my LEGO buddies 

about this set!”  

•!Well BUUUU for not having any female characters in 
this set. First thought "great idea w LotR". Second 

thought "WTF? No women?" Really, what are you 
thinking? Are you thinking at all? 21 characters and not 

a single female? Shame on you.  

Facebook 
Official fan page 
DUPLO 

Education 

Shop 

LEGO Cuusoo 

YouTube 

#4 ’New’ LEGO accusations 

1.!Sharing of nostalgic brand stories and ownership 

AFOL’s 

Parents 

’Others’ 

•!Don't get me wrong, this is awesome. But I miss the 

old Lego - without any hollywood tie-ins  
•!I liked the old legos where it was up to you to create 

the world and use you own imagination. Not this 
prepackaged limited crap based off movies 

•!But this was the point of Legos from the beginning. 

They got away from the creativity when they started to 
do sets that were designed to do something specific.  

Facebook 
Official fan page 
Shop 

DUPLO 

Shaping brand meaning through 

criticism of prices, which foster 

negative feelings, unsatisfactions 
and defending emotions. Hence, 

both shared and conflicting 

interpretive strategies are 

observed. 

Facebook 
Official fan page 
DUPLO 

Education 

Shop 

LEGO Cuusoo 

YouTube 

LEGO webshop 

Shaping brand meaning through 

positively or negatively 

portraying of new product lines. 
Further, stakeholders are making 

suggestions of how to improve 

products (innovation co-creation 

on Cuusoo, also on fan page). 

Overall, negative feelings, 
attitudes and defending discourse. 

Both shared and conflicting 

interpretive strategies are 

observed. 

Shaping brand meaning by 

sharing emotional nostalgic 

stories, Through criticism of 
product lines and what LEGO is 

about leads to bad karma, 

negative emotions. Shared 

interpretive strategy is observed. 

Stakeholders interacting 

 (LEGO is initiating) 

Practices Interpretive Strategies shaping 

 brand meaning 

Interpretive communities of interest 
(Practices, stakeholders and brand meaning) 

Own contribution: Haugaard and Benzon, Stakeholder interaction in Interpretive Communities of Interest, 2012 
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Due to the fact that the chosen online platforms works as fan sites for LEGO, it is observed how mostly 

AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs and parents are actively engaging in social discourse. Being able to engage on 

Rebrick you have to create an account, and on Facebook you actively have to ‘like’ the LEGO fan page 

before being enabled to interact and exposed to content. These stakeholders have a high interest in LEGO, 

but not necessarily a positive attitude when analyzing texts. Further, it is also observed how other 

stakeholders such as LEGO employees, teachers, bloggers, stop-motion animators, LEGO certified 

professional and other communities are active participants in the social discourse on both Rebrick and 

Facebook. In terms of Rebrick more stakeholders engage on the related platforms wherefrom the content 

originates, which is also observed in a few cases on Facebook.  

The related platforms to Facebook and Rebrick engage other stakeholders that consist of neutrals (though 

still part of the social discourse) towards LEGO and have other interpretive strategies. These sometimes 

clash with the interpretive strategies of devotees and followers of LEGO, thereby defending practices of their 

passion and self-identity projects or commitments to their group affiliations (Belk 1988, Fournier 1998, 

Arnould 2004) have been observed. It is though also observed how devotees or followers adopt roles as 

offenders or criticals depending on the context such as platform or the topic of the brand-related social 

Interpretive communities of interest 
(Practices, stakeholders and brand meaning) 

Platform(s) 
(Rebrick) 

Practices Interpretive Strategies shaping 

 brand meaning 

Stakeholders interacting 

 (bold = initiating) 

Data Example 

#1 Celebration and activation of LEGO fans 

1.!Strong emotional reactions to posts 

2.!Rebrick’er of the week, awards appraisal 
3.!Initiating action through building challenge 

    and LEGO Cuusoo   

LEGO employees 

(The Rebrick Team) 

AFOL’s 
TFOL’s 

Parents 

Shaping brand meaning by appearing 

personal and maintaining direct 

relations (1:1) with fans, building 
more relevancy and credibility in a 

friendly and positive manner. Shared 

interpretations of fans as being true 

heroes, innovators and inspirational 

sources to LEGO 

•!Teacher Chris Bracken received the Australia 

and New Zealand Lego Teachers’ Award for his 

classroom efforts with Lego robotics  
•!The ReBrick team would like to take a moment 

to recognize you. Yes, you. You are awesome. 

Really. Want to be a ReBrick’er of the Week?  

•!I'm amazed by the ''texture'' and the detail of 

this MOC. Simply wonderful  

#2 Praising and feedback of ’My own creations’ 

1.!Strong emotional reactions to great builders 

2.!Suggesting to put creations on LEGO Cuusoo 
3.!Asking for brick parts and building instructions 

AFOL’s 

TFOL’s 

KFOL’s 
Parents 

(LEGO employees) 

(LEGO Cuusoo team) 

(Bloggers) 

•!Well played and displayed. Lovely creature in 

an outstanding series of pics 

•! I noticed them a while ago and they are just 
awesome, and you get some nice exposure too 

•! First class ticket on that train, please! Can I 

suggest putting on Cuusoo?  

•!Any chance of you posting piece lists or 

instructions?! I wanna make one! 
•!Come ON lego, either tell us its rejected or take 

my money!  

Rebrick 

Flickr 

Mocpages 
LEGO Cuusoo 

#3 Inspirational bookmarks justifying membership 

1.!Linking to LEGO videos/pictures in other contexts  

2.!Sharing brand stories of certain events 

AFOL’s 

TFOL’s 

KFOL’s 
Parents 

LEGO employees 

Bloggers 

(LEGO Certified Prof.) 

(Stop-motion animators) 
(Teachers) 

(’Others’) 

•!The Dark Knight Rises: in LEGO. Wow this is 

so well done! Just like the original trailer. I'm 

dying to see the movie now. 
•!Regardless of your political opinions, it is 

pretty fun to watch President Obama discuss 

building LEGO ® towers as a kid. 

•!I'm very proud of having had the oportunity to 

be part of this project and the chance to be with 
the children hospitalized in the pediatric wing in 

Oporto IPO  

Rebrick 

YouTube 

Articles 
Blogs 

#4 Criticizing and evangelizing of product lines 

1.!Sharing of nostalgic brand stories and ownership 

2.!Critizing (or defending) new product lines 

AFOL’s 

TFOL’s 

KFOL’s 
Parents 

Bloggers 

(’Others’) 

•!I've been a fan of it since they came out in 

2001. It's left such an impact on my life. 

•!I still hate LEGO for killing Bionicle… I'm 
pretty sure their company will crash within a! few 

years… HeroFactory... Blah… 

•!the thing I liked about Bionicle was the story, it 

was huge and you knew every character so well.  

•!I'm quite disappointed with LEGO MineCraft 
just becaues I overall don't like that game 

•!LEGO Friends: This is gender stereotyping.  

Rebrick 

LEGO Cuusoo 

YouTube 
(Flickr) 

(Mocpages) 

Shaping brand meaning by fostering 

creativity and innovation among like-

minded that portrays and associates 
LEGO with other entertainment 

universes or contexts. Need building 

as fans request mass production or 

instructions of models. Like-minded 

share interpretations of great builders 
as their sources of inspiration  

Rebrick 

(LEGO Cuusoo) 

Shaping brand meaning by stop-

motion and other video content 

creating emotional reactions and 
associations with movies, 

superheroes, historical events, 

famous people or crazy experiments. 

Also sharing of brand stories of 

’good cause’ projects and events 
serves to interpret variance within 

membership. Social discourse on 

YouTube lead to conflicting 

interpretive strategies   

Shaping brand meaning by 

strengthen ties between fans through 

emotional nostalgic stories and 
discussions of story characters and 

storyboards. Through criticism of 

product lines (eg. LEGO Friends) 

leading to bad karma, negative 

emotions and defending opinions. 
Shared and conflicting interpretive 

strategies   

Own contribution: Haugaard and Benzon, Stakeholder interaction in Interpretive Communities of Interest, 2012 
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discourse, if LEGO or other stakeholders does not live up to expectations (Jones 2005) or preferred 

interpretive strategies. E.g. former kid fans of LEGO (devotees) have grown up and now offend the 

development of LEGO as not being true to its values. Further, parents characterized as followers through 

their positive experiences with their children adopt critical viewpoints, which was the case with the LEGO 

Friends launch. Thereby, members are in constant flux (Cova and Cova 2000) and contribute to brand 

development in a continuous process of social discourse where brand manifestations contribute to the 

constant emergence and change of brand meaning. These changes also happen at different points in time as 

the role adopted is affected by the degree of fulfillment of expectations from either the brand or other 

stakeholders which activity may not align with other stakeholders’ self-identity projects or group 

expectations (Belk 1988). 

The characterization of the social discourse is diverse and arbitrary, as it has been observed how many 

discourses starts in one place (e.g. Flickr, YouTube, blog) and continues on another (e.g. Rebrick, 

Facebook), and thereby involves other stakeholders or members of the brand interest group than of the 

original ‘social space’ (Handelman 2006). In several of the observed practices conflicting interpretive 

strategies cause ‘discursive struggles’ between stakeholders through discourse from other online discussions 

or news-forums, thereby linking conversations across platforms (Schumar and Renninger 2002). Some 

platforms such as Rebrick, Flickr, MOCpages and LEGO Cuusoo are characterized as containing similar 

practices such as of praising, celebration and inspirational content. The interpretive strategies among fans 

(mostly) are shared as they all ascribe associations to LEGO of creativity, inspiration and imagination. 

Although there exist many different categories of LEGO-interests (e.g. Star Wars, Architecture, Education) 

the interpretive strategies does not change on these particular platforms. What it affects is the adaptation of 

identities or roles that move from ‘I’ to ‘We’ or vice versa, thereby delineate between own opinions and 

codec’s of group affiliations (Van Dijk 1997). On the other hand, platforms such as Facebook, YouTube and 

blogs or other news-forums consist of more diverse or conflicting interpretive strategies as the stakeholders 

engaging on these platforms makes up a broader sample of the brand interest group.  

From the theoretical development the term Interpretive Communities of Interest was explained to function as 

an overall online platform or online brand community term based on the representation of the two concepts 

interpretive communities and communities of interest. As the figures above point out, it has been observed 

how different types of communities and platforms works as defining the level of interest and engagement 

between different stakeholders as well as shared or conflicting interpretive strategies. Thereby, the 

stakeholders present on several platforms are exposed to different interpretive strategies and different levels 

of interest, which is based on an arbitrary mix of members of the brand interest group or neutrals that still 

engages in social discourse. These insights suggest the notion of an online ‘cloud’ wherein different levels of 

brand communities, social platforms etc. exist and affect stakeholders in certain ways that make some 
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individuals adopt different roles of the brand interest group (and with other aliases or accounts), and thereby 

obtain different practices or interpretive strategies over time. Through the analysis of speech acts it has also 

been observed how stakeholders attacks, defends, negotiate, agrees, disagree and respond to each other and 

often accomplish this at the same time or in the same discourse (Van Dijk 1997). 

From the three traditional markers of a brand community (Muniz and O’Guinn 2011) consciousness of kind, 

rituals and traditions, and moral responsibility, it can be observed that the interpretive communities of 

interest such as Rebrick, Facebook and related platforms withhold different degrees of brand community 

markers. In terms of consciousness of kind it is observed that stronger connection toward one another exist 

mainly on Rebrick, Flickr, MOCpages and LEGO Cuusoo. Through the identified practices and interactions 

between stakeholders several examples of addressing or referring to other persons within the platform has 

been observed. It becomes clear that the connections mostly are based on strong ties due to the many 

personal relations that have been observed. However, this is not particularly pronounced on the LEGO 

Facebook fan page as well as YouTube, blogs and other news-forums. In terms of the process concerning 

legitimacy this is also observed on Rebrick and to a small extent on Facebook. On Rebrick discussions of 

legitimacy concerning e.g. real fans of Bionicle have been observed. Here discussions deal with ‘true 

membership’ by stating that real fans were there from the beginning and not late adopters of the product line. 

This behavior also underlines how members differentiate the true believers from the more opportunistic as a 

form of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984; Holt 1998). Contrary, oppositional brand loyalty has not been 

observed clearly (on Rebrick or Facebook), thereby the consciousness of kind mark is blurred.   

In terms of rituals and traditions overall practices have been observed on Rebrick and Facebook. Although, 

due to the functions of the sites and their comparatively young lifetime it is difficult to evaluate any 

continuous rituals or traditions, thereby being in a early culture development of the community (Muniz and 

O’Guinn 2001). Although certain practices, such as sharing nostalgic brand stories and the use of symbolic 

markers (e.g. own creations) intensifies the feeling and understanding that there exist like-minded others. On 

Rebrick moral responsibility has been observed in two ways. First, the LEGO employees strive to integrate 

and retain members through the outlined celebration and activation practices (e.g. Rebrick’er of the week, 

Building Challenge) of LEGO fans, thereby trying to perpetuate loyalty to the community and the brand 

(Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Second, LEGO fans present on Rebrick (and Flickr, MOCpages, LEGO 

Cuusoo) greatly assist each other through feedback and the sharing of build instructions etc. The same 

practices are not as pronounced on Facebook and does not consist of the degree of collective action and 

group cohesion as Rebrick, Flickr, MOCpages and LEGO Cuusoo. This might have something to do with the 

low entry barriers on Facebook, which means that most of the members feel less attachment to the 

‘community’ and its members (Pollock et al. 2002). The same also goes for ‘groups’ on YouTube and other 
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online media and are usually characterized by low-engagement interactions and weak ties among members 

(Van Laer and Van Aelst 2010).  

Further, when comparing the findings and observed practices with the more nuanced picture of brand 

community practices outlined by Schau, Muniz and Arnould (2009) it becomes clear that Rebrick and 

Facebook mainly occupies the practices of governing (Rebrick and Facebook ‘house rules’), evangelizing 

(praising and celebration), justifying, staking (praising of great builders on Rebrick), milestoning, badging, 

documenting (sharing nostalgic brand stories), customizing (own creations on Rebrick) and commoditizing 

(LEGO Cuusoo). Practices of grooming, welcoming and empathizing are not as pronounced in this study. 

The last two strengthens the notion of weak ties especially between Facebook members.  

Lastly, a discussion of possible multiple interpretive communities of LEGO is needed. As depicted earlier 

different interpretive strategies exist depending on the platform and the topic arising on the platform. 

Multiple interpretive communities allow members to negotiate preferred social spaces, centered on different 

interpretations of what it means to be a LEGO fan or having an interest in LEGO. It offers the individual 

member a ‘home’ within the larger community (Antorini 2007) or interpretive community of interest. The 

depicted shared and conflicting interpretive strategies identified as well as discursive struggles of social 

spaces does exactly confirm that there exist multiple interpretive communities. Not only do stakeholders 

participate across platforms, but they also do so in different interest groups (e.g. Flickr LEGO-related 

groups, Facebook LEGO sub-groups: DUPLO, Education etc.). Further, it is identified how different 

platforms represents different speech communities (Van Dijk 1997) defined through speech acts. Rebrick is 

characterized by a very warm and passionate tone of voice (just as Flickr, MOCpages and LEGO Cuusoo), 

whereas Facebook deals with a more direct tone and are often exposed to unsatisfactory statements (e.g. 

prices, LEGO Friends etc. Further, YouTube are characterized by an even more direct and harsh tone. It 

should though be noted that the majority of comments of both Facebook and YouTube are characterized by 

praising comments (e.g. ‘’Nice!’’, ‘’Great’’ or similar statements), but are mostly sorted from the data 

collection as it does not fulfills the criteria of ‘rich data’ (also see discussion of bias in the reliability and 

validity section 4.2.4).  

The conflicting interpretive strategies present on these platforms acts as official culture guidelines (Antorini 

2007) and make up multiple micro-interpretive communities. Further, the findings suggest that LEGO 

stakeholders associate their identities based from partially the individual’s sense of creativity and 

imagination and partially as a collective act through different group affiliations with certain interests. 

Through online interactions the expressions of individual characteristics are prioritized through ‘own 

creations’, stop motion-videos, brand stories etc. Further, the collective act is observed when stakeholders 

associate themselves with other group affiliations being part of certain interest groups. As the expression of 

individuality is prioritized (based on the data collection), this may explain the existence of partially multiple 
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micro-interpretive communities, where different interest-levels affect the shared as well as conflicting 

interpretive strategies among stakeholders. Offline the expression of a collective act may be more prominent 

as LEGO fans and stakeholders often arrange ‘BrickFest’ (Antorini 2007) etc. This is though out of this 

thesis’ object field. 

Outside the data set it is also observed how LEGO stop-motion animators on YouTube use LEGO 

minifigures within two conflicting interpretive strategies. On one hand they associate LEGO with funny 

stop-motion videos containing jokes and humor. On the other hand many LEGO stop-motion videos 

associate LEGO with great violence, mass destruction and racism. Many of these videos have more than 

+five mio. views and +20,000 comments. Many comments of the videos consist of topics such as jew 

persecution, racism etc. This leads to negative brand meaning associations of LEGO. It has also been 

identified how a Danish politician took part in the discourse online about gender stereotyping of the new 

LEGO Friends product line. Leading to a sudden viral effect of discussions, comments etc. among many 

stakeholders across platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and news-forums. 

Finally, this supports the notion of continuous stakeholder interaction online that affects brand meaning, not 

only between segments of consumers with a favorable attitude, but between multi-stakeholders with either a 

positive or negative attitude. Consequently, stakeholders are not members of traditional brand communities 

gathering on one specific, often closed platform, but gather on various platforms, and thereby belong to a 

larger cloud of interpretive communities of interest (consisting of a multiplicity of stakeholders) sharing (or 

conflicting) interpretive strategies (Scott 1995 in Broderick et al. 2003) and types of interactions as well as 

outcomes of brand meaning (Kozinets 1997, Muniz and O’Guinn 2001, Broderick et al. 2003). As the 

findings suggest the observed practices and interpretive strategies acts as culture guidelines, and thereby 

shapes speech communities across platforms that lead to different associations and co-creation of brand 

meaning towards LEGO. Thereby, the maintaining of a recognizable and identifiable ‘we’, becomes a 

challenge, as it can be assessed that the cloud of stakeholder interaction across platforms exists as a more 

arbitrary and less coherent entity because all have an interest in LEGO either positive or negative. The 

interpretive communities of interest that exist can thereby be seen as representing aggregation of the various 

interpretations that exist of LEGO between multi-stakeholders. To a certain extent platforms such as Rebrick 

and LEGO Cuusoo have though grounds to build a more identifiable ‘we’ as the relations among members 

are stronger due to higher entry barriers, the observed norms and culture making up the practices and social 

interaction. Although members of Rebrick are quickly being led over to other platforms containing other 

interpretive strategies of other stakeholders that shapes the culture and brand meaning development of the 

individual in another direction. The classic LEGO brand community LUGNET justifies an identifiable ‘we’ 

(Antorini 2007), but same characteristics have not been observed on either Rebrick or Facebook (and related 

platforms). 
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5. Conclusion 
The overall objective of this thesis was to study how various stakeholders’ interact in an online environment 

in different situations, in different roles, and in which way brand-related discourses eventually impact brand 

meaning. Our motivation was driven by the increasing attention to multi-stakeholders as brand-meaning co-

creators, and by the fact that the online sphere provide stakeholders with unprecedented opportunities to 

interact and researchers with new insights into formerly inaccessible phenomena. Our motivation was also 

driven due to the fact that contemporary brand community literature lacks an empirical study that allows us 

to better understand the above phenomenon. This led us to the overall research question: 

How do multi-stakeholders interact in brand-related social discourse on online social platforms, and what 

meanings do they disseminate through their interaction and discursive activities? 

 

In order to answer the overall research question, we created three sub-questions that also could be related to 

Anderson et al. (1999) definition of interaction along the three components: 1) the people, 2) the process, 

and 3) the content. Firstly, we wanted to identify which stakeholders and which brand members are 

interacting (i.e. people) in order to clarify that multiple stakeholders do exist in an online environment. 

Secondly, we wanted to identify how stakeholders interact in social brand-related discourse (i.e. process), 

and thirdly, what brand meanings stakeholders co-create through their interactions (i.e. content).  

We have applied LEGO as a case of the empirical study, as we found LEGO to be a corporation that is 

exposed greatly to interactions between multi-stakeholders on online platforms, which also is backed up by 

previous studies of LEGO (e.g. Antorini 2007, Hatch and Schultz 2010, Kornum and Jones 2010, Johansen 

2008). Further, we took point of departure in Kozinets’ (2010) six criteria and transformed these into five to 

better fit with the relevance of our research objective. Consequently, LEGO Facebook and LEGO Rebrick 

were chosen, to which it should be mentioned that Rebrick mainly functions as a hub to several other online 

platforms, why samples of interactions on other platforms also are integrated in the study. 

The analysis shows the following: 

• We were able to identify different stakeholders online and to a certain extent the roles they adopted. 

Our findings show that many diverse stakeholders do engage in brand-related social discourse. These 

consist of LEGO fans (AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs), LEGO employees, parents, bloggers, teachers, 

other LEGO communities, and a larger category of others (e.g. LEGO certified professional, LEGO 

ambassadors, stop-motion animators, LEGO retail employees, journalists). Further, the findings 

show that many AFOLs and TFOLs also are present across platforms other than LEGO Facebook 

and Rebrick and positions themselves in other roles such as a parent, a member of a LEGO 
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community, blogger etc. The stakeholders constitute brand interest groups in which different brand 

members can be identified (brand devotees, brand followers, brand criticals, brand offenders and 

brand neutrals). We find that all kinds of brand members exist, though with an underrepresentation 

of brand offenders and brand neutrals. However, on other platforms that Rebrick links to (e.g. 

YouTube, blogs), we also identified brand criticals- and offenders. As stakeholders actively have to 

choose to engage on communities like Facebook and Rebrick, it seems naturally to assume that 

members with negative attitudes are less present. Although, the findings suggest that former brand 

devotees and followers momentarily adopt roles of brand criticals and offenders either when LEGO 

does not live up to expectations or when other stakeholders does not follow individuals’ perceptions 

of what LEGO means to them. Further, the findings show that LEGO Facebook is subject to more 

negative attitudes than Rebrick (e.g. price and distribution concerns).  

 

• Through the analysis of different speech varieties, speech acts and potential crisis points, we find 

that when multiple stakeholders interact, they adopt different interaction styles. Stakeholders are 

commenting, stating an opinion, and responding on comments and shares brand-related stories. This 

they do in different tone of voices; negatively, positively, direct, passionately, neutral, etc. These 

identifications reveal diverse interaction practices adopted by different stakeholders and reveals 

differences across LEGO Facebook and Rebrick.   

 

• To address what brand meanings stakeholders co-create through their interactions the identified 

interaction practices lead to both shared and conflicting interpretive strategies that shapes the brand 

meaning differently. Rebrick mostly foster shared interpretive strategies, but conflicting interpretive 

strategies arise when discursive activities continue on other platforms. On Facebook both shared and 

conflicting interpretive strategies arise depending on the interaction practice adopted e.g. ‘Criticizing 

and evangelizing of product lines’.  

5.1 Key take-away 
Through the theoretical development we derived the term interpretive communities of interest, as a better 

description of today’s arbitrary online environment consisting of community-like environments on different 

levels. The interpretive dimension serves to focus on linguistics and connects to the insights of discourse 

theory. The interest dimension connects to stakeholder literature replying that different stakeholders have 

different interests in a brand. This duality serves to better understand the online brand meaning co-creation 

between multi-stakeholders by applying concepts from stakeholder-, discourse- and brand community 

literature.   
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The empirical findings provide evidence of existing interpretive communities of interest online. It can be 

concluded that stakeholders in the case of LEGO follow certain interpretive strategies on mainly LEGO 

Facebook and Rebrick. It has also been identified how other online platforms are established as interpretive 

communities of interest through brand-related discourse among a multiple of stakeholders with shared or 

conflicting interpretive strategies. On LEGO Facebook four overall practices, including interpretive 

strategies, proved to shape the brand meaning of LEGO in the following ways:   

1. ‘Praising and celebration of LEGO’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, TFOLs, parents, LEGO 

employees, teachers, other communities, bloggers) shares an interpretive strategy that portrays LEGO as a 

great and loveable toy that foster creativity and imagination. This practice and shared interpretive strategy 

creates very strong emotional brand feelings between members and towards LEGO.  

2. ‘Criticism of LEGO prices’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, TFOLs, parents and LEGO employees) 

lead to shared and conflicting interpretive strategies that portrays LEGO as a toy manufacturer with high prices 

which foster strong negative feelings and accusations e.g. LEGO as profit-maximizers and not caring about 

children’s. Other LEGO fans and LEGO employees though defend the prices by carefully explaining the 

rationale behind them.  

3. ‘Criticism and feedback on new product lines’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, TFOLs, parents, 

teachers, other communities, bloggers) lead to shared and conflicting interpretive strategies that portrays 

LEGO products through both positive and negative attitudes that lead to ‘discursive struggles’ between 

stakeholders. Further, concrete feedback serves to align the gap between actions of LEGO and the expectations 

of stakeholders.  

4. ‘‘New’ LEGO accusation’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, parents, others) lead to a shared 

interpretive strategy that accuses LEGO for wrong product development behaviors through the sharing of 

nostalgic brand stories and ownership. It leads to bad karma and negative emotions, as LEGO does not 

‘understand’ the needs of their target audience and thereby diminishes the meaning of creativity and 

imagination. 

On Rebrick and related platforms four overall practices, including interpretive strategies, proved to shape the 

brand meaning of LEGO in the following ways: 

1. ‘Celebration and activation of LEGO fans’ interactions initiated by LEGO employees lead to a shared 

interpretive strategy that portrays LEGO fans as being true heroes, innovators and inspirational sources to 

LEGO. Personal interactions between LEGO employees and AFOLs, TFOLs and parents lead to the 

appearance of LEGO as being personal, relevant and credible in a friendly and positive manner creating 

positive feelings for stakeholders.  

2. ‘Praising and feedback of ‘My own creations’’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs, 

parents, LEGO employees, bloggers) lead to a shared interpretive strategy that portrays LEGO in context with 

own imaginary creations as well as other entertainment universes (e.g. movies, games). Further, it fosters 

creativity and innovation among like-minded fans that share interpretations of other great LEGO builders as 

their sources of inspiration.  
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3. ‘Inspirational bookmarks justifying membership’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs, 

parents, LEGO employees, blogger etc.) lead to shared interpretive strategies. Through the practice, content 

such as stop-motion and other videos create strong positive emotions and associates LEGO with superheroes, 

historical events, crazy experiments and famous people (e.g. Barack Obama) – a form of co-created co-

branding. It also serves to justify membership through the act of inspiring others. Though conflicting 

interpretive strategies on other related platforms (e.g. YouTube) has been observed. 

4. ‘Criticizing and evangelizing of product lines’ interactions among stakeholders (AFOLs, TFOLs, KFOLs, 

parents, bloggers, others) lead to both shared and conflicting interpretive strategies that portrays LEGO on one 

hand as a company making life-changing products (e.g. Bionicle) and on the other hand as a corporation 

forcing gender stereotyping (e.g. LEGO Friends). The first strengthens the ties between members and creates 

positive feelings. The latter lead to negative emotions and ‘discursive struggles’.  

From the findings it can be concluded that multiple stakeholders adopt certain interaction practices and 

interpretive strategies as well as roles when engaging in brand-related social discourse. The findings even 

suggest that many stakeholders do so across platforms. Linking platforms together in social discourse gives 

rise to the notion of an online cloud where different weak or strong interpretive communities of interest 

unfold through multi-stakeholders discursive activities. Both positive and negative brand meanings have 

been observed to be co-created. Further, it can be concluded that in almost any discursive activity different 

stakeholders as well as brand interest group members participate leading to a constantly co-created brand 

meaning and co-construction of reality. These findings align with our scientific stance within the social 

constructivism.  

5.2 Managerial implications 
The following paragraph will address in which ways the findings of the analysis can be of value to LEGO 

and companies alike that are exposed to similar conditions regarding multi-stakeholder interactions. Further, 

it can be addressed how the appearance of online interpretive communities of interest can be exploited by 

companies in other industries without the premises’ of typical ‘fan-communities’. These companies can also 

turn the tables and exploit stakeholder-interactions to create value. By applying the netnographic 

methodology companies can gain insights into stakeholder-interactions in an online sphere, which can guide 

tactical and strategic decisions for long-term value co-creation.     

First, the findings suggest that stakeholder relationships (either internal vs. external and external vs. external) 

exist online and in these relationships continuous interests or interpretive strategies are put forth in different 

interpretive communities. This is done on a highly frequent basis engaging multi-stakeholders in the process 

of co-creation of brand meaning at all times. Therefore, the understanding of interpretive communities of 

interest provides companies with opportunities that must be seized. As complex as it seems the essential 

outcome of multi-stakeholder interaction is an opportunity to engage and build closer relations to all 
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members of the brand interest group. By understanding the complex stakeholder-interactions and identify 

them as persons or as having different roles, companies can exploit these insights in several ways.  

First, the stakeholder interaction in interpretive communities of interest foster opportunity for real-time 

brand monitoring of ongoing insights and trends in their stakeholder networks. In that sense the company can 

gain quick insights to its brand meaning characteristics at different points in time and potentially balancing 

expectations of stakeholders better and faster. Further, it gives the opportunity to respond. Examples of 

topics that amplifies potential crisis can be avoided by responding to stakeholder’s comments before 

discussions or accusations escalates. Companies also have severe customer service advantages as they have 

direct contact and dialogue with many stakeholders at the same time. It is possible to exploit and amplify 

current positive activity or tone from stakeholders by referrals and recommendations (as observed on 

Rebrick, Facebook) and foster communities or just strengthens its markers of community.  

Finally, companies can seize opportunities to lead changes in sentiment or behavior of stakeholders through 

brand content awareness, product launches, targeted deals, offers and stakeholder input and feedback (e.g. 

LEGO Cuusoo, LEGO Facebook – DUPLO, Shop, Education etc.). Companies should accept the existence 

of shared and conflicting interpretive strategies and how it affects brand meaning either positively or 

negatively. By initiating online platforms where stakeholders meet it is inevitable to be exposed to negative 

discourses, but in the context of concentrated exposure the company can really differentiate itself by 

providing extraordinary service etc. And by understanding different stakeholders’ roles across platforms the 

task becomes more evident – potential to affect sentiment, attitude and behavior towards many. Further, 

certain stakeholders as brand-related ‘content-creators’ can be identified and embraced for the long-term 

benefit of positive brand-meaning co-creation from interactions between ‘content-creators’ and other 

stakeholders. As proven through the empirical study stakeholders also often respond to each other’s 

comments providing guidance or help on specific matters thus adopt roles as ambassadors or service-

practices as ‘employees’ based form their own experiences.   

All companies have different stakeholders, and some companies even have a product that is more attractive 

or creates greater value or sentiment on its own (such as LEGO). But companies that are not as privileged 

from the true loveable nature of the product as LEGO (e.g. Telecommunication, Bank- or insurance 

companies), value are still to be exploited. Stakeholders have an interest and the more the company engage 

and is able to create or initiate opportunities for stakeholders to interact – they probably will. By amplifying 

social motivators for co-creation of brand meaning (or innovation) between stakeholders, other companies 

can foster engagement, feedback and sharing. These companies should then not fear the probability of 

negative discourses surrounding them, but seize the opportunity to engage in interactions. Thereby, 

companies will learn faster and better fulfill the discrepancies between stakeholder expectations and 

company behavior.  
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5.3 Limitations and suggestions for future research 
Having concluded and provided the final overview of this extensive research and the new knowledge found 

on multi-stakeholder interaction and co-creation of brand meaning online, suggestions for future research are 

now presented. Stakeholder-, discourse- and brand community literature consists of a wide range of different 

topics, and this study is by no means exhaustive in dealing with all these, but a data collection of this caliber 

collected specifically for this purpose invites other interesting relations to be investigated. These are inspired 

by both the discrepancies found between theory and empirical evidence as well as the consequence of our 

delimitation. And as touched upon in the reliability and validity section qualitative research is inadequate of 

drawing generalizing conclusions. Further, the limitations of the study lead to other interesting research 

avenues.   

First, the findings suggest that several stakeholders participate simultaneously in the discursive activities 

collected, which makes it difficult to distinguish between brand meaning co-creation put forth by which 

individual stakeholder or group. By focusing more on comprehending specific relationships between 

different types of stakeholders (e.g. employees vs. bloggers), findings might suggest brand meaning co-

creation relationships that seems more influential in terms of affecting discursive activities and the adoption 

of interpretive strategies the most. Thereby, a deeper categorization of certain stakeholder relationships 

seems promising and fruitful to understand the discursive activities that amplify the co-creation of brand 

meaning in interpretive communities of interest more. That being said, the same notion can be made for a 

deeper categorization of the types of interpretive communities of interest that seem to gather more diverse 

stakeholders and maybe a fair distribution of brand interest group members. The identified ‘cloud’ of 

interpretive communities of interest has shed light on other interesting community-gatherings such as Flickr, 

MOCpages, blogs etc. Future research should entail same practices as this study, thereby being able to 

compare and comprehend the complex and arbitrary environment of brand-meaning co-creation that exist 

online; outlining specific characteristics of other community-gatherings as well as concrete stakeholder 

relationships.   

Second, by understanding new community-gatherings in a dynamic and evolving context online can shed 

light on a deeper understanding of the differences between classic brand communities and new types of 

communities (e.g. related LEGO micro groups on Facebook, Flickr, YouTube, Vimeo49) with different 

characteristics and stakeholders as the case with Rebrick and Facebook. Third, multiple stakeholders in an 

online environment can interact independently of brand management. This study took departure in two 

LEGO-initiated communities where LEGO and its employees are active participants towards stakeholders. 

Future research should try to identify stakeholder relationships where the brand itself or employees do not 

                                                        
49 E.g. many other groups of LEGO related content and social discourse have been found on Facebook (e.g. LEGO Batman etc.), as well as anti-brand 
communities. Further, Flickr consist of more than 5.000 LEGO-related groups as well as YouTube and Vimeo contains considerably amounts of 
video data. 
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participate. Hence, future investigation should focus on stakeholder interactions and social discourse 

between ‘external to external’ stakeholders.  

Fourth, it can be concluded that several stakeholders obtain different roles and are active on several 

platforms and communities. Future research should try to better identify and categorize these actors to 

evaluate their individual roles and adoption of these across platforms. Further, other examples of social 

discourse gaining quick viral effect across platforms has been observed outside the data collection (e.g. as in 

the case of the launch of LEGO Friends), where politicians, former employees, parents, neutrals etc. took 

part of the discursive activities making it a high-priority discussion among multi-stakeholders. Other 

situations of high-priority cases gaining viral effect can be fruitful to understand the flow of social discourse 

across platforms to better understand how discourses gains ground in other contexts e.g. in different 

interpretive communities of interest.  
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Appendix 
 

#1: LEGO Facbook frontpage and related sub-sites (http://www.facebook.com/LEGOGROUP) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#2: LEGO Rebrick frontpage (http://rebrick.lego.com/) 
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#3: Excerpt A: LEGO, AFOLs and others (FB1), 5TH May 2011 

 

 

#4: Excerpt B: LEGO, AFOLs, LEGO community, parents and LEGO employee (FB6), 21th June 

2011 
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#5: Excerpt C: LEGO, AFOLs parents, others, and (FB8), 21th July 2011  

 
 

 

#6: Excerpt D: AFOLs, parents and others (FB12), 17th August 2011  
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#7: Excerpt E: LEGO, AFOLs, TFOL, parents, LEGO employee and other (FB16), 3rd November 

2011  

 

#8: Excerpt F: AFOLs and others (FB20), 31st January 2012  
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#9: Excerpt G: LEGO, AFOLs, employee, parents, bloggers and others (FB23), 16rd February 2012  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#10: Excerpt H: LEGO, AFOLs, others and employees (FB 29), 5th of April 2012  
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#11: Excerpt I: LEGO and parents (FB39), 20th of February 2012  

 

 

#12: Excerpt J: LEGO DUPLO and parents (FB42), 10th of July 2012  
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#13: Excerpt K: LEGO Shop, AFOLs, others (FB46), 7th of July 2012  

 

#14: Excerpt L: LEGO Education, teachers, others and parents (FB47), 24th of February 2012  
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#15: Excerpt A: LEGO employee, AFOL (RB12), 13th of November 2011 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/lego-rebrick--upcoming-project----brickipedia-the-lego-wiki/a8gyyo  

http://lego.wikia.com/wiki/LEGO_Rebrick_%28Upcoming_Project%29  

  
#16: Excerpt B: LEGO employee, AFOL, TFOL, Other (RB20), 25th of October 2011 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/lego-titanic/ifnnon  
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#17: Excerpt C: LEGO employee, Other (RB5), 16th of February 2011 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/futuristic-lego-lessons---australian-teacher-magazine---no-1-national-education-/oqnxag  
 

 
 

#18: Excerpt D: LEGO employee, LEGO Brand Retail, Blogger, TFOL (RB27), 18th of June 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/BottomMenu/Blog/061812-ReBrick-Building-Competition.aspx  
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#19: Excerpt E: LEGO employee, Parent, Other (LEGO stop-motion animator) (RB28), 11th of June 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/lego-inception/opy7f8  

 
#20: Excerpt F: LEGO employee, Blogger (RB43), 12th of January 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/a-kockagyar-i-olvasok--erre-hajt-anak----2012----kockagyar---lego-blog---hirek--/28n3fi  
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#21: Excerpt G: LEGO employee, Other (RB50), 21th of May 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/sheepos-garage--land-rover-defender-110/mg4cge  

 
 

#22: Excerpt H: AFOL, TFOL, Parent, LEGO employee, Other (RB3), 18th of May 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/BottomMenu/Blog/05182012-presidents-never-seen-builds-like-this.aspx 
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#23: Excerpt I: AFOL, TFOL, Parent, Blogger, Other (RB4), 14th of May 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/imgp1856/lp2bne 
 

 
 

#24: Excerpt J: AFOL, LEGO employee, TFOL, Other (RB31), 26th of January 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/lego-man-in-space/3lu7eo  
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#25: Excerpt K: AFOL, Blogger, Other (RB35), 24th of January 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/legoreg-cuusoo---back-to-the-future/27jdjx  
 

 
 

#26: Excerpt L: Parents, AFOL, Other (RB34), 21th of January 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-US/bookmark/legos-for-girls--a-reprise---the-mary-sue/08af3k  
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#27: Excerpt M: TFOL, Other (RB15), 27th of March 2012 
http://rebrick.lego.com/en-us/bookmark/bionicle-concept-video-2001-2008/x3xo9t?comments_currPage=2  
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Appendix – LEGO Facebook data collection 
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Appendix – LEGO Rebrick data collection 
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